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CMX 340X System.s
are doing things

the others only wish
they were 49d~in~g1.;
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the others ever do
what the CMX 340X

is doing now,
CMX will already
be doing things

the others haven't
r ven dream.ed of yet.

See us in the field from Orrox International
New York to Hollywood 27 Taxetstr, 8045 Ismaning/München, West Geimany

Phone: (089) 96-72-22
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BRoaocasTenG1neeR1nG.
July, 1977 Volume 19, No.The journal ol the broadcast-communications industry

18 How Tonal Values Translate. What you see isn't always
what you get, so the authors have prepared color
charts that will help your translations. Ron Whittaker
and Jacqueline Tornberg.

26 The Truth About Stereo Phasing. Many people listen
for phasing errors on the air. But some not so obvious
phasing ills can render the station's best efforts in
effective. Dennis Ciapura.

34 Directional Antenna Basics. Part 3 of our continuing
series on directional antennas expands upon the basic
two-tower concept of Part 2. Robert A. Jones.

44 1977 Montreux Report. BE's traveling editors report on
the recent international exhibition and symposium held
in Montreux. Joe Roizen.

60 Radio Workshop. This month's Workshop takes a new
look at the FM Proof of Performance. Peter Burk.
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July, 1977/By Howard T. Head and Harold L.

DIRECT
CURRENT
FROM D.C.

~

NAB Proposes Revised Audio Performance Rules

The National Association of Broadcasters (NAB)
sion to open an inquiry into the Rules governing the audio perfor
mance of AM and FM radio facilities and the measurements of audio
performance. The new Rules will govern the Proof of Performance D
required to be made on an annual basis.

Noting that the present performance requirements were developed m
years ago, NAB points to the radical changes·in audio processing
control techniques employed by radio broadcasters to enhance the
characteristics of the audio signal. A wide range of topics is p
posed for consideration, including the behavior of limiting and
other processing amplifiers, equalization techniques, pre-emphasi
load characteristics and noise-reduction methods. In addition, t
study would include analysis of techniques used in modulation mon'
tors with emphasis on modulation limits and the definition and me
surement of "peaks of frequent recurrence."

NAB asks that the Commission inquire into such topics as the type '
audio performance data required and method of measurement for all
radio stations. All interested parties, including manufacturers,
broadcast licensees, and individuals are urged to provide the Com
mission with information to permit the development of Rules reflec·
ing the current state of the art.

The two new established frequencies--530 kHz and 1610 kHz--are
to be restricted to a new class of noncommercial radio stations
known as a Travelers Information Station(TIS). These stations
are to be used to transmit information to motorists and other
travelers which would include warnings of road hazards, airport

New Class of AM Radio Station Established

The Commission has amended the Rules governing AM radio stations
to extend the AM band to include carrier frequencies at 10 kHz
intervals from 530 kHz_to 1610 kHz. Previously, the lowest AM
frequency was 540 kHz and the uppermost 1600 kHz.

Continued on pa¡
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CETEC Jampro's
FM Antennas
are especially

worth listening to.

Hearing a Cetec Broadcast
Group antenna specialist explain FM antennas

is clearly rewarding. It can result in more listeners and
more revenue for your station. O Jampro uses the best of

modern computer technology. But nothing replaces actual field tests,
right? So we do that, too. Another Jampro specialty is optional Pattern

Optimization, with field tests for guaranteed ±:4dB, ±:3dB, and even ±:2dB
circularity' O From the new JWCP with 4MHz bandwidth for two or more stations

common use, down to the elliptically polarized JLCP,Jampro exclusive knowhow goes into
every design, manufacturing and testing step. O The JSCP 'Penetrator' is perhaps the most

famous FMantenna in use today. Doesn't that tell the story? If not, our world-wide users' list from
every climate and continent surely will. O Think about it. Wouldn't you, as a professional

broadcaster, prefer to talk to a broadcast professional? ... about the very special antennas of CETEC
Jampro? O And the entire good group of products from Jampro, Schafer, and Sparta.

The Broadcast Divrsions ol Catee Corporation
Goleta. Castorrua 93017

Telephone (805) 968-1561
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Continued from page 4

DIRECT CURRENT
FROM D. C.

6 BROADCAST ENGINE

directions, and availability of lodging, food and gasoline.
Licensees will be restricted to local and federal governmental
agencies.

These stations will be restricted to the immediate vicinity of
air, train and bus terminals, public parks, historical sites,
interstate highway interchanges, bridges and tunnels. The oper
ation will be secondary to services sharing these two frequencies
and must accept interference from the primary service.

Some Changes in CATV Technical Standards

The Commission has made minor changes in the CATV technical standa
The revised standards are now based on the physical configuration
a cable system rather than the identities of the various communiti
served.

Frequency standards for cable carriage are revised for the carriag
to UHF translators to require no more accuracy than that of the
translator signal. The frequency accuracy requirement for CATV se
top converters is replaced by a frequency stability requirement, a.
a video signal-to-noise ratio is applied for the first time to
direct video feeds.

There was general agreement among both cable and broadcast interes
as to the desirability of these changes. Several parties, however
urged the Commission to go further and adopt more comprehensive C~
technical standards to supplement the rather meager standards now
established by the Commission's Rules. The Commission agreed tha
this should be done and stated that it would do so promptly. It's
hard to quarrel with that position--it's just as true today as whe
the Commission said the same thing five years ago.

Short Circuits

The Commission has proposed to prohibit the marketing of external
amplifiers capable of operation in the frequency band 24-35 MHz anc
has instructed its starf to avoid any CB meetings where such ampli·.
fiers are displayed. The Commission has authorized an experimentaj
license in the 52-74 MHz band to develop both an industrial and
consumer video displayer ... The Commisison has refused to permit I
suburban licensee in the midwest to move its main studio nearer t
central city, although the licensee insisted that the only alterna
tive involved miles of travel to the transmitter site over windin~
two-lane roads and a narrow wooden bridge often covered by high
water ... The Commission has issued a new volume of CB Rules and
an interference book detailing "home remedies" for CB interferehc
to television receivers and home audio equipment .•. The Commissi
has adopted Notices of Inquiry into FM quadraphonic broadcasting
and AM stereo broadcasting; field testing of various AM stereo
systems has begun.
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IDM-1.Part editor, part computer
Bd100% post-production magic.

You create the production in your
head. EDM-1 brings your ideas
to life.

Much more than an editor.
EDM-1 is a computerized command
and con trol system for turning out
a finished product.

EDM-1 accepts as many as 3.200
scene-by-scene instructions. in
cluding entrance codes. exit codes
and transition commands. An alpha
numeric CRT displays this stored
information, along with plain
English comments. Only EDM-1 lets
you search to a plain English com
ment. rather than a coded address.
Type in "sunset.' and you'll see
a sunset.

The computer keeps track of
everything. Even lets you juggle and
restack scenes. And an optional
feat ure "learns" your own special
touch with che switcher, duplicating
your motions upon command.

Then. when you've cold EDM-1
exactly how che finished production
is supposed co look. all you have to
do is sit back and watch it work.

EDM-1 controls all of your
audio and video sources and the
master recorder. Finds the scenes.
Assembles them with special effects.
The whole job. When your EDM-1
says the job is done. che job is done.

That's post-production magic.
the Ampex way.

AMPEX
A111pc:-.Corporat ion
Audio Video SYs1c111sDivision
-10I Broadwuv -
Redwood Cii\" California 9-106.\
-II) .167-201l
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The Only
Solution
for Sony
Cameras

373 DX
Chromatic Production Switcher

Just Plug Them in
and You Have the
Most Advanced
Studio

• SonyCamera Compatibility.
• Color Bar, Automatic Color

Black and Color Background.
• 10Wipes, Soft Wipe, Border

Wipe, and Key.
• SYNCGenerator.
• Front PanelSubcarrier Phase

Shifter.
• Digital Tally Indicator, and

Intercom.

SHINTRDN
World Wide

Cambndge, Ma. 02142 U.S.A. 617-49Hl700
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SMPTE Conference planned for October
Booth space for SMPTE's 119th

Technical Conference Equipment
Exhibit is now available, announced
SMPTE Conference Vice President
Harry Teitelbaum. The Conference
and Exhibit, which is scheduled for
the Century Plaza Hotel in Los
Angeles Oct. 16-21, will feature
numerous presentations on different
aspects of television and motion
picture technology. Among the sub-

jects to be discussed are laborat'Y
practices, film production, televisn
production, television sound td
motion picture sound.
SMPTE expects this conferenceo

be the largest in their history, "Ab
more than 5,000 professionals t
pected to attend. Further ínforn.
tion on the Conference and Exh
is available from SMPTE, 862 Sea
dale Ave., Scarsdale, NY 10583.

NAEB expands convention format
Plans to expand exhibitor partici

pation in the 53rd annual conven
tion of the National Association of
Educational Broadcasters, held in
Washington, D.C. November 13-17,
were announced by James A. Fel
lows, president of NAEB. Fellows
said that program modifications,
allowing delegates more time to visit
the exhibit area, have been ap
proved. These changes will create
81/2 hours of exibit-only time when
business sessions or related activity
will not be scheduled.
The new NAEB convention, to be

held at the Sheraton-Park Hotel,
includes a major group of sessions
for engineers who are frequently
responsible for recommendations to
management regarding the purchase
of new equipment. These sessions
will provide a forum for exhibitors

to make technical presentations rn
the formal convention agenda 1d,
on the exhibit floor. In addition,
Exhibitors Panel is scheduled 8!8
general session to focus on tei
nology and to encourage e
attendance.

Fellows emphasized that
NAEB convention expects to d
over 3,000 public broadcasting
technical executives as well
representatives from the militr
services, local, state and fedeB'
government, foreign embassies,
medical profession, business
industry. He noted that an assoc
membership requirement in
association, which has been mara
tory, has been waived. For fu
information contact Patricia Ki·
Moran at (202) 223-6274.

New trade show scheduled for Oct.
INTELCOM '77, the first Inter

national Telecommunications Expo
sition to be held in the United
States, will take place at the
Georgia World Congress Center in
Atlanta from October 9-15. A num
ber of major attractions will be
bringing all segments of world tele
communications activity together
under one roof, including govern
ment telecommunications adminis
trations, users, manufacturers,
technical experts, agents, distribu
tors, consultants. educators, and
communications officials from
around the world.
Primary focus of the exposition

will be on the needs of developing
nations and will include recent
developments in the technology,

economics, financial policy, regu·
tory and management aspects 1fJ

telecommunications.
Also on the agenda are apprti

mately 14 intensive two-day sift
courses covering the most up-to-dét
treatment of computer networt
fiber optics, satellites, digill1
trends, management of communñ'
tions systems, microprocessoi!f
marketing, and finance; and to'S
to major manufacturing plants, t1r
phone operating companies and 1-
search facilities.
For further information on INTI'

COM '77, contact Barbara CofJ,
Horizon House International, fO
Washington St., Dedham, Mal·
02026.

Continued on psgeO
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CETEC Sparta's
FM Transmitters

are really
worth listening to.

3CX3000A7 is an earful.
O That's the economical ceramic triode spe

cifically designed for our 3 and 5 kW transmitters. Its
'grounded grid' use eliminates neutralization and continuous

fine tuning in the 603 and 6058. O Added stability factors: vacuum
variable capacitors in the driver stage. Standard APC. O The 603 and

6058, like all CETEC Sparta transmitters, interface with all makes of ATS. O
Reliability? Superior high performance from our solid state direct-FM 680 Exciter.

It features advanced concepts such as digital, temperature-compensated AFC. The
680 powers all our FM transmitters from 1O W to 25 kW. O Operations? CETEC Sparta

transmitters are a breeze. All important parameters are fully metered. All feature Tally Light
fault locators with automatic recycle. All provide easy access to components. O Interesting fact.
only CETEC Sparta makes AM and FM solid state transmitters. O Wouldn't you, as a profes-
sional broadcaster, prefer to talk to a broadcast professional? about the good group of
products from Jampro, Schafer, and 't
Sparta? O Contact US. We're ~ The Broadcast Divrsrons01 Cetec Corporanon
ready to listen to YOU. 75 Casuuan 011ve Goleta. Cantorrua 93017

Telephone (805) 968-1561

d 1977
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Continued from page 8

FCC provides public access
to radio program log data

The Commission has amended its rules req
radio broadcasters to make their program logs oil1
data available for public inspection, and to make
material, as well as public inspection file mat
available for machine reproduction. It also
continue to require that all radio licensees ke
their public files for a period of three years copí
all written comments and suggestions conce
station operation received from the public.
This action, which amends Parts 1 and 73, b

effective July 5.
The FCC said it would not require comme

television and radio broadcasters to retain '·
disclose transcripts or tape or disc recordings of
and public affairs programs. The Commissionwa
convinced that the public benefits outweighed
costs the proposal would impose on broadcasters.
The FCC's action is the latest in a serie&

documents dealing with public access to broa'
station program records.
In January 1974, the FCC amended its rule~

provide for public inspection of television st•
program logs and to establish the procedures w'r.
would apply to inspection requests. The revised
allowed not only access to, but reproduction of1
program logs of television licensees. On July 17 of
year. the FCC amended its rules to permit
reproduction of materials maintained locally for p
inspection by television station applicants, permi
and licensees, with radio stations to be dealt
later.

FCC responds to court rema
on educational station rule

The FCChas issued a response to the U.S. Cowio
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit's remt1
of the FCC action amending its rules requiil
non-commercial educational stations retain, for30
days, audio recordings of all public affairs progrM~
that are broadcast. In addition, they must m"1
copies of such recordings available to anyone ID
request and payment of a reasonable copying cost
The FCC's action of December 19, 1975, amen•u1

Part 73 to implement Section 399[b) of the Commun9'
tions Act. (That section requires non-commerll
educational stations that receive federal assíatanc
the form of matching grants or payments to reJn
audio recordings of programs that have been broi
cast in which issues of public importance
discussed. Copies must be made available on raque·
A number of non-commercial educational stafll

licensees sought judicial review of the 1975 act{
contending that it impinged on their freedoml
expression in violation of the First Amendment. ,

Continued on pagt
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BERKEYCOLORTRAn
lílTRODUCES new
LIGHTlílG KITS
FOR WORLDWIDE
LOCATIOíl LIGHTlílG

Lighting Kits must be portable, lightweight, rugged and durable.
They are your studio in a suitcase - and must respond to
ever-changing location shooting needs, over and over again.
Colortr an's new, Mark 2 Kits have been redesigned to respond
to today's requirements - worldwide. The Mini-Pro Kit and
Pro-Kit IV are now packaged in a rugged aluminum carry case.
Both are lighter. Our Flight Kit is streamlined and now includes
the lightweight, hi-performance Mini-King with removable barn
doors. These are a few of the changes.
Colortran offers 14 different kits in 120 and 240V versions. To
select the ones that best fit your requirements, write for our new
brochure and price list to Dept. BE777.

Berkey Colortran ~
'""'º""'~1015Chetlnul SlrHI, Burb•nk, Berkey P.O.Box 5, Burrell W•y. Thollord

C•llfornl• 91502, Toi. 213 843-1200 PhotoInc. Norfolk, IP24 3RB. U.K., Toi. Thottord 2484
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... the full lineup of innovative cam
eras and camera technology that set
NAB '77 on its ear and has truly
earned Philips the reputation of "the
INNOVISION company'l "

Since the first decade when Philips
creative technology changed color tele
vision forever with the Plumbicon™ tube
and the Philips Norelco PC-60 camera,
ithas been one innovation after another.

3-Plumbicon tube design, beam
splitter prism, C.L.U.E. (Color Line Up
Equipment) etc., etc., etc. Right into
Decade lWO with the world-wide ac
ceptance of LOK and LOH cameras
... the finest, most advanced, most
complete family of cameras available
anywhere.

Now Philips proudly presents the
"INNOVISION family" of television
products to meet every need, every
budget.

VIDEO 80-NEW ... an incredible,
broadcast- quality camera/ camera
system for ENG, Field Production,
Studio. Converts to each configura
tion with just a simple change of slide
on viewfinder and plug-in electronics.

~
~

Simple to set up ... simple to
operate because all the test fea
tures are built-in with "no com
promise" performance. And
there are even more automatic
features in its ENG configuration,
for total mobility.It's compact, rug
ged and lightweight. Designed to
go anywhere, do anything on AC
or power pack.

But the greatest innovation is Video
80 economy. Economical to purchase,
economical to operate. Its versatility
lets you do more with less equipment
for true cost/effective operation. And
since Video 80 can interface with most
of your existing equipment, it saves all
around. That's economy three ways.

LDK-25 - the finest, state-of-the-art
multicore studio and field camera
system available today. With all criti
cal components Philips designed ...
Philips made, for optimum perform
ance of the entire camera system. Like
computer matched yokes, beam-split
ting prism, deflection circuitry,
Plumbicon 1" anti-comet tail tubes.

o
Couple these with innovati

CLO.E. for ease of color b
electronic temperature centro
white balance, flexibleauto irisa

trast compression and you have
era system unsurpassed in stab
ture quality and performance.
The LDK-25 family also has

allycontrolled triaxversion, the
for remotes and modernized
installation. Its built-in memory
maintains settings up to a week
automatic cable compensation
nates timing and power suppl
lems to beyond one mile.
The LDK-15 is the LDK-5 in

able configuration ... the ultima·
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bduction cam
:¿ field produc
•1 for use as a compact studio
..Operates in a self-contained
or interfaces with either the
or 25 CCU in system configura
ithabsolutely no compromise in
aarice.

LIHF Transmitters-an ad-
1, new television transmitter
-enrredis the 17.5kWVHF trans
lvhichcan be paralleled for 35
~Ftransmitters range from 1 to
andmaybe paralleled to 110kW.
!a unique, common 1-watt l.F.

exciter which can also be ret
rofitted into earlier competitive

systems.Over 1,000 Philips trans
mitters have been sold world-wide.

' ,
LDH-20S-with increased sensitivity
and a wide selection of zoom lenses.
It's the acknowledged leader in 3-tube
economy broadcast-quality cameras,
with over 1600 in use world-wide.
Philips patented prism beam-split op
tics, contours-out-of-green enhance
ment, C.L.U.E. adaptor for easy color
alignment, balance and camera match
ing make it unmatched in its class.

LDK-11-with exclusive Philips de
sign and performance. The fullbroad
cast camera that started everyone think
ing both ENG and Field Production in a
hand-held camera. But LDK-11does it
without compromising qualityor opera
tional features. A remarkable battery or
AC powered portable camera with full
control remotely or at the backpack. And
with studio camera features like famed
3-Plumbicon tube picture, beam-split
prism, bias light and Philips linear ma-

For Demonstration Only Circle (I) on Reply Clrd
For Uterature Only Circle (9) on Reply Clrd

trix for superb colorimetry, H&V con
tours, auto iris, auto white balance,
genlock sync generator, switchable
gain and gamma, built-in color bars,
remote VTR and zoom controls and
two audio channels. All this and more
make the LDK-11 like no comparable
broadcast camera in the world.
And check out these other innovative
new Philips products:
New LDK-65 Telecine Film Chain

with parts commonality and outstand
ingperformance of the LDK-25 camera
family.
New BCN 1" helical scan Video

Tape Recorders and new compatible
1" cassette version.
They all add up to a complete inno

vative family of cameras and technol
ogy to serve the television industry.
Send for more infomwtion (indicating product

interest). Or, better still, haue your Philips repte
sentatiue set up a demo for you. But do it today.
Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp.. 91 McKee
Oriue, Mahwah. NJ 07430 (201) 529· 3800.

"Innovatiue Leader in World Television

PHILIPS®
TM·N.V.Philip'
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PROTECTION
ASSURED
AGAINST

LIGHTNING
1259 Stations Use
The Wilkinson

Line Surge
Protector

IT REALLY WORKS!

mmnr?ílr'fl~@~P.O. Box738WLJLbl.JDLJl}J~ Trainer, Pa.19013
ELECTRONICB, INC.(215)497-5100

For More Details Cuele (14) on Reply Card

Wilkinson Electronics Canada Ltd.
15 McCulloch Ave., Rexdale, Ontario
Canada M9W 4MS (416) 247-9741

Wilkinson
Self Testing

Silicon Rectifiers
Replace Directly
Mercury Vapor

Tubes
* Self Testing - A neon indicator for

each diode warns of failure.
* Direct replacements avai Iable for all

diode rectifiers - no rewiring
necessary.

* Repairable - any component can be
replaced easily.

* 200% Safety Margin on Voltage
300% on Current.

* Fully Guaranteed.

'lrln'l~:ir;n ~ GJ@i'f1
\V y¡:~ :,\ i ·~ l~IP.O.Box738:JJG JuLJ ~ U\J Trainer, Pa. 19013
ELECTRONICS, INC. (215)497-5100
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NRBA convention gears up
for 125 exhibitors

Exhibit space for the fourth annual National R
Broadcasters Conference and Exposition, to be
October 9-12 in New Orleans, is 75 percent sold
already ahead of the entire amount reserved for
1976 show. According to Al King, executive
president for station services of NRBA, "New ex
tors and increased space requested by those
exhibited last year has already assured a sellout
1977."

The exposition. limited to 125 booths, will be he)
the New Hilton Hotel. and will feature the later'
automation. programming services, engineering
radio broadcast equipment.

Legal Guide available
helpful to broadcasters

The Legal Department of the NAB announces
publication of a 600-page guide to provide guidanc
radio and television stations on FCC-related probl
they encounter in their day-to-day operation.

It is available now at a cost of $35 for I
members and $70 for non-members.

Erwin G. Krasnow, NAB general counsel, said ·
is the first compilation under one cover of mo.
FCC rules and policies governing programming, <~
mercial practices. employment, engineering and oe
aspects of station operation. The Legal Guide ishc
result of literally thousands of hours of research 1
analysis.

He said the Guide represents a testament to :U
constantly increasing burdens broadcasters must Ja
in mind in keeping track of, and complying witl
seemingly endless stream of paperwork generatecJ}
the FCCs regulatory process.

The Legal Guide. clearly written in layman's te1a.
is intended to be more than a comprehen:I
explanation of hundreds of FCC rules, reports IT
court decisions. It gives practical advice to the stair>.
manager on complying with Commission regulatiü
filling out application forms and effectively co¡18·
with bureaucracy. For example, one of theiQ
appendixes provides a listing of telephone nurn]
and addresses of FCC Field Offices, Governnn1t1
Printing Office Regional Bookstores, and other sou1ª'
of information.

In 1934, all of the FCC's Rules and Regulations '1r'
contained in a relatively simple 180-page booklet. r~
is takes 2. 750 pages to print only those portions wJ:
apply to broadcasters. .

In 1934-35. all the Commission's decisions wer1ili
the first edition of FCC Reports-388 pages. 3
contrast. it took five volumes containing 7, 140 pr~s
(with smaller type) to cover just a portion of
decisions released by the Commission durin
comparable period in 1975-76.

BROADCAST ENGINEER~
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Introducing
two new ways to get the lighter

side óf the news.
Microwave Associates'

MA-2CP and MA-2EP.
They're by far the lightest,

easiest to carry, simplest to use
andmaintain portable microwave
radios to move onto the market.

Because they're so light,
the 2 watt MA-2CP and 8watt
MA-2EP open up a new era of
flexibilityin news gathering at
2GHz. Youcan go almost
anywhere the news is.

Both models have a unique
frequency offset capability that
gives you a total of 21microwav
hannels. Three times the
frequency agilityof older models,

If you want, we also offer the
2CP and 2EP in 1-channel and
7-channel versions.

In addition, the MA-2EP
provides sophisticated diagnos
tics, switch-selectable tuning and
the opportunity of mounting the

~MICROWAVE
~ASSOCIATES

RF head up to 30 feet away.
Both the MA-2CP and

MA-2EP are engineered with
people inmind. And each system
is compatible with allour
Portable Line accessories.

So ifyou need two great little
portables for ENG remotes. write
or call for the complete details.

The MA-2CP. And the
MA-2EP.

They're guaranteed to give
your news gathering a nice. light
touch. Microwave Associates.
Communications Equipment
Group, Burlington. MA 01803.
617-272-3100.

Field Sail'sOffices: 1\1la111a.Ca. (·llM)45!i :18IS. Dalla~. Tx. (214) 2:~1-:IS:!:!.1'.111,,1,L'111.~lo' t.~l•il sq¡ ss•1:;. ~tltlll\ I .th-. l .t 1lilSl ;33 tl:!:!:!.
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The Sony BVT-1000.
Consider the logic.

A time base corrector is part of a system.
~system that includes a video tape recorder.

Isn't it logical that· a company which
;lanufactures video tape recorders would have
n inside track on what it takes to correct
.me base error in a VTR signal?

We're talking, of course, about Sony
lroadcast.

The company that pioneered professional
J-rnatic video recorders. And introduced the
NH-1000 l" High Band Video Recorder,
at has the whole broadcast industry moving
1a new direction.

Sony Broadcast has matched these
mpressive video recorders with an equally
mpressive digital time base corrector. The
NT-1000.

And before you face up to the difficult
-ecision of which TBC is best for you,
onsider the logic of the BVT-1000.

l. The economy of a complete
iackage. Sony Broadcast knows that
me-by-line velocity compensation, complete
lideo processing with advance sync, drop-out
ompensation , and the ability to handle both
lirect and heterodyne color are not just
options."

They're requirements. Requirements that
roadcasters need and use in day-to-day
pera tions.

o we make all these so-called options
andard built-in features of the BVT-1000.
nd you save dollars in our greater
roduction efficiency.

2. The advantage of superior
chnology. The economy of the BVT-1000
oesn't mean you sacrifice quality.

Far from it.
"he BVT-1000 incorporates unparalleled

technological excellence. Excellence
demonstrated by a unique AID converter that
expands the effective number of bi rs per
word, resulting in a higher signal-ro-noise
ratio than theoretically expected in an 8-bir
system. Which leads to transparent picture
quality.

With the Sony Broadcast BVH-1000
l" recorder, the BVT-1000 provides locked
recognizable color pictures from still-frame to
seven times normal speed. And to greater
than thirty times normal speed in
monochrome. So your editing techniques are
faster and more critically accurate than ever
before possible.

And for use with U-matic format
recorders, the BVT-1000 offers special
advantages. A wide 4H window and special
anti-gyro circuitry compensare for wide errors
and maintain both color and luminance
stability.

Advance sync control allows phase
correction using LED indicators at the TBC.
for system integration. And the video level
can be monitored by LEDs that show ar a
glance high or low level relative to one volt
peak-to-peak.

3. The logic of a systems approach. If
you are into electronic news garhering. or if
you're part of the new revolution in I" high
band machines, the chances arc very good
that you're already using Sony recorders.

The BVT-1000 gives you an opporrunirv
to add new logic to your broadcast
equipment. The logic of an ;111-Sonysysrcrn.

For full information about the RVT-1000
or any of the other professional video
products in the Sony Broadcast t.uuilv. cnll
your nearest Sony Broadcast office.

Sony Broadcast
tiny Corporation of America. 9 \'(/c,r 57 Strcl'l. Nl·11·Y\lrk. Nl·11·Yc>rk il1L'i'l

New York: (212) 371-5800 Chicago: (312) 792-3600 L\l,Angcb: (21)) 'il/-4ll1l1 l'.m.1,l.1: (.fJ(,) 2'i2-l'i81
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\Vhatyouse
isiitalways
whatyouge1
Part 2 of a 2-part series
By Ron Whittaker and Jacqueline Tornberg

DEGREEOF PHASE DIFFERENCE
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,j, mentioned in Part One of this
tie, one of the big problems in
t1isionhas always been the area
·1npredictability associated with
11;way things appear to the
un eye and how they sub
ttently appear on a TV screen.
lty colors and tonal values are
i#icantly changed by the tele
;m process. As a producer,
ntor, engineer, or art director,
nmeed to know what to expect

the television system, or you
uexperience some disappointing
r.costly) surprises.
'tis two-part article reports on
uof the most extensive studies
'ti done on the subject. In all,
·~500 colors were carefully and
matically analyzed. The find
~ which ran over 90 pages in
original form, are summarized
iis series.
nee there are many thousands
;aades of paint available to the
Hsion artist and set designer, it
od be a hopeless task to try to
ify each of them. It is not even

elible to analyze one "royal
It," for example, and expect any
~istency among manufacturers.
was the authors' opinion that

1'i1bestway to approach this
loma was to select a relatively
"e" paint medium which would
itself to a very accurate

[ysis, Then, after extensive
~:vsis, certain conclusions and
elines about color and tonal

•l~sin general could be made.

,,'lowthe study was conducted
rcang tempra pigments were
ilrted for this study, not because

are widely used in television
''' aren't) but because they lend
selves to the very precise

·~·ulations necessary in a study
as this.

:Jecifically, the color samples
individually mixed from Prang
r-soluble, powdered, matte-fin
.empera pigments, manufac-
1 by The American Crayon
pany. The pigments used were
g yellow (No. 1550), orange (No.

1977

1551), red (No. 1552), turquoise
(No. 1553), violet (No. 1555), blue
(No. 1556), green (No. 1557),
magenta (No. 1558), black (No.
1559) and white (No. 1560).
The equipment used for elec

tronic analysis of the colors in this
study consisted of one E.M.I.
2001/C color camera with three
one-inch lead oxide vidicon Plumbi
con™ tubes, a Tektronix 520
NTSC vectorscope, and a Tektronix
529 waveform monitor, all of which
were from the studios of WUFT,
Channel 5, in Gainesville, Fla.

Procedure
The same vectorscope and wave

form monitor were used for each
analysis, and the same engineer
recorded the readings. The equip
ment used was carefully adjusted to
conform to FCC/NTSC guidelines.

The color samples were placed on
an easel directly in front of, and at
a consistent distance from, the
E.M.I. camera .. The easel was lit
with one 2,000-watt tungsten-halo
gen scoop, and color temperature
was carefully maintained at 3,200
degrees Kelvin.

Although a great amount of data
was generated from this study, the
authors have selected for discussion
only the parts which they feel will
be of the most immediate value to
television personnel.

Figure 1 summarizes much of the
information. It is difficult to ac
curately mass produce a chart such
as this, even with the highest
quality printing equipment. The
"television gray" squares (left col
umn) should be totally "colorless";
that is, they should have no
magenta, cyan, or yellow cast. The
chart should be viewed by daylight.
Fluorescent lights should be avoid
ed. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the
pigment forn1ulas used.

Shades of gray
First of all, note that the tele

vision gray scale shown in Figure 1
appears more compressed between

Continued on page 20

Table 1. Mixing
formulas for steps of
television gray scale
matched in pigment

Percent Percent
of paint of video
In sample response

--
95.5W-4.58 100

88W-128 90

78W-228 80

63W-378 70

50W-508 60

35W-658 50

21W-798 40

SW-928 30

1008 on
blotter
paper 20

black
velvet
material 10
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What you see
Continued from page 19

Table2.
Mixing formulas
for 60 colors
in color
classification
system

Percent of
Hue Paint In Mixture

100 Yellow 64Y-1G-15W
90 Yellow 96.5Y-1.5B
60 Yellow 92.5Y-4/0-3.5B
70 Yellow 66Y-6/0-6B
60 Yellow 76Y-9/0-15B
50 Yellow 64Y-12/0-24B
40 Yellow 45Y-16/0-39B
30 Yellow 16/0-16R-66B
20 Yellow 1OOBon blotter paper
10 Yellow black velvet material

100 Red 1R-4/0-95W
90 Red 5R-11/0-64W
60 Red 11R-16/0-73W
70 Red 21R-26/0-53W
60 Red 35R-34/0-31W
50 Red 72R-14/0-14W
40 Red 69R-4M-7B
30 Red 31R-21/0-488
20 Red 1OOBon blotter paper
10 Red black velvet material
100 Magenta 3.5M-96.5W
90 Magenta 16M-62W
80 Magenta 37M-63W
70 Magenta 54.5M-.5R-45W
60 Magenta 74M-1R-25W
50 Magenta 93M-2R-5W
40 Magenta 65M-4R-11B
30 Magenta 35M-15R-50B
20 Magenta 1OOBon blotter paper
10 Magenta black velvet material

100 Blue 1.5M-1.5V-97W
90 Blue 6M-5V-87W
80 Blue 14M-11V-75W
70 Blue 16M-17V-65W
60 Blue 31M-23V.46W
50 Blue 43M-32V-25W
40 Blue 56M-36V-6W
30 Blue 33M-22V-45B
20 Blue 1OOBon blotter paper
10 Blue black velvet material

100Cyan 4C-1G-95W
90 Cyan 15C-2G-83W
80 Cyan 34C-3G-63W
70 Cyan 53C-5G-42W
60 Cyan 75.5C-6.5G-16W
50 Cyan 65C-12G-3B
40 Cyan 66C-7G-27B
30 Cyan 31C-4G-65B
20 Cyan 100B on blotter paper
10 Cyan black velvet material

100 Green 5G-1Y-94W
90 Green 16G-4Y-80W
80 Green 37G-9Y-54W
70 Green 57G-13Y-30W
60 Green 60G-16Y-2W
50 Green 64G-19Y-17B
40 Green 41G-14Y-45B
30 Green 7G-13Y-60B
20 Green 1OOBon blotter paper
10 Green black velvet material

20

video levels 10 through SO than
between video levels 50 through
1OO.That is, to the eye, the steps
from video levels 1O through 50
appear less tonally separated or less
visibly distinct than the steps from
50 to 1OO. Step 100, or "television
white," appears not white, but gray.
Steps 10 and 20 could not be
matched in pigment, since 100
percent Prang black tempera was
too reflective. Step 10 is made of a
strip of black velvet material, and
step 20 is made of 100 percent
Prang black tempera, painted on a
strip of blotter paper.

An equal mixture of white and
black tempera yields a video re
sponse reading of 60 percent.
Between steps 30 and 80, each step
is approximately 15 pigment-mix
ture percentage units away from its
neighbor. At the extremities of the
scale, the steps are only 8 to 1O
units apart.

A careful examination of the
data shows that there is no linear
relationship between pigment mix
ture formulas (percentages of black
and white tempera) and video
response readings. All that can be
concluded is that the addition of
more black will yield a lower video
response reading, and the addition
of more white will yield a higher
video response reading. The
"shades of gray" aspect of the
study constituted "Phase I" of the
research.

The dimension of hue
Phase II dealt primarily with the

dimension of hue. Fully saturated
paints were mixed in an attempt to
match the six fully saturated colors
of the standard TV color-bar wave
form.

The mixing procedures were
somewhat similar to those of Phase
l. Eight Prang colors were arranged
in a circular scale corresponding to
their spectral distribution: red,
orange, yellow, green, turquoise,
blue, violet, and magenta. Between
any two adjacent colors, red and
orange for example, 10 pigment
samples were prepared, ranging
from 100 percent red to 100 percent
orange. The powdered paints were
mixed with water, measured by
syringe in cubic centimeters, and
then mixed together in varying

percentage proportions, such a
percent red and 85 percent or
or 15 cc red and 85 cc or
There were 10 or more diffi
mixtures for each 'of the
adjacent pairs of colors on
circular scale, making a total
mixtures. These 97 color sa
were then placed one by one o
easel in front of the E.M.I. ca
and phase difference and
level readings were recorded.

Also recorded were phase
ference and video level reading:
the six colors of a specially
pared alignment chart, so tha
chart could be used again to se
equipment at exactly the s
levels for the following experim

An obvious hue compression
found between degrees 100 and'
(red) and between degrees 330
350 (violet). Much like the
pression of the gray scale bet
steps 10 and 50, these compn
areas indicate an inability of
television system to make as
hue distinctions in these areas.

This particular finding is
surprising when one examines
hue distribution of the visible
spectrum. The range of the
band (80 nanometers) and
range of the violet band
nanometers) are two of the w
spectra, the others averaging
proximately 30 to 40 nanomete
width.

This information suggests
the compression by the tele
system in these two areas of
spectrum may be caused
failure of the system to compe
for the comparatively wide ra
of these two spectral bands.

This would simply mean
colors between red-orange and
genta and between violet and
will not reproduce with as
nuances in hue as will other
of the spectrum. So, if you wis
highlight (shade) a red area·
apple for instance-with
orange, the findings from this s
indicate that the red-orange sh
would be indistinguishable;
will reproduce as identical hue
a color television set, as wel
identical gray values on a black
white television set. There ap
to be no need to stock diff
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What you see
Continued from page 20

paints and papers in various red
orange and red hues, since they all
will reproduce alike.

In Figure 2, which deals with hue
only, the pigment mixing formulas
for each sample are shown. In this
figure, it can be seen quite clearly
where there are large gaps in the
phase difference continuum: be
tween 20 and 60 degrees phase;
between 140 and 165 degrees
phase; and between 165 and 205
degrees phase. The compression in
the red and violet ranges can also
be clearly seen.

Perhaps the most startling and
significant information shown by
this figure is that what appears to
be violet to the eye actually
registers on a vectorscope as "tele
vision blue." A mixture of 60
percent Prang magenta and 40
percent Prang violet yields a phase
difference reading of 348 degrees,
identical with the blue of the
standard color-bar waveform. (The
video response of this mixture,
however, is 33 percent, 13 percent
hrighter than the blue of the
waveform.) This discrepancy be
tween the eye and television repro-

duction is probably caused by
compression in the violet ranges of
the television system.
For the television artist this

would mean that 1f a vibrant blue is
desired on the screen, a mixture of
violet and magenta should be used
instead of blue. If blue is used, the
result will be a bluish-green. as JOO
percent Prang blue registers as 332
degrees phase, or between the
ranges of blue and cyan.

It should again be noted that no
mathematical relationship was
found between the mixing formulas
and phase difference of video
response in Phase II of the re
search. As formulas were changed,
changes occurred in both phase
difference and video response, but
these changes were not equal to,
nor consistent with, the formula
changes. The findings and adjust
ment factors discovered in Phase II
were incorporated into the creation
of the color chart (Figure I).

Hue and brightness
Phase 111 of the research for this

study was concerned primarily with
the dimension of brightness; but

since brightness and hue are l
characteristics of color and r
interrelated to some extent, hue
also of major concern in Phase

The object of the third phas
research was to create six
saturated hue scales that w1
match in brightness, step by
the television gray scale. That i
was planned that 54 desatur,
hues would be isolated in Phase()
which would match the bright
of the IO steps of the television
scale.

For each of the six hues, ext
yellow (for which only 10 same.
were prepared), 19 pigment sam.
were prepared, making a tota
105 samples. The color sam
were placed one by one on an
in front of the camera, am ¡

double reading, both phase ·
ference and video level, was
corded by the same engineer o
each sample. (Because the
obtained were of an unexpeee
nature, Phase IV was added to i
research as a double-check on n
findings for the first three ph
and as a conclusive means
isolating the 60 colors of 1

,, •••,,r~·, ...,,..,, ..

90

o
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m.) Therefore. six fully satu-
1 hues were isolated. and their

i¡ig formulas were kept constant
: they were desaturated uni
ly with white and black paint.
ruld be expected that all of the

01 samples would have identical
le difference readings, and only
video response readings would

J. This premise was proven
I rect. Both hue and brightness
I shown to be dependent vari
l:.
"lis dependency can be seen in
li'e 3. By examining the reel
.scale it can be seen that as
h! paint is aclclecl to the fully
rated reel, the phase difference
:cl shifts from 102 degrees to
egrees, and then again to 305
ees, past magenta and towards

.I of the six isolated colors
cl in one direction or another

1p11
desaturation. When black was

'Hd, yellow sh iftecl 116 degrees
111rdgreen. (Yellow was not
xurated with white as it had a
o response reading of 100

:o ent when fully saturated.)
In white was acldecl, magenta
'ed 135 degrees toward cyan.

ire 2. Phase difference
fí11plngsof 80 fully
rateo color samples.

ire 3. Phase difference
ipings of six
turated hue scales.

1977

Blue shifted 46 degrees towards
cyan when black was added. Cyan
shifted 8 degrees toward blue when
black was added. And green shifted
37 degrees toward cyan when black
was added. -

In order to compensate for these
shifts in phase. appropriate hues
were added to prepare the colors
presented in Figure I as the final
classification system. Orange was
added to yellow and reel. red was
added to magenta. magenta to
blue. green to cyan. and yellow to
green. Since brightness is conversely
dependent upon hue. proportional
desaturation changes were made.
depending upon the characteristic
brightness of the colors added. (See
Table 2).

To the television artist these
shifts in phase can be a help or a
hindrance. In either case. it should
be noted that the addition of white
will cause red to reproduce more
like red. Also. the addition of black
greatly alters any hue. especially
yellow which becomes green.

Figure 3 shows a consistent
"wandering" of hues which have
been heavily desaturated with
black. That is. hues which register
at 40 percent video or below tend
to stray significantly from their
appropriate hue grouping. For
example. some of the heavily de
saturated magenta samples register
as blue. while others register in the
cyan range. This "wandering" was
found in all six hue groupings.

The hue samples presented in
Figure I have also been adjusted
for "wandering." Each sample in a
particular hue scale registers at its
appropriate phase. Those samples
registering at 100 percent video and
at 40 percent video or below were
difficult to read accurately on a
vectorscopc and appeared colorless
on a television screen.

In light uf this finding. it appears
that i( color is desired un the screen
lit all, television personnel should
use onlv those hues which register
bctll'ee1~ 50 and 90 pe reen t video.
All brighter and darker hues ap
pear neutral, so white. grays an d
blacks 111av he substituted i( de
sired. The· final color classifi~ation
system for the television artist
(Figure f and Table 2). then.

consists of 30 actual hues and 30
apparently neutral values.

Use of the system
by television personnel

The color classification system
presented in Figure I can solve
many of the problems set forth in
Part One of this article. The
problem of too many colors can be
significantly reduced. for example.
since only hues registering between
50 and 90 percent video appear to
have an identificable color on the
television screen. By studying the
system shown in Figure I. as well
as the body of incidental findings.
television personnel will be able to
generate their own guidelines on
how colors will reproduce elec
tronically.

Theoretically. the findings can be
applied accurately only to Prang
tempera colors. In reality. however.
much of the guesswork can be
eliminated from color decisions that
111ust be made with other a rt ists·
media having a matte finish. by
using Figures I. 2 and J as a guide
for color decisions. Re111c111bcrthat
each of the 60 color samples in the
system corresponds to a specific
gray value from 10 to 100.

Since the system contains the six
fully saturated colors of the color
bar waveform. the system can also
be used by television engineers for
aligning color cameras.

In summary ...
This rather extensive study pro

duced some unexpected tinclings on
the response characteristics of stan
dard broadcast equipment to spe
cific hue and brightness combina
tions. It is difficult to summarize 90
pages of elata that took almost one
year to compile in two short
Broadcast En~incering installments.
Color reproduction is a highly
complex and sometimes highly sub
jective phenomenon. (Part One of
this article dealt with some of the
very important subjective clcrncnts.)

However. by studying the sum
marized elata contained in these
two a rt iclcs. broadcast prod uce rs.
clircctors, art ists. set designers and
engineers should be able to remove
much of the "surprise clement"
from color television product ion. O
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By Dennis Ciapura

The effects of phasing errors on a
station's mono FM signal are well
known and certainly much has been
written on the subject in recent
years. The mono degradation has
always been a hot topic because up
until just two or three years ago.
many radio markets were known to
exhibit 80 to 90 percent mono
listening statistics. This was true
despite stereo market penetration
figures of nearly 100 percent on the
broadcast end and 80 percent or
better on the consumer end of the
chain. In other words, we were
transmitting stereo signals and most
potential listeners had at least one
stereo receiver of some sort. but
most of the time spent listening was
in mono.
The time spent listening is a very

important factor, because it gives us
an opportunity to either turn the
listener on or off. depending upon
how we do what we do when he
listens most. Obviously then, a
muddy, swishing mono air sound
was what the listeners heard most
of the time they listened, if the
station's tape gear had a phasing
problem.
As you've probably noticed. we

are talking about this mono problem
in the past tense, but now there is
good news and there is bad news.
The good news is that some of the
factors that resulted in such a large
portion of the time spent listening to
mono are changing and we can look
forward to a reversal in the trend.
Most FM automobile installations
are stereo and production cost
reductions have made inexpensive
stereo table model receivers a
reality. This is not to say that mono
compatibility is no longer a problem,
because most of the time spent

26

Listening in most radio markets is
still mono. but the trend is going the
other way.
The bad news is that as most of

the listening time is converted to
stereo. our phasing problems will
not be alleviated, because the same
phasing errors that resulted in
deterioration of the mono signal,
also result in similar alteration of
the stereo signal. The stereo losses
often go unnoticed at the broadcast
station. however, because the stereo
degradation usually cannot be heard
until the signal has been transmitted
and received. A strange story? Yes,
but unfortunately true. And that is
the un-talked-about part of the
stereo phasing story.

Can't be heard
until transmitted?

When a stereo tape is auditioned
in the studio, the left and right
audio channels are fed independent
ly through the audio system and out
the speaker to the listener. just as
the radio listener would hear the
tape if he had the tape at home to
play on his audio gear. Now let's
assume that the station has ab
solutely perfect fidelity. Should the
listener still hear the tape exactly
as it would sound on his own equip
ment? Unfortunately, No. There's
just one hitch. The FM broadcast
transmission system does not really
transmit discrete audio channels.
The left and right audio channels
are broken down into left plus right
and left minus right components
when transmitted, and it is the
eventual decoding of this sum and
difference information that the re
ceiver delivers to the audio system
in the home. While there are dozens
of stereo generation schemes and

story
demodulating circuits in use (
of which are switching techniq
the odds are that most st
listeners hear an audio signal
has ·undergone at least one
version where the left and
audio channels have been
trically added. And this
"Catch-22," but first, let's
look at the mono.

Stuck in the middle
Although we usually think oí

left plus right component of a s
transmission as the mono signa
must not forget that the L+R is
a component of the stereo info
tion. In fact. with most conte
rary music, it's a large part of
A solo performer, whether

or instrumental. is usually plac
the center channel position I
stereo recording. This was
always true though. In the
days of stereo, the easiest w
remix a master to make a s
release was to put each of the
tracks on either the left or
channel. It wasn't long, how
until the pan pot ruled supreme;
recordings with a more nat
stereo image began to make
way out of most studios.
Common studio practice for

years now has been to place so
in the center channel. which i
L-R or L+ R transmission ch
that we customarily think of as
mono signal. Recording engi
usually use one of two method,
maintaining the desired mix V
cutting a record featuring a
vocalist. Either the recordin
supplied to radio stations wi
separate mono side having a sp
mix to avoid a phenomenon k
as center channel build-up,

Continued on pa
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STEREO PHASING
Continued from page 26

occurs when a stereo recording is
played monaurally. or a special
phasing device is used to cause
about a 3 dB loss in the center
channel when the left and right
signals are added for mono play.

So. as you can see. our simple
and seemingly straightforward ster
eo recording is not so simple after
all. It's stereo. but it's also partly
mono ... in most cases. primarily
mono. At this point you may begin
to see how our sloppy-phase tape
can sound different off the air than
off the tape. When we listened to it
in the studio. there was no addition
of the left and right channels that
would result in a loss of center
channel high frequency response as
the channel-to-channel phase dif
ference increased with frequency.
At the listener's receiver in the
home. that solo vocalist would not
be reproduced with the same crisp
ness that we heard in the studio.
even if the frequency response of
the individual transmission and re
ception channels was perfectly flat.
Any addition of the left and right
audio channels. anywhere. would
cause a loss of highs.

Phase shift losses
Refer to Figure 1, which shows

how much loss we can expect from

RIGHT CHAN, AUD 10

LEFTCHAN. AUDIO

dB LOSS ·IOLOG!O (1 •2SIN0)

30 DEGREES • - O. 3 dB
60 DEGREES • - 1.2 dB
90 DEGREES • - 3. O dB
120 DEGREES • - 6. O dB
150 DEGREES • - 11.7 dB
170 DEGREES· - 21.2dB
180 DEGREES • oo

various degrees of phase shift. As
you can see from the data. appre-
iable losses are suffered as the

shift approaches 90 degrees. The
loss of rise time in the mid-range is
probably more significant than the
actual dB loss of response. which
accounts for that occasional loss of
crispness or bite that poor transient
response is notorious for.

ow. let's take a look at what the
mono frequency response would be
like when a stereo tape is trans
mitted with phase errors. Figure 2
shows an example of what the
frequency response versus stereo
position would be for a mono
receiver with perfect frequency
response. As you can see. com
ponents of the stereo program
material that appear at far left or
far right in the stereo recording
suffer far less treble loss than the
center channel information. The
reason is simple: a left-only or
right-only signal will not be subject
to any cancellation in the L+R
baseband. while the same audio
positioned at stage center will
appear equally in both left and right
and any phase cancellation will
result in maximum loss. This results
in a rather interesting phenomenon.

The mono frequency response will
vary as a function of the stereo

Figure 1. Losses that can be expected at a given frequency at various degrees
of phase error between the left and right audio channels. As audio frequency
increases, the wavelength decreases and the phase shift Increases pro
portionately. The losses increase rapidly as the shift approaches 180 degrees,
however.
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position, even though the sígm it
being reproduced on a mono
ceiver. Figure 2 is based o
typical tape system with a 90 de·e
phase shift at 5 kHz due to azi11t
error.

Howabout the stereo?
Figure 3 is a simplified schemj

of a typical matrix circuit use ír
many FM transmitters in opereo
today. Basically. what the cíi

does is to add the left and 1•hl'
channels in phase to generat rl
L+R and add then out of phassor
subtract them if you like) to m
erate the L-R.

Let's assume for a moment
we are feeding the system wi
stereo tape input with the une
phasing characteristics that Fi
2 is based on; 90 degrees at 5 11,

The output at the L + R ter
would cancel more and more a
frequency and corresponding pt
shift increased until finally at
degrees, total cancellation w.tl
result in O L+ R output. On the e
side of the matrix. however, thee
and right signals, which had 11

cancelling at low frequencie 01
produce O L-R output, now beg¡
uncancel as the frequency 11
phase shift increase until finl
180 degrees inverts the signals 1

into phase and the mono signah
shifted from the L+ R main ch
into the L-R subchannel!

So. now we know where t>S·
lost-out-of-phase components l
gone to; out of the main cha
and into the subchannel. Since'·
transition is taking place E
function of audio frequency,
stereo frequency response wit
center channel input with chai
to-channel phasing error dep,11

heavily upon very accurate pi
tracking of the main and
channels in both the transmíttens
receiver.

For a stereo generator to be blf
to achieve 30 dB of channel se¡:f•
tion, the phase tracking has t 1
very close, within 3 degrees, sed!
transmitting end of the chain a
usually pass a phase shifted sfe<
signal without audible loss of cite
channel highs. This is why mo
tion monitor audio output can s
fine as long as the head azilI
error and equalization setting I
bined don't result in loss of
vidual audio channel high frequ
response. Continued on pa~
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FRY-TY, Green Bay, Wisconsin
goes Harris with two

TC-80 live color cameras

"We wanted the most advanced live color camera on the market, and that's what we
got with our TC-80s. Both cameras are performing· beautifully, and the 'futuristic'
design guarantees that they will not be outmoded in a couple of years. Also, with
these cameras, we have the option of going triax if it's needed later."

Robert O. Southard
General Manager, WFRV-TV

"A lot of things impress me about the
TC-80. The excellent picture quality, of
course. The stability. The colorimetry.
And the way we can set up and control
our TC-80s from the CCUs. I like the
mechanical construction of the TC-80
head, too--the boards are large, on a
vertical plane and run very cool. And the
extender boards make maintenance a
snap."

~·HARRIS

Write Harris Corporation.
Broadcast Products Division,

P.O. Box 290,
Quincy, Illinois 62301

Harry Hill
Chief Engineer, WFRV-TV

COMMUNICAl'IONS ANO
INFORMATION HANDLING

l.; ..
r ...•l.:

' '\ ~.;i.
l.: L.:

j¡l.:

\I
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Miami Newsfllm Update:
The two largest TV network affiliates in this
competitive "'Ibp 20" market choose to upgrade their
newsfilm equipment rather than switch to All-ENG,
recognizing the indispensable role of 16mm newsfllm
a balanced newsgatheríng operation.
Despite the continuing "All-ENG"
hysteria, the majority of affiliate and
independent TV stations across the
country have opted for a balanced
newsgathering operation - a healthy
mix of modern, one-man-band news
film cameras and a limited number of
ENG units with live transmission
capabilities.

What's happening in a "Top 20"
market like Miami is typical of current
trends in gathering news for
television.

Basically a flat narrow strip
along the coast, with the Atlantic
Ocean on one side and the Ever
glades on the other, Miami is consid
ered among the fastest growing

markets in the country. Long fu,
as a major convention town, Mia
also a gateway for South Amerie.
Central America, and one-stop
vice to Europe. Since 1960Mia
been the third-ranked city in the
country in terms of datelines, Wil
more hard news stories in one
than any other market this size.

"Our cost a11nlysis left it very much
up in the air as to whether ENG
saves you mo11ey i11 the long run."

WCKT-TV, the NBC affiliate in Miami,
has won numerous awards in recent
years for its outstanding news coverage
and investigative reports.

"We have two ENG units with live
and tape capabilities,' says Gene Strul,
News Director, WCKT-TV. 'The time had
come to decide whether to go All-ENG
or to retain film cameras.

"Our cost analysis left it very much
up in the air as to whether ENG saves
you money in the long run.

"We have also found that, contrary
to reports, ENG units still do not serve
as replacements for film cameras. We
still cannot edit tape with any great
speed. And the support equipment for
ENG is bulky and difficult to maneuver.
We use helicopters frequently to cover
stories. (We also use them to rush
material to us.) On occasion, we also
shoot film from boats. ENG could be a
problem when a helicopter or boat is
needed. We also do a lot of investigative
reporting where ENG would be difficult
to use because the amount of equip
ment required would let everyone know
what we're doing.

"As far as the public is concerned,
it doesn't make much difference whether
we use tape or film. The audience isn't
interested in the difference - unless it's
live. Of course, the public isn't gaining

30

anything if a story is put on live just to
use the live capability. That's just a
promotional gimmick, and the public
gets blasé after a while. After all, they
have already seen a moon walk live,
and they see golf games and other
events live. After a while they say 'so
what: Why bring in a feature story live
when it could have been done better

Dave Seeger, Newslilm Reporter, WCKT-TV,loading
his CP-16 into the news car. "VNF 7240 gives us
a lot more latitude," says Seeger. "Working on
various investigative series and shooting frequently
at low light levels, I've probably 'forced' more film
than any photographer around here." (Eastman
Kodak has recently developed a new, remarkably
last stock, VNF 7250, with an ASA rating of 400,
which permits shooting at light levels as low as
two lootcandles without requiring any forced
developing! II needed, the new VNF 7250 can
be pushed three stops to an ASA of 32001)

on film?
"The question was: should w

invest in modern newsfilm camera
more ENG? We felt that our two E
units were enough to supplement
and serve our purposes at this poi.
And so, as our old newsfilm came
have gone out, we're replacing the '
with new CP-16 units"

Frank Broughton, Lab and Photographic Eqlll
Manager, WCKT-TV,accepts delivery of elgh
CP-16's from Charles Sutyak of Photomart (I
regional CP-16dealer headquartered In Orll
Florida). WCKT-TVpurchased two CP-16'sIn
two in 1975, and in the winter ol 1976-77-
twelve addlllonal CP-16'sl
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don't think a station should
All-ENG primarily because,
ith present ENG technology,
tr cauerage would be Limited:'

units in Miami: five.
"I don't think our equipment inven

tory should lie exclusively with ENG or
fiím" says Ralph Renick, Vice President
for News, Wometco stations. "I don't
think a station should go All-ENG
primarily because, with present ENG
technology, your coverage would
be limited.

"Plus, some stories, especially
features with a great deal of motion
involved, lend themselves better to a
newsfilm camera. Stories that are better

11 covered with film include some breaking
stories where you have to be able to

~ move rapidly, and out-of-town stringer
stories. While film in our shop is becom
ing a back-up or secondary system of
coverage, with ENG being our primary
and preferred mode of coverage, it
is important that the news manager
invest sufficiently in film equipment that
is reliable.

"As for film versus ENG cost
factors, the extra personnel involved in
ENG and other extra expenditures have
made the two a financial draw, they
break down about evenly."

TV, the CBS affiliate, is the oldest
i11 in Miami. And the "Ralph Renick
t" is probably the longest contin
wscast in America. WTVJ-TV

as the greatest number of ENG

enick (left),
l1sldent for
.Vometco
11 with Jim
\e, News
ant Editor,
~."We see
art of the

1eratlon for
eoable
says Renick.

--

"I don't think our equipment
inventory should lie exclusively with
ENGor film," says Ralph Renick,
Vice President for News, Wometco
stations. The WTVJ-TVnews
department equipment inventory
includes two ENGvans,
five ENGcameras, and nine
of the station's CP-16's.

Cameraman Jeff Fort,
of WTVJ-TV, takes a
light meter reading,
getting ready for a
federal prisoner to
come out of the
courthouse building.
WTVJ-TVacquired
twelve new CP-16's in
the fall of 1976, of
which nine were

~ assigned to the
news department.

The leading TV stations in
Miami may differ in their general
approach to news and newsgather
ing, in the specific tape/film ratios
they use in covering the news, and
the extent to which they use ENG live
capabilities. Though the competition
among the stations is keen and lively,
on one subject there's a definite
consensus: 16mmnewsfilm still
remains the backbone of a balanced
TVnewsgathering operation.

1977

For further information. please write to~e-~
rechnology In rhe Service Of Creo,1v1ty

2037 Granville Avenue. Los Angeles. Californio 90025
Telephone:(213)478-0711• Telex:69-1339• Coble: Cinedevco
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STEREO PHASING
Continued from page 28

The average stereo receiver is
another story though. Many of the
less sophisticated sets have very
poor main and subchannel phase
linearity at the high end which
doesn't make the stereo separation
sound subjectively bad because the
mid-range channel separation is
usually quite good. But since the
high end tends to go mono, the
inevitable high end response losses
begin to dull the center channel.
The most audible effect is not so
much the loss of treble response,
which might only be a few dB at 10
kHz on a stereo receiver, but the
degradation of midrange transient
response that results from lowering
the high end cutoff frequency for

center channel information. It's that
same dulling effect that blurred the
mono signal, except that the stereo
losses are more subtle.
Some of the better stereo tuners

have a "high blend" circuit that can
be switched in to help reduce hiss
on weak stations by reducing the
separation at high audio frequen
cies. The audio frequency response
of the tuner is not affected by this
function and circuit designers like to
provide this feature because most
listeners would be less annoyed by
a loss of stereo at the high end than
a constant hiss. If you have access
to a tuner with this feature, tune
around the band with the switch in
and out and you'll be able to tell the

L •R RESPONSE --------- ~ O

-.....,--11- º ¡ I '\J

-+---r--ó dB -ó dB -r-----11----l -ó dB

10
kHz

~----'---_,-20
10 20

kHz
10

kHz

FULL LEFT FULL RIGHTCENTER
ELECTRICAL STEREO POSIT 10

Figure 2. Mono frequency response vs. position for a typical tape deck with a
head azimuth error producing a left to right phase shift of 90 degrees at 5 kHz.

RIGHIINPUT)11

------ L+R OUTPUT

•
L-R OUTPUT
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Figure 3. A simplified schematic of a typical stereo generator matrix.

tape-formatted stations 'by the()I
of some high end when the bls¡
switched in, unless of course
station's tape gear is in top SJ~(
or the music doesn't have a -
center channel at the moment.
This is not to say that ta¡

necessarily a deficient s~.
source, for certainly the meu
offers programmers an opport
to fine tune the format ahea
broadcast, but the engineeringi
partment must keep the tape
tuned up if optimum audio r1r
duction, both mono and stereo,
be attained.

Shiftingtape load
Realizing what subtle inner

ings are acting upon our ste
transmission, it is easier to uie:
stand why we hear some oftl
things on the air that we do. J:
you ever noticed that some stain
which you know are automate.
running a tape format of some !Ir
sound audibly duller on the
compared to stations playing
ords "live," even though the Edri
is reported to be flat and you la
the station isn't overproces
How about the carted anno
that don't sound exactly like
live voices even though thet
corders and playback decks ardt
as can be.
If you think about it for a

you'll see there is a very
reason to keep the channeíe
channel phase within 30 degree
to 15 'klíz. a goal that a ~'
maintained, professional deck II'
attain and maintain with freqlf
spot checks. Tape decks shouL.
checked at the start, center an1

of reel because the phasing I
varies as the shifting tape
changes tensions and a comp
setting of the head azimuthma1
required for best reproduction
the entire length of the tape. •..
Many engineering and prog1':..:

ming people listen for pha~f·:·
errors on the air, but limit ifl1'r
attention to the familiar ske
effects common to gross undul
phase shifts. Less obvious ph
ills can render the station's 1:
audio efforts ineffective. If you dJ
believe it, bridge the left and ~~'¡
channels of your favorite tape ~
through a resistive adder and pl,·~~·
mono test tape. You may see1P,~
unpleasant view of your cer''r
channel.
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Now there's a
JBL monitor s ecially

designe fo~
broadcast studios.

'------12Yi'e "-----1

7
11)4"

19"

If you're the station engineer or the jock on
Jty,why should you be the last to know what
sund you're putting out?
.Listen to the JBL 4301. It's a compact that
slivers wide band sound reproduction accu
cy-the kind of accuracy your station is
~ing to need to keep up with the new broad
st standards.
Among other good things, the 4301 has
.rceptlonat clarity, solid bass, open high fre
rencv reproduction and a nice honest face.
If you'll fill out the coupon, we'll send you
íot more specs and the name of your nearest
~LProfessional Products Dealer who would
ivery glad to set up a test listening at your
invenience.

Fits on EIA
Standard Rack shelf.
/
· Does your monitor

tell you about turn
table rumble and
ambient noise (like
your air conditioning)
and tape hiss and
cue tone leakage?
The J BL 4301 will.

Our call letters.
If you're tuned into the
professional recording
studio business, you
know about J BL's
studio monitors.

r-------:---

James B. Lansing Sound. Inc.
Professional Products Division

8500 Balboa Blvd .. Northridge. Calif. 91329

I like what I hear so far. Tell me more.
Name _

Title _

Station _

Address _

City State Zip _

L-----------------~~
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Directional
Antenna

Basics
Part 3 of a series
By Robert A. Jones,
Consulting Engineer, La Grange, ttt.,
and Facilities Editor for BE.

This is Part III of our continuing
series on the design of directional
antenna systems. In Part III, I will
expand upon the basic two-tower
concept as studied in April.

Two-Tower
Addition Formula

There are two basic ways to
calculate our two-tower radiation
pattern. These are referred to as
the addition method and the multi
plication method. Equation l is
that of the addition form:

E=Kf(0HE1+Ez/'V+S cos 0 cos 0)

As explained in Part II of this
series, these terms represent the
tower vectors, (E1 & E2), the phase

angle relationship between the two
towers ('V), and physical spacing in
degrees (S). This formula can be re
written as shown in Equation 2, by
separating out the sine and cosine
terms:

E=Kf(0·[(E1+E2 cos ('V+S cos 0

cos 0) )2+(E2 sine ('V+S cos 0

cos 0) )2]112

Using this formula the reader
can compute the results shown in
Table l. In this example I have
calculated the horizontal plate pat
tern, thus F(0) and cos 0 can be
assumed to be I .O. The constant
"K" was computed, as shown in
Formula 4 of Chapter II.

Figure 1

34

Two-Tower
Multiplication Formula

Now let me show you ho·
develop the same identical pa
with the multiplication met
using the formula in Equation

E=Kf(0)-

l +M2 +cos ('V+S cos 0 co
2M

In this formula, all terms are
same as in the addition for
except for term "M". This r1
sents the ratio of tower nu
two's vector divided by tower
vector =

Ezf2(0)
E1f1(0)

In Table II, I have tabulated
data used to compute the pa
Note that the final column in
I is identical with the last cot.
in Table II except it is 141 pe
larger. Figure 1 represents the p¡
graph of this pattern.

At this point you may say t
all great, but where did Equatic
come from? Also, why are ther
sine terms? The reason for this
point is that in this formula I
written the equation around
mid-point between the two to
In such a step, the sine terms
each tower will have opp
polarity, hence will cancel
other at each and every be
calculated. I have outlined
method used to develop Equati
Let the expression ('V+S cos 0
0) be represented by the term
We can then let E1=1.0 and
write it in Equation 4 as:

E=Kf(0)-

Multiplying out we get:

E=Kf(0)\/ 1.0+2E2 cos "X+EI

cos 2"X"+Ei sine

Since sine2+cos2=1.0 (from
trig) we can substitute:

E=Kf(0)V 1.0+2E2 cos"X"+1'· 'Ir

By substituting for X and divÍ<
out the 2E2 term we get:

Continued on pl:
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For ·further information, contact· your Andrew
SalesEngineer.

-2 -4 -8
Pressurjzable"'radome eliminates problems caus~
by corrosion and ice formation •. Poweredtadome
heatersare not required.

' . II

• Antenna weight is only 1/4 to 1/3 .that of other
antennatypes forthe samegain.-~ .~

• Cylindrical shape minimizes wind loading on
tower, .

ELEVATIONANGLE, DEGRE~S

.~PORATION 10500 W. 153rd St., Orland Park, IL., U.S.A. 60462 Telephone: (312) 349-3300#jJS ••,....ANOR E \N
ANTENNA COMPANY LTD.606 BeechSt., Whitby, Ontario, Canada L1N 5S2 Tel: (416) 668-3348

.llW ANTENNA SYSTEMS Lochgelly, Fife, Great Britain KY5 9HG Telephone: (0592) 780561

l)REWANTENNAS 171 Henty St., Reservoir, Victoria, Australia 3073 Telephone: (03) 460.1544

~NDREWANTENNAS LIMITADA Av. Brigadeiro Faria Lima, 830s/64 Caixa Postal 22.252, 01452 SaoPaulo, Brasil Tels: 210-2808, 211-5132
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Antenna Basics
Continued from page 34

E=Kf(0)v'2"Ei

V l.O+E~+cos(41+S cos 0 cos 0)
2E2

The 2E~ term outside the radical is
a constant (for any given design), so
it can be included in the K term.
Thus we can write Equation 4A as:

E=Kf(0)

V I+Ej+cos (41+S cos 0 cos 0)
2E2

I want to point out that Equation
3 is the most practical, the least
time consuming, and results in the
least chance for error. This is no
doubt the most widely used method
among engineers. Equation 3 is of
course identical to Equation 4A,
except it is more common to sub
stitute M for E2•

Rarely Used Method
There is one other step or

method that is rarely used in
calculating two-tower patterns. I
show it here in Equation 5 mostly
for its historic value, and not as a
common or generally accepted
method of developing patterns. This
is referred to as the "half-angle
formula." It can only be used when
the fields of each tower are equal.
For this the reference point is
assumed to be 1/2 way between the
two towers.

NORTH

41 sE=Kf(0) [cos (2+2 cos 0 cos 0)]

This formula is derived from Equa
tion 3 by using the old trig fact
that,

A V t+cos Acos-= --
2 2

All formulas really represent dif
ferent trig relationships.

Two-Towers
By Computers

Most consultants now resort to
the aid of a computer in calculating
directional patterns. It will be help
ful to understand how the com
puter calculates a basic two-tower,
or multi-tower, pattern.1 In essence
this is done by the addition
method, similar to formula 1 above.
One tower is written as the refer
ence tower (E1 !.!I:_). Then each of
the other towers is "added" to the
reference tower, one at a time,
regardless of the number of other
towers. The computer program
developed by Don Markley and
myself was written to accommodate
up to 12 towers. In Equation 6,
each of the other towers is added in
by:

Reference tower + En

/41n+Sn cos 0 cos (0-ó)

The only new term here is the

#1

CHART SHOWING HOW ANGLE8 IS DETERMINED

Figure 2 Figure 3
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Greek letter ó. 'This is to ac
for the fact that not all the t
may lie in a straight line. For
tower, other than the refen¡
tower, this represents the 1
between true north and the r
ence tower. Figure 2 shows how.
angle is determined. For every e·
tower, beyond this reading, tl
would be a different value. Thed
exception would occur whenaj
towers are on a straight line
such a case ó would be a cons
angle.

Phase Angle
Determination

At this point it would be hef
to show how to calculate the ccee
value of phase angle (41)to ptoq
a null at any desired bearing. ~I
the angle of the tower line ·
given two-tower pattern is ea~
lished, and the spacing betwee
towers is set, the next step q1
compute the phase angle. Figu ·
shows the relationship betwee
tower line, the spacing and
phase angle needed to produ
null at any desired angle. Ke
mind that when a null occurs 1
two-tower pattern it means that
vectors from each tower are
out of phase and result t
cancelling of the total signal at
angle.

Knowing this one fact, well
write the formula to be used at

±180º=41+5 cos (J (Equati
Continued on pa,
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CANON
ANNOUNCES
THE ULTIMATE
STUDJOLENS

Focal length
with 1.Sxrange
extender

with 2x range extender
Maximum relative
aperture

Zoom ratio
Image format covered

Minimum object distance
from front vertex

Object dimension at
minimum object

distance· Wide
Tele·

Back focal distance
Glass compensation
Wavelength range for

color correction
Weight
Dimensions
Focus and
Zoom control

Range extender control

•TM N V. Philips of Holland

PV18x12B2
(for 1"/25mm
Plumbicon"J
12-216mm

18-324mm
24-432mm

1 1 6(f=12-172mm)
1 20(f=216mm)
18•
128x96mm.160mm
dia

24-432mm
32-576mm

1 2 1 (f=16-230mmJ
1 2 7 (f =288mmJ
18x
171x128mm.21 4mm
dra

O ?m (27 6") O ?m (27 6")

103 2 x 77 4cm. 129 Ocmdiameter
5 3 x 4 Ocm. 6 ?cm diameter
62 6Smm (m air) 78 08mm (rn air)
69 2mm (BK?) 70 2mm (BK?)

400- ?OOnm 400-?00n m
23kg (approx 501bs J 23kg (approx 50 lbs I
466 Smm length x 284mm width x 260 Smm height

Manual. with plug-in interchangeable servos
Plug-in servo/ manual

The new Canon 18x series for major broadcast cameras. With the best relative aperture,
superior wide angle and shorter M.O.D. Choice of manual or servo focus and zoom. Built-in
servo/manual operated 1.5x and 2x extenders. And interchangeable, plug-in servo modules ..

for easier service. All at a competitive price.
Judge for yourself. Compare the specifications below. Factor in Canon's nationwide service

and comprehensive loaner program. And see a demonstration.
For more information, please write or call:

inon U.S.A. Inc. Head Office. 10Nevada Drive. Lake Success.NY 11040(5161488-6700 • 140 Industrial Drive Elmhurst Ill 6012613121833-3070 •
1'13Pautanno Avenue East Costa Mesa Ca 92626 t714J979-6000

Canon Optics & Business Machines. Canada. Lid .. 3245 American Drove M1ss1ssaugaOntario L4V 1B8 Can.
Canon Amsterdam N.V.. Industrial Products Orvrsion De Boelelaan 8 Amsterdam Netherlands

i, Canon U.S A. Inc
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Table 1

Antenna Basics
Continued from page 36

or

'-V=±l.0=180°±5 cos {J (Equatio:

It is recognized that the cosin
180° is always - I.O. This '-V cans
either a negative or a positive va
The angle {J represents the azi
angle from the line of the towen
the desired null bearing. Witl
little experience you will easily 1~1
whether this phase angle ('I')
negative or a positive. Gene
speaking, if the null angle
between zero and ninety degre
is positive. A negative sign is
when the null falls between 90°
180°.

Null Fill
In summary there are two bit'

ways to compute two-tower I
terns. These are called the addu
form and the multiplication f
In each case there is one
which is constant for each
vidual bearing. This is the
(lV+S cos 0 cos 8). In fact once ll):i

have calculated this term. the <IJf
other variables are the indivi<lt•D

Continued on paiiMtr1
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REE!
'our planning
uide lio a
lilier sound

1theryou're in engineering or management
newest catalog will prove indispensable
n planning your audio requirements.

~KOmanufactures over 70 different
ucts designed specifically for the
:ndcasterand those engaged in
essional Sound. All at prices you can
Id,no matter how small your budget.

o consoles, audio DA's, mic. & line
lifiers, turntable preamps,
er/compressors, equalizing
'lifiers, tape winders, solid state
·~rsand much more. We also
füute some of the finest
es in turntables, tape
1rdingaccessories and other
ldcast products.

ídition to the vast array of
ucts, you'll find quality of design
performance that takes second place to
!and is ahead of most. And we guarantee
·hour 2 week free trial period and
anties of 2 & 4 years (depending on the
).

write, or circle the bingo card
y for your free copy of our
est24 page catalog. The
nical descriptions,
:ificationsand illustrations
íhow you why RAMKO designed
pment offers the best
performance ratio in the industry.
ko understands your needs.
·all, we're broadcast engineers RAMKO RESEARCH
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Antenna Basics
Continued from page 38
tields radiated by each or the two
towers. Ir we then say in OU r
two-tower pattern that our null
bearings arc set. we then can vary
the "depth" or this null by varying
the tield ratios. As you should
recognize. when the individual
tields are equal. the nulls will be
"pulled-in" to a theoretical zero
signal. As the ratio between E1 and
E2 goes up. this null fills in more
and more. Hy the time this ratio
gets down to 100/I you will have.
for all practical purposes. a non
directional antenna.

Well-Formed Nulls
At this point I should point out

that the nulls \IT have been talking
about arc those that you will find at
a gre~ distance over a conductive
flat earth. In other words as you
11 alk in closer and elmer into a
null. it w ill not hold. This i~ true
for short distances. generally those
less than 10 times the greatest
clement spacing. Near the direc
tional array. predicted nulls cannot
be deep. and may not seem like
nulls at all. This is due to what I

Continued on page 43
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o
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o
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.0046
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Tabh~

gnecord broadcastcart machines run
nd steady. So cool no ventilation is re

. quired, so steadynot evenvoltage or frequency
fluctuations will alter their speed. Thanks to
our de servo flutter-filter drive.
The MC series offers broadcasters a host of
options, including field convertability from
mono to stereoor play to recordand, of course,
end of message,secondary/tertiary cue tones.
Designed for type A or B carts, the MC' serles
meets all NAB specifications, offers full im
munity to EMI and RFI, Is remote controllable
and automation compatible with CMOS dlgita·l
logic. Audio muting, air damped low voltage

SIC.

UCOJD CU.IN

"' 1011 •coeo

• • •••
de solenoid and fast forward are sta
tures on every MC unit.
Four broadcast cart machines to ch
in the Telex/Magnecord MC series. R
cool and steady. With a pteuant, 1urp1
they're affordable. · · ·
For detailed information please ••-;:i

:-=-.. . .:~~. --·-·--'·"-~·..----y-r.--~_.--~-·-
_[ _ _3..,_~ __-::t'_¿ -•
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ow can we
er digital TBC

uality and flexibility
t a price this low?

Simply by designing a
better time base corrector.

For example, the single most
complex and expensive part of a
digital TBC is the analog-to
digital converter. The TBC-
11OA eliminates the A to O
converter through the use of a
charge-storage analog
memory. By sampling and
storing the video signal at
14.318180 MHz, the TBC-
11OA provides the same
sampling speed and video
bandwidth as the competition's
highest priced model - with
out the expensive A to O
converter.
A true time base

corrector that does it all.
The TBC-11 OA will remove

all high frequency jitter, water
fall, skew, and geometry error
CSbanding) from any type of
non-segmented helical scan
recorder. H lock VTRs can be
corrected to house sync and
FCC specifications by locking
the TBC-11 OA to EXT sync.
Other types of VTRs, such as
line lock models, can be locked
to the center of the floating
window in the INT sync mode.

Fades, wipes, and
inserts possible with non
H-lock VTR's.

The internal digital sync
generator provides a full
complement of pulse outputs
that are locked to either the
internal oven-controlled crystal.
or a VCO that IS tracking the
video input. The tracking mode
(floating window) can be used to
lock cameras to the sync out
puts of the TBC so that fades.
wipes. and inserts can be
accomplished with non H-lock
VTRs.
Complete video

processing.
The TBC-11 OA provides

complete video processing,
including such features as
separate luminance and
chrominance processing m all
modes. so that negative black
spikes below sync are removed
without clipping negative
chroma. Chroma Gain and
Chroma Phase are also adjust
able in allmodes íhet anddirect).
Exceptional skew error

correction.
The TBC-11 OA is capable of

removing step errors within
one line after they occur, thus
providing total and almost
instantaneous skew error
correction .

.<or More Details Circle (32) on Rep/y Card

Truly superior heterodyne
processing.

Heterodyne chrorrunance Jit
ter rs rrururruzedbecause the
TBC-11 OA first demodulates
chroma - then removes time
base error m parallel luminance
and chrorrunance memories.
The result rs superior hetero
dyne processing - minimal
color error.

If your studio operates one or
more helical scan recorders.
a time base corrector rs a vir
tual necessity. The TBC-11 OA
has the credentials to satisfy
the most demanding studio
requirements. while maintaining
a price that rs comfortable even
for small drstribuuon systems.
The TBC-11 OA rs now avail

able at $4.990.00. Slide rails
are an optional extra.

3700-82 Northeast 53rd Ave.
Gainesville, Florida 32601
(904)377-8276
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Herfis everything you need
to pull an FM Proof!
The first COMPLETE FM Proof
Manual ever offered
Here's everything you need to comply
with the FCC's annual
proof-of-performance test. Every
procedure, every detail is spelled out
step-by-step in simple, concise
language-all reviewed by the FCC. You
save time, money, headaches-and
you're sure of doing it right the first
nrne.

Broadcast Engineering's FM
Proof-of-Performance Manual includes a//
required logging forms for pulling both
mono and stereo proofs. A complete
chapter on FCC Rules. Dozens of helpful
troubleshooting tips and time-saving
measurement and logging techniques.
Detailed procedures on how to pre-test
your station before pulling the Proof.
And more.

Your FM Proof Manual shows you
• how to prepare the test equipment
• how to connect the test equipment
• an efficient method of measurement and
a look at the performance requirements

• how to use the data summary sheet and
evolve the graphs

• how to comply fully with FCC rules and standards
PLUS ... you get individual replaceable forms for
completing the equipment performance tests.

All this in one package. And all for $6.95

SPECIAL OFFER!
Order Both Manuals AND SAVE!

ONLY $12 for both!
Over 2,500 AM manuals

now rn use
and 1,500 FM manuals

Volume discounts available
on request.
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eoo1nOORlnG
P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, Ks. 66212

Please send me copies of the FM
Proof-of-Performance Manual @ $6.95 each

Please send me copies of the AM
Proof-of-Performance Manual @ $6.95 each

Please send me sets of the FM and
AM Proof-of-Performance Manuals @ $12 for BOTH.

My check or money order is enclosed l Please bill me

Name

Address

City

State ZIP·--------

NOTE.BroadcastEngineeringpaysthepostageonall orders!

'--- ------------ ----------------
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nna Basics
nued from page 40

1ithe parallax effect. In some
.s the "inductive field" also
[lestroy the null in close to the
·s. This generally occurs within
~1i111esthe tower height. To use
111011FCC language. the null is
~dered not to be "well-formed."
~1eral factors actually affect the
11signal you would observe on
field intensity meter as you
Icloser and closer to the array.
1Íeare the angular displacement
parallel of each of the tower's

•':lis. As we have noted in
ous comments, the designer
rs assumed that all signals
all towers arrive parallel, and
. you are standing at an
rvation point that is more than
times the greatest element
mg, they are. But here, close
e towers they are not. If you
to walk directly into the

lle of a two-tower pattern, you
d find that instead of being
llel, the two signa Ii; wou Id be
ing from exactly opposite di-
ns (180°).
second factor is the difference
ath lengths. In the previous
le, we had talked about the fact
the difference in path lengths
·alculated by S cos 0. This can
nger be true because with non
llel signals the angle 0 to the
rved is not the same. The third
r one must apply as a cor
n factor is to aceo unt for the
that the loop antenna on the
rver's field intensity meter will
~\iminate.
1 this point you might question
11or why the field meter's loop
1,nna will not read all signals
ttlly, from all towers. This is
«use the nature of a loop
t1111ais to peak in the plane of
op and reject along the axis of

Cloop. It is normally assumed
ii this discrimination varies as a
n:ion of the cosine of the angle
:teen the plane of the loop and
lmgle of the respective incoming

~11ls.
I my next article, we will look
'the world of three-tower and
•U1towerarrays. O

Reference
nes, R. A. and Markley, D. L.:
-iuennas By Computer. Broad
'st Engineering, March 1967.
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NOW
6d BGreater Output

withHOTTAP.E
exclusively from

Cartridge tape quality equal to that of the finest professional reel-to-reel mas le ring
types ... HOT TAPE-High Output Transfer Tape-delivers up to 6dB greater
output over types used in most broadcast cartridges to date. That means:
dramatically reduced tape hiss greater headroom for less audibility of audio
system white noise components increased signal saturation for decreased
IM and other distortions. But, MOST IMPORTANT, you get studio perfect
reproduction of music and commercial spots.
Hot Tape is available to special order in all factory loaded Fidelipac Cartridges
or in bulk for reloading. For details, contact your Fidelipac distributor today or

flDlllPAC®
®Trademark

109 Gaither Drive • Mt uurel, NJ 08057 • (609) 235-3511
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ALLVOUNEED
FOR ATS:

• YOUR STATION •
•THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMITTER OPERATOR •

The one everybody was talking about at the N.A.B.

~ ~ . • • • • • "?v.

I I I 1,1 ,,_II_~ I .. ••1111 lJ _ _t...~ . 'LI I Transmitter\.J' ~·11

Alarm and
Control Panel

Control Panel •• e a e e e•• "~~~~~"ic.WITH A
º' ••••

PROPERLY
••••.•. ••

INSTALLED ATS:
•• l.:) . ~

" ••• ' 1
•NO CITATIONS for Overpower.
•NO CITATIONS for Overmod.
•NO CITATIONS for Missing or Incorrect Meter Reading.

~~OE~T~~~~~f~:~~alt~g~a~~c~~~Ho~~~;t~ ;~e~D

THEAUT0i\1ATIC
...../ 'lJdgetTRANSMITTER

OPERATOR orkslNC
... GUARANTEED to meet FCC
standards for ATS control
for one year from date
of delivery.

P.O. Bo• 79. Medma, Oh to 44256
(216) 336· 7500

Gordy DuVall. Vice Pres. Sales
6838 No,th Ottawa Ave . Chicago. Ill. 60631

(3121774-5115
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Montreux '77
ALOOKINIO
TELEVISION'S FUTURE
By Joe Roizen

The International Television Sym
posium and Equipment Exhibition,
held in Montreux between June 3rd
and 10th. has once again achieved a
new high in numbers of delegates,
exhibitors and technical papers. In
the last category especially, the
Symposium Record had to be print
ed in· 10 volumes that must have
added at least four kilograms to
every participants' already bulging
bags full of brochures and baubles.

By all accounts it was a great
television show. The big exhibits
were lavish with fancy decor and
eye-catching shows. ENG cameras
relayed color images from hovering
helicopters, extended fire ladders,
artificial rain forests. or mountain
climbing cogged railways. Mobile
TV vans, enroute to exotic destina
tions like Abu Dhabi or Qua tar,
ringed the exhibit hall like a pro
tective armada with their rooves
bristling with extended zoom cam
eras and brightly-colored parabolas
that connected to whirring ma
chinery inside.
Cheek by jowl, the various minis

and micros, shoulder-mounted or
gyro-stabilized, wandered along the
Lac Leman waterfront recording
everything in sight. Spring flowers,
snow capped mountains, stately
swans and strolling lovers were TV
fodder for the roving color cameras
and voracious VTRs that recorded
and repeated these fleeting scenes
to prove their quality and versa
tility.
The one-inch videotape recorder

mystery that raised its head at NAB
was also in full force, now extend
ing its dilemma to the PAL and
SECAM world. For those seeking
innovation, there was a back pack
omni-directional microwave that re
layed pictures from a portable
camera without benefit of even triax
cable. There was a portable stan
dards converter that did everything

44

from NTSC, PAL, SECAM, or even
PAL-M to any other selected stan
dard, all crammed into a mere
12-inch rack mount unit. U-Matics
specially designed for Europe's
higher bandwidth and color sub
carriers were also sprouting at a
few stands, bringing the introduc
tion of Flaherty-style ENG a bit
closer in Europe.
On the social side, there was an

endless round of receptions, cocktail
parties, banquets, bus trips and
boat rides organized by either the
committee or individual exhibitors.
The 2,600 registered delegates from
55 countries who toured the 135-
plus exhibits, sat through the 185
papers and attended the two rountl
tables were in need of the relaxa
tion afforded by the after-hour
events. Any participant who left
Montreux without having his or her
palate satiated by Swiss cheese
washed down with a local wine
wasn't really trying.

The symposium
The Montreux Symposium is a

major part of this international
television gathering. and was re
flected in the quantity and quality of
technical papers that the event
seems to attract. Even concurrent
sessions were needed on some days
to accommodate the topics to be
covered, which ranged from satel
lite broadcasting to CATV, and
everything in between.
The Symposium started on Friday

with the morning session devoted to
welcoming speeches by Fritz
Locher, director general of the
Swiss PTT, and H. R. Probst. chair
man of the executive committee.
Howard Steele, director of engin
eering for the IBA and chairman of
the awards committee, announced
the two gold medal winners for
technical television achievements.

This is a new award speci
minted for the loth Annivera
Symposium.
It was given

of IBA for his work in dig
TV and the creation of D
tal Intercontinental Convera
Equipment (DICE), and to Cla
Mercier, the retiring technical
rector of French television and
EBU Technical Committee. S
posium citations for noteworthy e
tributions to television techno
were also awarded to Henri
tens, chief engineer of the
Masahiko Morizono, director
Corp .. and Daniel Sauvet-Goicho
Television de France.
The keynote address was 1

livered by Werner Hess, directo
Germany's national television I
work (ARD), and the loth In·
national Symposium was offící
on its way.

International TVprogress report
After a cocktail reception in 1

Montreux Casino, the afterno
session on international televisi
progress began. In keeping
tradition, experts from various '
organizations were invited to revi1
such progress in their areas.
Last year's Winter and Suma

Olympic Games were reported on
N. Wassiczek of the ORF in Vie
and Marius Morais of ORTO
Montreal. Wassiczek partícula
stressed the help given by neighb
ing countries in loaning mobile vs
and other equipment to permit 1
ORF to cover such a large televisl
event. Morais used a series of sli.C
specially taken by the CBS Staff a
Donna Foster Roizen to íllustn
technical installations and methc
of signal distribution both loca
and world wide. Morais stres
that the Montreal Games had 1

Continued on page
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1No matter what the application, or how tough the job, there'sa Yamaha PMSeriesprofessionalsound
¡ mixer that can handle it.

Thinkof the Yamaha PMmixersas businessmachines that insureyour sound.ThePM-170and PM-
180are ideal as prime mixersfor small clubs, discos, schoolsand the like.Or they're excellent submixersto
extendthe capability of larger consoles.

TheYamahaPM-430and PM-700are the portable heavyweights.Theyhave thespecs,power and flexibility
o mix well in moderate to major events and concerts, broadcast production and recording studio
lpplications.

EachPMmixer can be used as a complete sound systemcontroller.Or they can be combined to solve
'IOurmostcomplex reinforcement and production problems.

And all yourmixesare well under control with balanced, transformer-isolatedinputs*and ±24dBm (12.3
/oltsRMS)stereo outputs for no-hum sound over long distances. PrecisionYamaha engineered and manu
actured long-throw, smooth-flow,dB-calibrated faders respond to your most subtle
Jdjustments.And foldback and monitor functionsthat help you precisely feed the
·lghtmixto the right performeror technician.

Send six dollars, and we'll rush you an operating manual complete
Nithschematics on our PMSeries.(Please,certified check or money
order only. No cash or personal checks.) Or better yet, see your
Yamahadealer and match a Yamaha PMmixer to your job.
PM-170uses unbalanced inputs, ideal as a keyboard mixer.

Yamaha International Corporation. Musical Instrument Combo Division. ..!. VAMAHA
6600 Orangethorpe Avenue. Buena Par\<.CA 90620. Write: PO Box 6600. Buena Parl<.CA 90622. - I1
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®

A BIG SELECTION
FOR

A SMALL BUDGET
If you are trying to fit a cart

ridge machine into a budget, you may
think you have a limited choice of
machines.

With Spotmaster this isn't true.
We have many models of economy
priced machines: mono and stereo,
record and record/playback, for A, B
and C cartridges, delay machines, and
a wide choice of options.

The New 2000 Series

MODEL 2000 RPS - A stereo record/
playback machine for only $975.00. Stereo
playback $650.00. Mono record/playback
$725.00. Mono playback $500.00.

Traditional Favorite

MODEL 500D - Record/Playback Unit.
One of twelve 500 Series models, a tra
ditional favorite still in use and still in
demand $925.00. Playback only $675.00..' .

o·;;n••·: ~
-~~!:-

[] ··- []··"'"'cw____ ,._.,.·.--···

MODEL 4056 - Mono Playback Unit.
Every time we reduce inventory on the 400
Series, the orders roll in. And why not -
at $495.00 it's an outstanding value.

Many. of these cart machines are
in stock for prompt shipment. For
information contact Broadcast Elec
tronics, Inc .. 8810 Brookville Hd.,
Silver Spring, MD 20910, Telephone
301 /587-1800.

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
PRODUCERS OF

~
TAPE CARTRIDGE EQUIPMENT

A FILMWAYS COMPANY
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Montreux '77
Continued from page 44

largest audience ever for a televised
event (1.25 billion). and used a
record number of intercontinental
satellite transmissions to achieve
this.
Roland Zavada, engineering vice

president of SMPTE, covered North
American TV developments. He
stated that the latest improvements
in NTSC signal handling techniques,
including VIRS, had finally removed
the stigma of "Never Twice the
Same Color" from the system. Victor
Rojas of the OTI covered Latin
America and the upcoming World
Cup Games in Argentina. According
to Rojas, these will be covered in
PAL with new equipment obtained
for this purpose. EBU developments
were reviewed 'by R. Gressman who
stressed the potentials of satellite
communications for individual
countries.
Mr. Balasubramanyam of the

Asian Broadcasting Union in Kuala
Lumpur gave a very interesting
overview of new facilities and TV
experiments in that area. The ultra
modern Avalon TV Center in New
Zealand and the Indian CTS project,
which sent satellite linked educa
tion al programs to thousands of
Indian villages equipped with wire
mesh parabolas, were among the
items he covered. Television in the
CCIR, the administration of RF
spectrum space and operating fre
quencies was presented by the
chairman of Study Group II, J.
Krivosheev.

The round table conference
Another tradition at the Montreux

Symposium is the round table con
ference that brings together users
and manufacturers in a panel for a
discussion about some aspect of
television. Following this, the audi
ence joins in to present opinions or
ask questions. This year's round
table conference was called "Trends
in Video Systems Under the Impact
of New Technology, Horizon 1985,"
and was chaired by Joseph Polan
sky, who charged the panel mem
bers to look into the future with
"both eyes open" to avoid any
science fiction prognostications.
The round table opened with

comments by Bill Connolly of CBS.
Connolly pointed out that TV pro
duction is moving out of the studio
and into the field where conditions·
are more hostile to the equipment.
He would like to see new TV gear
that is lighter, smaller and tempera
ture stabilized. In Connolly's opin
ion, no cable at all is better than

BUHL

SEE BUHL'S
MOBILE
MULTIPLEXE
IN YOUR
OWN STUDIO!

'*
That's right 1

See Buhl's filmchain without a dedic
camera on tape in your own facility.
We use the "MM" to produce a progr
demonstrating its own capabilities.
Watch facle-clissolve, quick-cuts, anim
with two slide projectors.
Simply send us your own 10 minute,
3 4" cassette. We'll transfer our prog
onto your tape and return it to you,
postpaid, within a few days.
Be sure to include your name and ados

BUHL OPTICAL
1009 BeechAvenue
Pittsburgh.Pa. 15233
Phone 4 l 2·321-0076

QUALrrY TALK:
FOR

WNIC
Dearborn. Mich.

Continental's new 511O kW
transmitter is setting records
acceptance. It has performs
and efficiency, with the cl
sound around. Listen to Contin
tal: quality talks.
Write for brochure: Continental Electro~
Mfg. Co. Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75
(214)381-7161

~
l:..te.c t 'LD"M.L~
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acement recorder electron
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.1 :lrcuíts; remote control.
:patible wíth most transports.
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Uagnetic
corder

Mectronics
C!el375-$690
,,vonics Inc. <>
l 3 Vandell wav Jl
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'udioTape
for professionals

aEEL TO REEL TAPE
Ampex, 3M. All grades,
On reels or hubs.

CASSETTES, C-1O-C-90,
with Agfa, Ampex, 3M Tape

EADER & SPLICING TAPE
EMPTY REELS & BOXES

All widths, sizes.
OMPETITIVE • FROM STOCK

Recording Supply Co.
1233 Rand Road

''of Des Plaines, IL 60016
11ineCorp 312/297-0955
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triax.
Herbert Fix. the technical director

of Germany's Institut für Rundfunk
Technik. requested that the industry
consider four aspects of TV post
production: (1) leasable post-pro
duction facilities. (2) simpler on-line
editing devices. (3) film transfer to
solve standards problems and
cinema projection. and (4) improved
laser recording for TV-to-film trans
fer. He wondered if people would
still attend movies in 1985 or be
satisfied with what comes into the
home via TV.
Peter Rainger of the BBC sup

ported Connolly's view of the exodus
from studio. to field production. He
opted for better camera sensitivity
and expects the new noise reducers
to help. He saw no immediate com
petitor to magnetic tape. but felt
film would still be widely used in
1985. Rainger also predicted that
digital techniques will be used for
archival recording and that high
quality 625-line TV will have a 34-
megabit format.
Peter Hansen from Danish TV

asked for sturdier equipment to suit
outside broadcast requirements.
and would like to see post-produc
tion systems in various sizes to suit
different purposes.
T. Miura of NHK concurred with

his predecessors and described
some developments at NHK (Japan)
Research Labs where large screen.
high definition experiments are
going on.
The last speaker for the. users

was M. Remy. technical director of
Telediffusion de France. He spoke
about the new Antiope teletext
service in France and the effects of
video games. and questioned what
to do with some of the new services
offered by television.

The manufacturers
On the manufacturers' side. the

first presentation was perhaps the
most thought-provoking. R. D. Stew
art of General Electric (USA) gave
the only illustrated presentation. He
stated that costs for new solid-state
devices in the sensor and memory
field are coming down by orders of
magnitude. Stewart predicted that
by 1985 there will be full broadcast
quality CCDs. Both CCD and bubble
memories will have roles in signal
processing, time base correction,
AID conversion and bandwidth com
pression. Stewart foresaw a million
bits on a chip and the start of an all
solid-state recorder with no moving
parts (or tape) by 1985.
J. Hillier of RCA followed with the

view that 1985 will show what's

Continued on page 48

"The lkegami
HL-77 gives me
the best picture
I've ever seen
on a portable
camera:'

That's what Jack Everette,
Executive Vice President of
Midwest Television, Inc.,
Champaign, Illinois, quotes
Midwest news teams as saying
about their Ikegami HL- 77
ENG cameras. Midwest Tele
vision, Inc., has three cameras
at Champaign (WCIA), a
fourth at the state capitol in
Springfield, Illinois, two in
Peoria, Illinois (WMBD-TV),
and two in San Diego, Cali
fornia (KFMB-TV).

Other comments:
"Our newsmen say they're

proud to be working with the
most advanced equipment in
the business."
"Other news teams tell us they

wish they had cameras like ours."
"Ikegami cameras give great

mobility to news cameramen."
"Excellent pictures, even at

low light levels."
That's why more TV news

teams use Ikegami ENG EFP
cameras than all other ENG
cameras combined.
For more reasons, contact Mort
Russin, V.P. Sales, Ikegami
Electronics (USA) Inc.,
29-19 39th Avenue,
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
(212) 932-2577

lkegami
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saves you time
and money

Check us for best cash discounts
in broadcast components

·0- ~.• •\ .

- .~-- - ~=-
• o ~-- •· o ~-

SCULLY 280-8
American made - reliable
A/C or servo capstan

-
~

1111 I 1--1

@@ @@•
REVOX A-77 MK IV

Economy - D/C servo drive

OTARI MX 5050
A/C or servo drive
Various head track options

For a complete llne of brand nameacces
sories and the best pricing available

(215)437-0607

am
.Communication Medias

Broadcast Component
Distributors
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already being worked on in the labs
today. He saw two major areas of
development: (1) equipment which is
self-adjusting, self-aligning and self
testing; and (2) automation of edit
ing and business functions in a TV
facility. Hillier felt that technology
itself is not the constraint on
development, rather that technolo
gy's "future shock" limits adapta
tion and use of new devices.

More for the viewer
Representing Philips, F. de Vrijer

had a promising word for home
viewers. He said receiver improve
ments will bring home pictures
closer to studio quality. He also saw
a large increase in digital TV
processing where it's better than
analog.
Norman Parker-Smith of Marconi

was emphatic about the continuing
use of TV pick-up tubes in 1985, and
Renville McMann of Thomson-CSF
Labs supported him by saying that
the cameras used eight years from
now will resemble present ones. but
will be smaller and more automatic.
McMann did not expect camera
sensitivities to increase by any great
factor, but when solid-state sensors
come along, there might be such a
considerable improvement. McMann
also saw microprocessors in cam
eras doing a lot of housekeeping.
fiber optics from camera to CCU,
and remote VTRs controlled by the
camera operator.
Mashaiko Morizono had a few

reservations about digital VTRs.
Morizono from Sony saw better
tape formulations with higher den
sity recording solving current ana
log VTR problems in PAL and
SECAM, thus getting to tenth gen
eration utility as is now possible in
NTSC. In fact. Morizono said that
cheaper, simpler analog VTRs of the
future may preclude digital ad
vantages from making a serious
entry into the field.
Ampex's Charles Anderson spoke

of another aspect of the future,
equipment investment return. An
derson queried the broadcasters as
to whether they could afford a two
year equipment exchange even if
the manufacturers could afford a
biennial development cycle. He
pointed out that Ampex equipment
delivered in 1964/65 was still widely
used and the investment of millions
of dollars cannot be concisely dis
posed of just because technical
breakthroughs occur at a faster
rate.

Hans Groll of Bosch Fernsalj
followed this theme. He sided
Morizono on the digital VTR 1•·
tion, saying the answer WaE
around the corner. He agreed
Anderson that broadcasters
live with current technology,
even if the CCDs come alongI
initial use will produce some qtl
loss. Groll also felt that the 1¡)!
use of frame stores will leaq
way to more digital processir
other areas.

Comments anyone?
With the opening state

made, a lively discussion follo
Howard Steele talked about I
recent digital VTR demonstratíu
Venice at an EBU meeting
challenged the panel meml
statements, reiterating tha
megabits were enough.
R. Zavada of Kodak felt film

still be a major TV medium be
it uses little energy and operant
low light. He predicted imp
ments in sensitivity and the adna
of time code to further enh
film's versatility. An EBU '
mentator suggested flexible b
uniform interfaces for comp
assisted TV operations and
Pouzols of Radiotechnique (FrE1
pointed out that receiver buversa
spend 90 percent of the mom
television hardware while bra,
casters only represent 10 perca
the total money spent.
The round table also includar

session on receiver developmi
and the concensus among the
members was that future rece
would include memory círc
noise reduction. and teletext fiilt
ties at reasonable prices.
R. Gressmann of the EBUasid

it was wise to continue to íncn
the technological gap between
advanced countries and thel., 1
veloping nations where, he saidibi
latter were still struggling ,JJLI
basic services.

Dee Pourciau of IVC didn't
to see any limits on developJI
and stated that TV gadgetry is 111• ·1
limiting. This last comment
have been in response to a st
ment by Joe Roizen of Telegen, ~'
some new digital TV studio prod:
were unnecessarily complex ·'
effect variations far beyond no#
needs. As an example, Ro
pointed to the numbers of swit1fi'
effects which are unused or I
very limited duty cycles.
The summaries presented by

panel members followed most
their opening remarks, with a 1

quotable statements. Hillier's
Continued on psg•.-,
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VMI announces
the first major

improvements to
the Ampex MK-X
in over a decade!!

VMI NEW RADIAL AIR GAP ROTARYTRANSFORMER
VS. AMPEX AXIAL

Axial air gap rotary trans
former with 4-gap channel
segments in series adjust
ment.

Videomagnetics has developed a new radial air gap rotary transformer
which is a direct replacement for the old axial air gap type. Our new
design eliminates all field adjustment while retaining significantly
improved balance throughout the life of the head. Over half of all me
chanical failures are caused by axial air gap rotary transformers.To
have this new transformer installed on your MK-X's orforfull details
contact us.*
ATTN: RCA Users-VMI now offers full RCAhigh band conversions. These units
look and perform just like your current high band panels. Limited time offer-$2,500
plus an RCA low band air bearing panel. Call today to reserve your unit or join all
the others who are switching over to our regular RCA refurbishing service still
only $825.0011
• Request our technical paper outlining differences

=1~~~ General Office & Operations
155 San Lazaro Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 737-8300
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ment, with a small group of known
people who can work on under
standable equipment which does not
confront them with electronic wiz
ardry beyond their comprehension.
It is to this end that the broad
casters and manufacturers should
direct themselves, according to
Hansen.

Polansky thanked the panelists
and the audience and expressed the
regrets of H. Jushkevitshus of the
USSR for not having been able to
attend. The round table conference
closed with Polonskv's hope that
progress towards better television

clusion was that technology, if done
right. simplifies an operation and
that LSI will make more reliable
equipment that is easier to use.
Connolly clearly stated that all of the
signal processing, digitizing, or
manipulation won't make the pro
gram better. and many other panel
ists concurred. Urged by Polansky to
say a few words on behalf of the
program producers, Peter Hansen
postulated that the average pro
ducer wants a nice cozy environ-

We Sell Protection.
It's Called

the 400 Logger.
l . .:=¡

Dictaphone's 400
Logging Recorder gives
you a precise record
of the exact words -
at the exact time
they were broadcast.
That's why the 400
is standard equipment
at major radio and
television networks
worldwide. Extremely
slow speed and auto
matic reversing let you
pack twice as many
words on an inch of
tape as any other
logger. And the 400' s
performance is un
equalled. The features
speak for themselves:

• Dual system automat
ically transfers signal
when tape runs out.

• 1, 2 or 4-channels.

• Separate or simul-
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®Scully
Recording Instruments
For More Details Circle (44) on Reply Card

taneous monitoring of
each track.

• 4400 Time Code
Generator optional for
encoding time without
dedicating a track.

Sales, service and
replacement parts are
available from over
200 distributors
worldwide.

Get full protection,
by getting the facts on
the 400 Logging
Recorder. Available
only through Scully
franchised dealers.
Scully Recording
Instruments, Division
of Dictaphone,
475 Ellis St., Mountain
View, California 94043,
(415) 968-8389
TLX 34-5524

equipment and services will
tinue in the future.

Increase use of ENG
With 185 papers in parallel

sions lasting five days, it woul ·
impossible to give anything nr
than a thumb-nail sketch of II
symposium. The sessions that 11
tracted large audiences dealt 1:
ENG, one-inch helical VTRs, s
lite television, electronic edit'
and digital techniques.
As he has in the U.S.,

Flaherty, engineering vice presi
of CBS, continued to champion
as the wave of the future
television operations. His statí
were impressive. According
Flaherty. over 700 U.S. TV stat
are now all or partially converte
ENG. Of the 3,000 news er
1,200 are electronic with a
tinuing conversion rate of 3
year. The use of videotape is
continuing to climb, and CBS is
changing from film to tape on
corns.

Within his own network, Flah
said that 53 percent of their
gramming is on tape, and this is1
creasing because of the impac
smaller cameras, one-inch VT1
and digital TBCs. CBS has only
film crews left and they will
converted this summer. Flahe
speaking to over 300 delegates,
that the new ENG equipment
cently introduced in Europe will
doubt lead to a similar conversio
ENG practices on this continent
elsewhere.

A. Todorvic of Yugoslavian
gave a concise summary of
history and current status of an
VTRs. John Baldwin of IBA
described a digital VTR develo
in their laboratories at Craw
Court (UK). Their test base is
IVC 9000 segmented helical two-i
VTR, but Baldwin indicated
other machines could be adaptedñr

He suggested that for editing
VTR signals, stay in digital fo
thus keeping a first generat
quality regardless of the number
dubs made. Then conver sion ár
analog form could be done for fü
airing of the edited program. 13
IBA digital prototype VTR still o
produces half a TV image, but W1 l·
smaller, cheaper memories BaldvJ
said a full-scale VTR was in sight•

M. Favreau of Thornson-C '!:11

(Paris) followed with a well-ill= ~I
trated paper on their videodisc
thin plastic film using laser t'
niques for readout. Picture qu
is good enough on this device
warrant serious consíderatíon
some broadcast applications,

Continued on page
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~omething to build on
Add Audio Distribution
~·· to your

5900 Package.

few of the other
Building Blocks. ••

• DA-5960A Video Distribution Amplifier module pro
vides six DC coupled outputs from one differential
high-impedance looping input. Frequency response
flat ±0.1 dB to 1O MHz, less than 0.1° differential
phaseand 0.2%differential gain.

• DA-5966A Sub-Carrier Distribution Amplifier mod
ule, provides regeneration·and distribution of NTSC
or PAL sub•carrier through six DC coupled outputs
from one high-impedancelooping input. Outputs are
divided into two groups of three.with independent
phaseand level front panel controls for eachgroup.
Phaseisadjustableover a O to 360° range.

• PD-5941A RegenerativePulseDistribution Amplifier
module provides six DC coupled outputs from one
high-impedancelooping input. Outputs divided into
three groups of two outputs with independent level
controls for eachgroup.

• PD-6942A Regenerative Pulse Delay Distribution
Amplifier module provides six DC coupled outputs
from one high-impedance looping input. Delay is
adjustableover 0.35 to 4 microsecondrange.Outputs
aredivided into two groupsof threewith independent
delayand levelfront panelcontrols for eachgroup.

-

The DYNAI R Series 5900 Modular Broadcast Distribution equipment is state-of-the-art in
design, tops in reliability, and offers performance expected by the broadcaster.

Write or call for additional information and for the name of the broadcast dealer rn your
areawho handles this family of products.

DYNAIR ELECTRDNICS1 INC.
5275 MARKET STREET, SAN DIEGO, CA. 92114
TEL.: (714) 263-7711 TWX.: (910) 335-2040
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cording to Favreau.

One-inch helical
The later morning session was the

most controversial one. The pro
ponents of three new one-inch
helical formats, Ampex, Bosch Fern
seh and Sony were pitted directly
against each other in a series of
three papers describing each sys
tem. Fred Remley of the University
of Michigan and chairperson of the
working group on non-segmented

helical VTRs, preceded the techni
cal reps of the three companies with
a survey of the role of one-inch
helical recorders in broadcasting.
He touched upon the various for
mats and pointed to their current
incompatability. He also explained
what the SMPTE working groups
were doing to standardize the seg
mented and non-segmented formats
now being offered.

Bosch Fernseh's representative
Henry Zahn described the seg
mented BCN machine made by his
company and also offered by Phil
ips. IVC and RCA. Zahn pointed out

NORTRONICS.
preferred replacements
for 1,753 head!,~

If that's
not enough ...

we're the industry leader!
Actually, our wide range is only part of the story. Because
for many people, local availability is even more important.
That's why we have a nationwide network of local dis
tributors. So you can get your replacement head when you
need it ... now! Of course, you demand quality, too. Sowe
have the most rigid quality control program in the industry.
When you install a Nortronics replacement head you can
count on it working. For more information, contact your
local Nortronics Head distributor.

RecorderCareDivision
~

I I NORTRONICS®
~®

Nortronics Company, Inc.
8101TenthAve.North.Minneapolis,Minn.55427
Telephone(612)545-040t, Telex 290304
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that the problems of slow and
motion both for editing or for o
use were solved by the addition1
frame store and showed tape
ples that illustrated these fea\,
very well. Zahn also showe
cassette portable BCN which
extends the configurations ofh
format into every application,
dio, field production, ENG or v
ever the broadcaster wants.
R. Ravizza of Ampex folloi.'

with a detailed explanation ofh
VPR-1 and VPR-10, the one,
non-segmented helical recorder
fered by Ampex as the latest
for studio and ENG use in brld
casting. Ravizza's paper includi
detailed description of the autontt
scan tracking system (AST) w,
gives the VPR-1 the ability tcd
broadcastible slow and still f
images. A piezzo-electric w'e
under the playback video hea ji
mechanically deformed by ap
voltages derived from error sigll!•
that are generated by RF enve11:
sampling. The tape playback de ·
strations included a tenth ge
tion dub of acceptable quality,
the above mentioned features.

Sony's BVH-1000 was then .
sent ed by Y. Suzuki who ga~l!
graphic breakdown of the foi
features and the VTR design 11

ments. Sony's format eliminate
typical helical dropout period in
vertical interval by having a st
rate head write the vertical int
near the bottom of the tape. 1
call this the 1.5 head princ
Suzuki claimed this made it pos
to retain the original VIRS, VS1-·
teletext, or any other vertical wt"··
val insertions that may be pr
in the incoming signal. The
1000 also has slow and stop mc:01
for editing purposes and a llt ·
venient shuttle or jog modeb,:
search tape or select edit poíntsl
addition, Suzuki described
operational advantages of this
direx" system, as they call it.
The discussion following

spirited, with users or poten~
users complaining that the P
erating, non-interchangeable
mats are causing concern and
fusion in the field. However,
member of the audience closed
session by stating that this "Jl~
confusion is what provided al0·
these well-paid, talented deleg
with a 10-day vacation in MontriJI·~~'
where they could enjoy the ¡111 1i
amenities while studying the P
!em!

Better audio?
The two first papers in the a

noon session dealt with measu1
Continued on pB.
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i1e Dolby System in
Broadcasting - April 1977 I
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-ne1973 Dolby Laboratories proposed an improvement m FM
castingwhich would overcome high-frequency overrnooutauon
emsand at the same time reduce receiver noise The
nque combines a reduction m the pre-emphasis time constant
microseconds and the use of the Dolby B-Type noise
ition system In May 1974 the new method was approved by the
ral Communications Commission for optional use m the
~\. A number of other countries either have approved the system
a considering it

;e;mitters
!1974, 160 FM stations rn the US A. m aooiuon to 25 rn
countries, have purchased the Dolby Model 334 FM broadcast

ccterunit.

•• IIl..,.,,, ··-- -·· •

1ivers
:urrently,Dolby consumer product licenseeshave been

·~iringtuner and receiver models mcorporatmq Dolby FMdecoder
<rts.At the present time there are 51 different models of such
/ers from 22 manufacturers. About 300,000 units are rn use.
asingby some 30,000 units per month

ningAdvantages Gained
•~iQh-levelhigh-frequency signal recoverability
do1sereduction
. 1>olbyFMprocess works at both extremes of the dynamic
r!.The maximum permissible levelof high frequency signals 1s

Akai AA-101008

Sony STR-6800 SD

Marantz 2330

Sony ST.3950 SD

~1 Konwood/Tdo
Model Eleven II

Marantz 4240

Sony ST-5950 SD

increased while low level noise is reduced The 10 dB act1011of
the Dolby S system rs split m an optimum way between these two
equally important areas of operation The net result is an FM system
which can pass siqnals lrom transmitter input to receiver output
with high 1ntegnty

Information Available
To find out more about this new development pleasewrite to us for
further details

A NOTE ON DOLBY LABORATORIES
Founded rn 1965 Dolby Laboratones specializes m comple
mentary 1101sereduction methods ancl systems In London the
company manufactures equipment for professional use by
recording studios. broadcasters and the motion picture mcus
try In the consumer held Dolby Laboratones functions purely
asan R & Dand licensing orqaruzanon based rn San Francrsco
Cahtorrua Licensing rs handled by a subsidiary Dolby Labora
tones Licensing Corporation which has world wide non
exclusive agreements with about 60 manufacturers for the
mcorporanon of the Dolby B Typenoise reduction system into
consumer audio products A uniform royalty rate is applied on
a sl1d1ngscale based on circuu quantities the average royalty
paid rs about $0 21per circuu (two circuits lor stereo All Dolby
circuus are manufactured to meet standardveo performance
recurrernents for universal mterchanqeabmtyof hardware and
software. 20 million such crrcuus have been made since t968
Software products (duplicated tapes and FM broadcasts) are
produced on a royalty-free basis

~yLaboratories
t'¡' and the double-O symbol
tdemarks of Dolby Laboratories

731 Sansome Street
San Francisco CA 94111
Telephone (415) 392-0300
Telex 34409
Cable Dolbylabs

I, 1977

346 Clapham Road
London SW9
Telephone 01- 720 1111
Telex 919109
Cable Dolbylabs London
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Around the world, more people now look to Electrohome for
excellence in video equipment than ever before.

We manufacture solid state video monitors in monochrome and
color to NTSC and PAL standards for broadcast, educational,
industrial, commercial, medical, security and data applications.

The reason for such wide-spread acceptance is two-fold: a standard
of quality and a record of service to our customers that have earned
our products top rating around the world.

For complete information, contact Electrohome Limited at one
of these offices :

Electro-Visual Corporation of America
3617 West Macarthur Blvd., Suite 508, Santa Ana, Calif. 92704
(714) 545-6991

Electrohome (U.S.A.) Limited
182 Wales Ave., Tonawanda, N. Y. 14150
(716) 694-3332

Electrohome Limited
809 Wellington St. N., Kitchener, Ontario N2G 4J6
(519) 744-7111

18LECTROHOME
... an extra degree of excellence in video equipment for every application.

Distributed in:
Austria
Australia
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Egypt
Eire
Finland

France
Greece
Hong Kong
Israel
Italy
Japan
Malaysia
Mexico

Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Philippines
Portugal
Saudi Arabia
South Africa
Spain

Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
United States
United Kingdom
Venezuela
West Germany
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techniques on VTRs and a new
tape with better audio perform
G. Weltz and G. Eitz of the
described methods of precise
ratio measurement as well as
parameters. Norman Ritter of
showed the audio improvem
possible with their recently iJ
duced 8250 quad tape and play'
short tape segment which
audible evidence of this factor.
Dr. Boris Townsend of the

and Charles Urban of the
teamed up to do a joint paper o
state rf ENG within the EBU. T1
send's main theme was that u
now the really portable gear
not quite good enough. What
EBU needed was a magic "h
box" which would eliminate n
moire, chroma/luma delay and
other defects of a third gener
color-under tape.
Townsend showed a slide of

front panel of such a device
only an "on/off" switch above
label "Magic Image Improver."
next slide showed the inside of
box, which was totally empty ex1
for a short wire lead on the bac
the switch. His message was ele
The EBUmembers want better F
gear suited to their standards.
Charles Urban followed with SQf /

examples of ENG ·operations uog,
various portable or mobile comb
lions of equipment from diffe
countries. The pictures were gd
but none of the gear could be
scribed as being low-priced. ··¡
As if cued to respond to I~

previous speakers, T. Moritallrl1
Sony described an upgraded ~ -i
cassette VTR (U-Matic) that J'!
designed for the PAL and SEC ·~
standards. A variety of mechan:IJ·O
and electrical changes have b
made to the standard U-MEA
format to accommodate the gre
bandwidth and higher subcarifl~C
frequencies of the SECAM/PALl~¡r,
coiling systems. Morita showec~,.
celor playback from this improd' •I
U-Matic format which, even at
third generation, looked like q1•
an acceptable broadcast qua·
picture. Of course, the Europ
networks will have to test
system themselves before any 81
eral acceptance of this type of g
for ENG is made. Several re
sentatives of the larger TV serví'
indicated they were about to st1
such trial periods.

Electronic editing
The following subsession on el

tronic editing of videotape had th
Continued on pag
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7\0UT4HI ltJICTllOUT 1HI
BIOUT 4 LO 1141t20V2IOUT 1 LO
9IOUT 5 HI 1151-20V3 IOUT 2 HI
101OUT 5 LO ll61 IN HI4/0UT 2 LO
1110UT6 HI 1171IN LOsi our 3 HI uroor 6 LO 1181.GROUNO6IOUT 3 LO

ADM's UNIQUE DA16/CH20
AUDIO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

The ADM® DA16 incorporates an ad
vanced-design approach, with superb
specifications. It is the ultimate in audio
distribution amplifiers. Each amplifier is
a one in, six output plug-in card with
+24DBM input and output capability.
The input is transformer coupled, and

each of the six outputs is individually
transformer isolated. Amplifiers have in
dividual front panel gain adjustments.

Noise level is ultra low, and distortion is
less than .1% at +24DBM.

Up to six DA16 amplifiers can be
housed in the Audio Designs®CH20 rack
frame, which includes a redundant
power supply with automatic change
over. Built to exacting quality standards,
DA16 amplifiers offer exceptionally high
reliability. For complete information
write or call for specification sheet.

A COMPLETE LINE OF HIGHEST QUALITY
CONSOLES AND COMPONENTS

AUDIO DESIGNSANO MANUFACTURING. INC.
16005 Sturgeon. Roseville. Michigan 48066

Phone: (313) 778-8400, Cable: AUDEX TLX-23-1114

DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE U.S.A.
BY AMPEX INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS, INC.
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SPORTSCASTER HEADSET .
ISN'T IT TIME YOU GAVE YOURSELF A HELPING HAND???

Hands-free communication is within your
reach. Television Equipment's well-proven
Sportscaster headset, with integral dynamic
boom mike, gives you complete freedom
of movement - just right for those tense
moments when you need to consult
your references.

The headset has a...

Dynamic Boom Microphone; 400 OHMs, frequency
range 50-15,000 Hz, sensitivity 2mV (loaded) for
close speech.

Double Headphones: independently wired, 200
OHMs each, frequency range 50-15,000 Hz.

Ventilated foam cushions eliminate perspiration and
let you hear ambient sound (optional ear-envelopinq
cushions).

Weight: 6Y, oz. Practically unbreakable components.
Optional cough switch.

For your helping hand phone today ...
Delivery from stock Satisfaction guaranteed

Television Equipment Associates. Inc.
BO X 2 6 O • SO U TH SA l EM. N E W Y O R K I O 5 9 O
914 • 763-1193 TWX 710-575-2600

B I L L P E G L E R, Presidenr
For More Delails Circle (48) on Reply Card

Call or write /or special prices
ALLIED BROADCAST

EQUIPMENTSEND FOR YOUR FREE
COPY OF ALLI ED'S BIG 124 SOUTH 6th STREET

RICHMOND, INDIANA 47374

{317) 962-8596
1977 BUYERS GUIDE
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Montreux '77
Continued from page 54

papers which covered both tu
and hardware descriptions.
W. Habermann of the IR'

Munich started off with a reví
the field of automation as applí
video recording and editing. H
mann pointed out the reason
automation in TV studios: (1) s
people-power. (2) efficiency i
use of expensive studio gear,
(3) organization of availabl
equipment for central control.
conclusions were that autom
both for normal equipment an
editing systems is rapidly beco
mandatory for television studios
need to produce more pro
hours on relatively shrinking
gets.
Stan Busby of Ampex gave a

specific set of recommendatio
his paper with regard to 1
editing systems. Busby defan
first the use of distributed in
gence as applied to TV equip
He claimed that such devices
carry out complex commands on1
receipt of a relatively simple si.
The other part of his paper d
with the standardization problen
computerized editing systems. B
suggested that all interfaces an
signal formats used between
controllers and the machines sh
be common, thereby allowing fo
interchange between editing sys
that will benefit all.
He also proposed a higher b

rate than is currently used by ml'
electronic editing systems. Ace
ing to Busby. the alternative
adopting some standards is n
copper. more contacts, more e
puter core and more continued 1
fusion. Adopt some of the meth
already developed for data proc
ing, he said, and the televi:
editing world will benefit sigl
cantly.
The last paper titled "Distribu"

Processing Techniques in Ptl
Production Editing" was jointly JM l
sented by Klaus Eichstadt and
Roizen of CMX Systems. Roh
made a short review of the pres
use of computer-assisted edit
systems in fast-paced editing
popular variety shows and sítcs
in the U.S. and Canada. The m
benefits expressed to Roizen
editors he visited was a better sl
and a substantial time saving.
Eichstadt then presented a

tailed review of the distribul
processing system used on
CMX-340-X, and the application

Continued on page
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Today Time is earth-bound,
measured precisely by action
of the Cesium-133 atom.
With the coming of the twentieth century man hos
discovered space travel and broadcasting. 13oth
demand micro-second accuracy to o degree never
Imagined before.

Leitch provides it with the Leitch Precision Impulse
Clock. Controlled by impulses accurate to within one
nine billionth of o second. Leitch clocks con be fully
synchronized to the exact second. Compatibility with
other impulse drive systemsallows them to be added to
existing drivers or to be installed separately os o totally
new system.

ExclusiveU.S.distributor:
leitch video incorporoted
2JOMineola Olvd..
Mineola. NewYork 11501.
Tel:(516) 248-4858.

If Time is important to you,
ask Leitch about it.

leitch
In Canado:
leitch broadcast produds limited
705 ProgressAvenue
Scarborough.Ontario M 1H 2X 1
Tel·(416) 4J8-5060
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~

The

I
I

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~---!

TV-Q
The TV-Q is a pocket size aff
air receiver with 6 KHz audio
response for accurate program
monitoring, extremely rugged ~
construction, high level headphone output, operates on readily
available 9V batteries. Easy to operate. Available on all VHF channels
and UHF channels 14-27. Model CAA price: $395.

COMREX
60 Union Ave., Sudbury, Massachusetts 01776 (617) 443-5077

For More Details Circle (51) on Reply Card
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Continued from page 56

Intelligent Interfaces'" (12) unit:
the controlled VTRs or other sn ·
devices. Eichstadt claimed this ,
tern could be extended to any stt
equipment needing integrated
mote control. Eichstadt also pon
out that much in the CMX-3.a.
was similar to the proposals fol\
AFRABUS system to provide a
chine control through single c11l1
line pairs looped to all applic1!i,
studio devices.

Editing and automation are
viously progressing at a paree
pace to cope with modern
production demands.

Symposium summary
According to many delegates 1

were questioned, there were g
too many papers and often ti
conflicted in time if they W'I
opposite each other in concun
sessions. Some delegates clair
the papers were repeats of SM!
or NAB presentations and cc
have been eliminated in favor
more open discussion periods.
This may be true for tlu

participants in Montreux who 1
constantly on the conference círcü
However many delegates in M
treux do not attend the Óther s
posiums in America, the UK
elsewhere and probably did ben
from hearing or seeing first-hsi
some of the technical presentatief
offered. Digital techniques not
operational in PAL or SECAM, H
showing the potential path w1
exposed in papers on noise reduce
or digital video effects, and nil
satellite techniques and services
direct broadcasting using high«
powered travelling wave tubes wfl
exposed for scrutiny and discussío

The exhibition
It was a good news/bad nes

exhibition. The good news was tl
many important people came, a
apparently committed themselv
for equipment that suited thE''i!
needs and pocketbooks. The b1·
news, according to the exhibitor
was the limited space, high ter I
peratures and matching high príc
in the local hostleries.
Nevertheless, Montreux '79 is 1

ready an assured happening a1
the organizing committee is pr I
posing building extensions to ti
exhibit hall to relieve the pressu
and maybe even a few new hotels
handle the overflow crowd e
pectad.

BROADCAST ENGINEER!~
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OTARI MX-5050 the original
(and still the best)

compact professional recorder
Just over two years ago, Otari

1 introduced a unique new product
-the first truly professional

1 recorder in a compact package
the MX-5050. Since then, the
performance and reliability of this
innovative new machine have been
tested and proven in over a
thousand critical professional
applications-by broadcasters,
recording studios, A/V departments,
musicians, and semipro recordists
worldwide. Universal acceptance
and repeat orders by these
satisfied customers tell this
remarkable recorder's success
story better than we can.

Bias can be re-optimized in seconds.

As you compare the MX-5050
with other recorders, keep this in
mind. The MX-5050 is not a hi-ti
machine with a few professional
features added later as an
afterthought. It was designed from
the ground up based on Otari's
1O year experience as Japan's
leading manufacturer of profes
sional recorders and high speed
duplicators. It is a ful I professional
machine with the performance,
features, and field proven reliability
that you expect to find only in
the larger professional recorders.

Here are some of the key
reasons why the MX-5050 is the
best compact recorder available
today.

{j}fjfj[JJQ

Production Features: Creative
production is simplified with:
Front panel edit to spill tape.
Lift-up head cover to mark splices
and clean heads. Built-in splicing
block on head cover. Adjustable
cue to defeat head lifters. Selec
tive reproduce to add new tracks
in perfect time synchronization.
Two speed operation, 15 and 7V2
or ?V2 and 33/4 ips (field change
able in de servo versions).

Performance Features: Headroom
is 19 dBm, a full 15 dBm over the
switch selectable fixed output
of +4 dBm. This standard reference
level output can be rear panel
switched to -1 O dBm to drive a PA
system or power amplifier.
S/N ratio is NAB weighted 69 dB
full track, 68 dB half track,
and 65 dB quarter track. Crosstalk
is greater than 60 dB ha!' track.
Outputs are 600 ohm balanced
(standard on half track) or
unbalanced. Line input and output
connectors are XLR.

Otari Corporation
981 Industrial Road
San Carlos, Calif. 94070
(415) 593-1648TWX: 910-376-4890

Operating Features: Bias is
front-panel continuously adjustable
(not limited to fixed positions).
With built-in test oscillator (not
available on other compact
professional recorders) bias can
be optimized in seconds when
changing tape. Record EO and
standard reference level are also
front adjustable. Straight-line tape
path simplifies threading. Capstan
is located on back side of tape
for improved tape life. An extra
reproduce head is standard on
all versions to allow playback
of tapes in different formats.
For pitch control and freedom from
power line variations, an optional
de capstan servo is available
with :±: 10% correction range.

Easy threading; capstan on back side.

Versatility: Available in full-track
(with half-track reproduce capability
standard), two-track, and quarter
track versions. Walnut case
(standard), rugged portable road
case. rack mounting adaptor,
or floor console. Universal power
supply standard. Low impedance
input and output transformers and
remote control also optional
accessories.

See your nearest Otari dealer
for the full story or contact Otari.
And, if it's multichannel you need,
ask about the standard-setting
four and eight channel versions
of the MX-5050.

Otari Electric Co., Ltd.
4-29-18 Minami Ogikubo
Suginami-ku, Tokyo 167, Japan
(03) 333-9631Telex: J26604
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The PROOF
• • •isnopcnc

radia
workshop
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

By Peter Burk, CE, WKBW, Buffalo, NY

Let's Iace it. .. FM proofs can be a
real pain. The number of measure
ments required and. in some cases.
some pretty tight tolerances to
maintain contribute to the dis
comfort at proof time. But the
biggest problem is usually confusion.
The rules are a little vague. and the
procedure has to be slightly dif-

ferent at every station.
We can't make the FM proof a

Sunday school picnic. but perhaps
we can make the task easier by
removing some of the confusion.

Test equipment
Last month's AM proof coverage

included some suggestions on test

equipment. selection and testing.
FM. the requirements are slig~1

higher since the FCC specs re:
tighter. The basic rule of thuml
that the test equipment should b
times as accurate as the tolero
allowed by the rules. When
connect the audio generator dire

Continued on pag

::::; :--~:.:.~ANT AVE SO ~ MINNEAPOLIS,MINN 55420

(612) 884· 7393

MMI Replacement Heads are profelllo1

signed for the machines they will be used with -
retro-fits, both mechanically and electrically- not
tied or adapted heads originally intended for "home"
"semi-pro" recorders. But there is more to MMI H
than their professional performance: An all-metal face
virtually eliminates oxide loadin~ ... More than twice t
gap depth-of-metal of some original equipment heai
thus permitting relapping (under normal head wear) f1
greatly extended head life ... Individual testing and call-I
brating of each head to insure meeting or exceeding orig¡.;
nal equipment specifications .... MMI has %-Inch ta~
heads for Ampex, ITC, Magnecord. Revox A-77, and

Scully. Professional heads for professional
recorders - from MMI.
ALSO FROM MMI
(PROFESSIONALLY, OF COURSE) ...

• REPLACEMENT AUDIO HEADS FOR AMPEX VR-11~
1200 & 2000 VIDEO RECORDERS
(Relapping and refinishing of the complete columna,
too)

•HEAD ASSEMBLY REFURBISHMENT AND.
REBUILDING
(Loaner Assemblies available for only
costs)

• HEAD RELAPPING ANO REFINISHING
(No-Charge head evaluation)

NEW/ MMI HAS HEADS FOR CART MACHINE:

For More Details Circle (53) on Reply Card
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\

The most exciting
new recording combo
in Music City

Willi Studers Revox family of tape recorders and components for the
audiophile has joined Willi Studer's family of professional audio equipment
to form Studer Revox America. Inc.. in Nashville. TennesseeUSA.

This provides all Revox audiophile and institutional users the obvious
benefits of factory direct salesand serviceenjoyed by professional studio
and broadcasters.

evox America, Inc., 1819 Broadway, Nashville, Tenn. 37203 I (615) 329-9576 • In Canada: Studer Revox Canada. Ltd.¡ (416) 423-2831

www.americanradiohistory.com
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MarkIV-T
Weatherminder ~ Wind Direction & Speed

Cl>Barometric Pressure
Remote TemperatureThe original weather console designed

especially for radio station local program
ming. Although many have tried to copy it
for the last 20 years we can and will, on
request,sendyou a list of hundredsof radio
stationsthat still useand prefer the Mark IV.
Real professional equipment
at a modestprice.

A lso, a complete line of wea
ther instruments, recorders,
sensors, controllers, etc. Ask
for Sheet BW-72.

Texas Electronics, Inc.
P. O. Box 72258
Dallas, TX 75209 •

For More Details Circle (54) on Reply Card

When a1:1:ura1:ylaunts ... launt an Belar
tar Am/Fm/TU mODITORS

• •I BELAR
AMMOOuu.rlON MONITOR

J BE LAR CALLARNOMEYER(215) 687-5550
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET. DEVON. PA 19333 •BOX 826 • 12151687-5550
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Listen to
t~eSou~.~

restgless
-J.•

Test tapes deteriorate, for a variety of reasons... including use,
magnetized headsand the presence of random magnetic fields.
High frequencies are the first to go and, before you know it,
you are in an area of distortion all your own ... completely
at odds with the rest of the industry.
If your test tapes are a year old or older, get your system back
in order with precision STL test tapes ...
internationally acclaimed.

r)~~~i·All audio widths from 150 mil. to 2-inch. Prompt delivery
~i1itiÜinsures freshness.•.~A":\;~~/.~~·~;,~...
{~r/ For the distributor in your area - Calf or write:
,,, ..l.;A"

TABER Manufacturing & Engineering Company
2081 Edison Ave.· San Leandro, Ca. 94577 • (415) 635-3831
Stamford distributor: Audio techniques, Inc.
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FM PROOF
Continued from page 60

into the distortion analyzer
audio voltmeter, the residual
should be -70 dB or below, am
total harmonic distortion shoul
less than 0.25 percent. ;
Note that the bandwidth for 1;¡.

and distortion is different: 50 l'
15,000 Hz for noise, and in
30,000 Hz for distortion. It's h
erally easier to read both nnisai
distortion wideband (with no 1
pass filter). but if it becc!&
necessary to use a filter to mak
noise measurement meet specs.fl!:
is entirely acceptable, as Ion(.
the bandwidth of the filter is ap
priate. Of course, the one kilol
high-pass filter included on !11
analyzers must never be lef i
during the measurements.
When you check the test ec

ment, include the test leads thann
will use for the actual meas'
ments, as well as any transform·
pads or low-pass filters that
intend to use .

Set-up
Every station will have slíg]

different requirements for corn
tion of the test equipment. ¡,

Broadcast Engineering Proof of 11

formance Manual for FM contaíi
detailed discussion on test eq;>
ment interface. If your statíoa
fully automated or for some onr
reason has an obscure "main mill
phone input terminal." last mon'
"Workshop" might heip you fin1á'
good place to inject the signal.
For stereo stations, a lot of tie

can be saved by constructínge
"proof box." Using either tre!
formers or resistive pads ancll
rotary switch, build a unit that n
be switched to provide left, rift
L+R. and L-R signals. Again, e
Proof Manual shows one metho(Ji
accomplishing this.

Pre-test
Before proof night, make a qi;~

check to see that the stationr
ready for the proof. If the st&tn
meets performance requíremente!
the extremes, it will most likely pS
the proof.

Put a priority on noise
Check the noise first. If the naA

level is high, it will invalidate 1l
other measurements. The FCC ~
quires that noise be at least 60
below 100 percent 400 Hz modu"
tion. Make sure that the ste1?
subcarrier is on if you're doing~1il
stereo proof.
The noise measurement should 11

made with de-emphasis swítched!

BROADCAST ENGINEERl\i.
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FM
PRE-EMPHASIS

CURVE

(75 usec.)

Frequency Attenuation
(Hz) (dB)

50 0.00
100 0.01
200 0.04
300 0.09
400 O.15
500 0.23
600 0.33
700 0.49
800 0.58
900 0.72

1,000 0.87
2,000 2.76
3,000 4.77
4,000 6.58
5,000 8. 16
6,000 9.54
7,000 10.75
8,000 11.82
9,000 12.78
10,000 13.66
11,000 14.45
12,000 15.18
13,000 15.86
14,000 16.49
15,000 17.07

o the modulation monitor. Note
·t some monitors don't adequately
enuate the 19 kHz pilot. If
cessary. you can use a 15-kHz
Irv-pass filter to decrease the
ount of pilot you are reading.
f the noise is satisfactory. mea

s·e the distortion at 1 kHz and
both extremes (50 Hz and
000Hz). using 100 percent modu-
-lon. If the noise measurement
s marginal, you should make sure

It.itthe distortion is well below the
4its, since the noise will be added
t the distortion readings and make
ta 25 percent and 50 percent
dulation distortion appear high
en you make the complete proof.
Next, make a response check at
Ii frequency extremes. There are
reral ways to make this quick
Cack.An easy method is to leave
de-emphasis switched in and run
quick sweep with the audio
nerator. You'll have to reduce the
l•el by at least 17 dB at 400 Hz to

keep the 15,000 Hz tone from over
modulating. Note that this method is
not acceptable for the actual proof.
It is intended merely to tell you that
the system appears to be fairly
close to the curve and that when
you run the official proof you won't
be surprised by a strange bulge or
dip in the response.
Another method is to set the

generator for 100 percent at 400 Hz,
then note the amount of attenuation
required to hold 100 percent on the
modulation monitor at 50 Hz and
15,000 Hz. Fifty Hz should be
about the same as 400 Hz, but

15.000 Hz should be close to 17 dB
below the 400 Hz level. This method
is more precise. but doesn't tell you
what's happening between the ex
tremes.
A third method involves construc

tion of a 75-usec de-emphasis filter
which is installed on the generator
output. This saves a lot of level
adjusting and is really handy for
spot checks in between proofs. but
the filter must be carefully cali
brated if the measurements are to
be meaningful. The filter can be
made a part of your "proof box."

Continued on page 64

What's so special
about Beaucart

stereo machines?
U.S. Patent
Pending

Spring
loaded
hold down
rollers

Tapered
cartridge
guide•

Cart

Evervthinu.
justing screws for which patentshave been
applied provide uniform. positive contact
immune to movement from external forces.

Little things? Sure! There are a hundred
little things that make full-featured Beau
cart the stereo machine for you.

Let us tell you more. Write or call today
for further details and pricing. You'll be
glad you did!

Don't let anybody tell you that all stereo
broadcast cart machines are the same.
It just isn't so. Because we've built into
our Beaucart stereo units proprietary
cartridge locating features which enhance
stereo phasing from cartridge to cartridge
under long term, continuous service con
ditions.

Take a look at the photo. No other ma
chine incorporates these features. Our
spring-loaded rollers ensure repeatable
location of each cart's left corner post.
The tapered cartridge guide allows each
cart to squarely contact the roller and feed
smoothly into the machine. Our locating
spring positions the cart against the right
hand guide every time, and our unique ad-

umc
BEAUCART DIVISION

UMC ELECTRONICS CO.
460 Sackett Pooni Rd North Haven Cr 06473 (203) 288-7731
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Cameraman's
Headset ...

Keeps the crew
in touch

A professional TV Cameraman's
Headset series specifically designed
to interface with existing Western
Electric circuits. Single side unit
receives intercom only. Dual side,
binaural unit receives intercom
and monitors program. Carbon
boom mike with optional push-to
talk switch. Designed for comfort
and rugged dependability in every
day use. Keeps the crew in touch
in or out of the studio. For complete
information please write:

PRODUCTS OF SOUND RESEARCH

c D M M u N Ie AT Io N s, IN e .

9600 ALDRICH AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN 55420 US A

Europe: 22. rue de la Leg1on-d·Honneur.
93200 St Denis. France

Canada:Telak Electronics. Ud . Scarborough, Ontario
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Stereo pre-test
Spot check separation and cross

talk during the pre-test before proof
night. too. Remember that any ad
justments made during the actual
proof will invalidate all previous
measurements. It's like going back
to ..GO.. and not collecting the 200
dollars. Adjust the stereo generator
for best performance before you run
the official proof.

Your separation pre-test should
be made at 15.000 Hz. since that's
where it's most difficult. To confirm
that pilot phase is within the
required three degrees. your sepa
ration must measure at least 29.7
dB in both directions.

Check for at least 40 dB of
cross-talk attenuation, both main to
sub and sub to main. It is per
missible to adjust the console master
gain controls for best cross-talk at
one frequency (400 Hz). but they
must be left in that position for the
remainder of the measurements.

Are stereo proofs necessary?
The rules don't specifically re

quire separation and cross-talk
measurements. but they do require
that your station be capable of
meeting all stereo specifications.
You can't prove that you are
capable of meeting specs unless you
actually do a full stereo proof. In
any case. they aren't that difficult
or time comsuming. and it isn't even
necessary to graph the results.

Dolby
At this time. there is no approved

procedure for proofing with Dolby
equipment in the line. Patch out
your Dolby encoders and run a
normal stereo proof with 75 usec
pre-emphasis.

Running the proof
Our objective when we run the

official proof is to document the fact
that the station's normal operation
complies with the rules. The num
bers don't mean much if they don't
reflect the way your station is
normally run. Sometimes it's neces
sary to make some changes in the
equipment to make the station pass
the proof. This is all right as long as
the station is left adjusted this way
after the proof.

Good engineering practice indi
ca tes that we should document the
procedure used in sufficient detail
that another engineer could dupli
ca te the procedure. Settings of
various attenuators and the mode

ForALEXANDER Nickel
Cadmium REPLACEMEN"
BATTERIES For...
SONY (BP20) - JVC (PBP-1
AKAi (PACK) - etc.
CHARGERS WILL AUTOMATICALLY
CHARGE IN 1 TO 4 HRS. DEPENDING O
CAPACITY ... (SWITCHES TO TRICKLE:.11

Write Wire or Phone
ALEXANDER manufacturing co.

Box 1645 Mason City, Iowa 50401
E> Phone (515) 423-8955
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&~ LUXOLM-1
~ So<•nt·Bolo;;:'m

M1a-op~~~6:JSAm~J
(i/IO#rt-UI

P1c1u1e11·1acivant19u
reaches 41"over COl1toleor !o(:11p1,

mo~• 1e1ditvend sueouv,

~1~.'c!~i.~1~~~ ~~e~3nf:~011,
conceah tne m1cee.c.

?;:J s~~s·1~1,'~~~1'~TllOC~

Ovuer~11etin111'1
fop11on1l1opol 1urh011bue
upan reQuHII
TtHee-se-ct1onLM-Jtor 56..
1e1cl'loll 1will 11 SJ8
"So11ng11nucce formicro·
pl'lonesup to J lbs

LPB tee., 520 Lincoln H6gh11Wy,FrH.,, P•. 1935512151644-1

Protect Tour Heart
HAVE REGULAR MEDICAl

CHECK UPS

Give Heart Fund m
American Heart Assoc1at1on\I!
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tmdio processors are in should
!eluded in the documentation.
t the Proof Manual for more

¡S.
nre you begin the actual

ment run, get organized!
hould know ahead of time just
;ly what sequence you will
r. There are several efficient
ds for taking the readings, but
ps the sequence suggested in
!ter 3 of the Proof Manual saves
ost time. The basic idea is to
as many measurements as
'ole while the frequency and
mtage of modulation are held
ant.
i't forget that the response
.urement is actually modulation
tivity. Hold the percentage of
dation constant and adjust the
rrator output level for each
cency. If you plot the generator
1t level vs. frequency, you'll

t\lly have a mirror image of the

More on response
e FCC provides a curve that
d be used to plot the response
Unlike AM response curves,

FM curve has no reference
uency, That is, it is acceptable

to slide the whole curve up and'
down. just so that all points lie
between the limits.

Since there is no actual require
ment that the response be graphed.
you don't have to use the FCC graph
with the 75-usec. curve. (Of course.
the values would have to fit on the
curve whether you actually graph
them or not.) One of the problems
encountered in graphing on the
curve is that, especially at the
upper end. a straight line between
two values doesn 't really reflect the
actual interpolation of values in
between the points.

One solution is to mathematically
extract the 75-usec. curve and plot
the values on a straight line. The
FCC limits can then be added below
the line. Part 73.317 (a)(Z) spells out
the exact limits.

To determine the exact amount of
pre-emphasis at any frequency. use
the following formula:

A= 10 log [(2rrfT)2 + 1]

where A = attenuation in decibels,
f = modulating frequency in Hz,
and T = time constant in seconds
(normally 7.5 x 10-5¡. The ac
companying table provides the cal
culated attenuation for 75 usec.

Other measurements
In addition to the response, dis

tortion. cross-talk and separation
measurements. stereo stations
should measure pilot injection level
and 38 kHz suppression. All stations
must read AM noise and spurious
emission. The best way to check for
spurious emission is with a spec
trum analyzer. Most of us aren't
lucky enough to have one, so we
have to apply a little ingenuity. If
you're affiliated with a TV station.
you might be able to borrow theirs.
If not, several firms rent them for a
modest charge. Besides being neces
sary for the proof, the results of a
spectrum analysis can be helpful if
you're involved in interference com
plaints.

I can't really cover all of the
details that go into an FM proof in
the "Workshop," but hopefully I've
helped to reduce some of the con
fusion. BE's FM Proof of Per
formance Manual is. however, a
comprehensive guide ·to conducting
a thorough proof.
The author thanks Dennis Cia

pura. BE's audio editor. for assist
ance in preparing this month's
"Radio Workshop." O

~EW INTELLIGENTVTR
"Installing R-MOD is like a college education for your old VTR"

Now available for
VR-1200,VR-2000 and AVR-2

e R-MOD (Reel-Servo Modification)
~kes your quad VTR handle tape with
lclligcnce. R-MOD provides gentle: tape
Iidling, fast lock-up and fully automated
<iration including end-of-tape sensing. It
lrvides all the desirable transport features

offered by the: latest, higher priced VTRs.
If the cose and varicry of new VTRs is
causing you co postpone a decision, ycc you
wish to have up-to-date quads. R-MOD is
an economical investment that will pay off
rapidly and at che same rime extend thc use-

Also available for
TR-22, TR-70 and TR-600

ful life of your old VTRs.
Before you submit a budgcr ro equip your
opcrarion with the new VTRs. consider
R-MOD a; an alternative. le may give
chose quad; enough intelligence ro be
wor rh keeping. Call or write for details.

1~ECORTEC, INC. 777 PALOMAR AVE., SUNNYVALE, CA 94086 TEL: (408) 735-8821 TELEX: 910 339 9367
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I GUESS RUSSCO IS
THE ONLY ONE YOU
CAN DEPEND ON I

l

RUSSCO engineers design the broadcast
equipment that works for you-Solid state stereo
and mono 5-channel audio mixers, amplifiers and
preamps, the finest turntables and precision tone
arms. U~ing modern, trouble-free technology and
RUSSCO-AUGGEDconstruction, we bring you
products you can really depend on. There's just
no other name to consider for Top Quality and
Economy!

-- ·~· ..• ·--

-or our ora

.·: ""::~,TY PAO

'J'Jcó '3 6

--...gugsco
ELECTRONICS INCORPORA TED

1070 BROOKHAVEN, CLOVIS, CALIF. 93612 Ph. (209) 299·2167
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people
intllenews
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Four exec u ti ves have been appointed to
management positions in the Cetec Broadcast G
Dale Evans, former audio product manager, has
named acting general manager of the Spt
Division. Sacramento, CA; Rich Weichbrod ha
Broadcast Electronics, Inc .. where he was direct,
engineering. to accept the position with Cete
product manager; Jack Lawson, who was the S¡r.
sales manager. is now the international mark¡
manager of the group; and Grant Campbell, fohr
corporate manager of internal audits. was appon
group cont roller.

Systems Resources Corp .. the ma nu factu
subsidiary of CHYRON Corp .. announces thea
pointment of Joseph L. Scheuer as president. Schi
succeeds Eugene Leonard, who resigned.

Ronald Briggs joins CCA Electronics Corp. as 11
manager-international. Prior to his appoint
Briggs was director of engineering for the Ministu
Information in Quatar. and was in charge of
radio and television services ...and Jason S. J

president of CCA. announces the appointmen
Lynd J. Carter as sales manager of TV products. I

Hugh F. GilJogly steps into the position as nati
sales manager of the Broadcast Equipment Div'
of NEC America. lnc ...Richard J. Reilly, fon
western regional manager for International Ve
Corp.. announces the formation of his own
Francisco branch of United Media. Inc. Reilly wil
marketing video equipment to broadcast and 1
broadcast users in Northern California, Ore,•IUI
Washington. Nevada and Alaska.

Curtis l. Kring joins Broadcast Electronics, ln<l
vice president of marketing ...Abbott Sydney movré
the position of international sales representativ:
Berkey Colortran. Inc.
Charles S. Craigmile, former chairman of

board and chief executive officer of Belden C
died April 30th in Hinsdale, Ill. Craigmile was
Richard F. White, vice president and gen·&
manager of Belden Corp. 's Electronic Division, 1a
been elected president of General Wire & C~
Ltd .. a Belden subsidiary in Ontario.
Jerome P. Vondergeest joins Thomson-CSF Lab'4

tories as territorial manager ...Alan Schoenberg
been appointed northeastern field sales engineer·
Telemation.
James M. Hoak, Robert Dickinson and Ken111i1

McCarthy have been elected directors of the Kai
State Network. Inc.

Glenn H. Sacra, president of GTE Intematir
Systems Corp .. announces the appointment
Herbert C. Edgar, Jr. as vice president for markeñ
Edgar will be responsible for directing the worldvif1
marketing and sales of satellite communicadl!>~
ground stations. microwave systems and ote1 '
activities.

Lawrence P. Fraiberg, former vice president ~
general manager of Metromedia's New York ñags
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~·······························
tílsion station WNEW. has been promoted to
ddent of Metromedia Television.
~vid P. Haney, who is the sales manager of
~A in Iowa City. has been elected executive vice
dent of Communicators, Inc. Haney formerly
the post of vice president of this corporation ...
IRobert K. Norton, Jr., program director and
Ir engineer of KRNA. was elected vice president.
'ncent T. Wasilewski, president of the NAB.
unced the appointment of four new members to

1's Radio Code Board.
ected to the Radio Board are: Enzo De
1inicis, general manager, WRCQ, Farmington.
n.: Ron Gomez, vice president and station
eager KPEL. Lafayette, La.: H. Wayne Hudson,
~ident. WMPS. Memphis. Tenn.; and Roy
Inson, general manager, KFQD, Anchorage.
.ka,
illiam L. Viands, Jr. succeeds Joseph F. Aber
y as general manager of WIOD-AM and WAIA
Miami ...Clark W. Davis moves from corporate
president to president of the Starr Broadcasting
visten Division, as was announced by Bruce F.
son, president and chief executive officer of the
;r Broadcasting Group. Inc.
arlene T. Palmer joins the NAB as assistant to
director of the Broadcast Management Depart-
fl. Ms. Palmer formerly was a division president
1 Litt Enterprises, a Washington, D.C. manage
t consultant firm and holding company.
e National AM Stereophonic Radio Committee
named Chris Payne as project manager of its
iming field tests of AM stereo.

,PA honors photographers
r excellence in TV coverage
(inners in the 1977 National Press Photographers
»ciation (NPPA) television news competition were
ored at a special awards banquet July 3. Hosted
·~astmanKodak Company, the ceremony was held
'fail, Colo. during the NPPA's annual convention.
enver station KBTV and its assistant chief
tographer Sam Allen were named earlier this year
he "Television News Photography Station of the
'(r" and the "Television Photographer of the Year"
he NPPA.
!inners in other categories of competition include:
: news-tie between Josep Lee, ABC-TV, New
k and John Elder, WKRC-TV, Cincinnati; mini
umentary-Sam Allen, KBTV, Denver; feature
!Fine, WMAL-TV, Washington, D.C.; sports

••erHakel, WMAL-TV, Washington, D.C.; docu-
1tary-tie between Jan Morgan, CBS-TV, New

1k and Mykola Kulish, WCAU-TV, Philadelphia;
eral news-tie between Scott Berner, NBC-TV,
r York and Paul Fine, WMAL-TV, Washington,

', 1977

rPerfect Timing""
MASTER

CLOCK SYSTEMS

CHOOSE THE RIGHT ONE FOR YOU!

If seeing the same time on all your clocks is
important, select ES 192 - Line Frequency
timebase, for only $275.

If a guaranteed accuracy of three seconds per
month is what you want, choose ES 160 - $750.

How about one second per month? ES 160/1 -
$900.

Or National Bureau of Standards accuracy! ES
190 is synchronized to Radio Station WWV to
provide a Master with unquestioned accuracy.
$900 with receiver and antenna.

For a Time I Temperature Master, ask for ES
196 - $650.

ESE Master Clock Systems are simple to
install. All Masters have a Serial Time
Code output, able to drive twenty slave
displays without buffering. Slaves range
in size from .3" LED to 4" Electromag
netic displays, priced from $134 to $475.

IF YOU ALREADY HAVE A SYSTEM AND
WANT TO EXPAND IT, get the ES 167 Serial
Time Code Generator ($125), then add any
number of our low cost slaves.

Many, many options and accessories are
available. Ask us about them. Our brochure
tells the whole story, but not for long. We keep
adding new products.

Write, Wire or Call: (213) 674·3021
\.,505Vz CENTINELA AVENUE • INGLEWOOO, CALIFORNIA 90302..)
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BE takes a look at
Japanese television

By Joe Roizen

Sophia Loren dons her crash helmet and rides1
on her Honda. Yul Brynner sells Fuji film,
Coca-Cola ads are about as subtle as they
stateside. Japanese television has all of the attríba
of our own. with a few differences that are quid
evident, even during a one-week visit.

The TV receiver in the hotel room has no pict
adjustment controls on it. On-off/volume and cha
selector are all the visitor can manipulate, yet
images on all seven channels are good, havin
colorimetric uniformity that is surprising w1-
compared with what is seen in most American hotHf'
Most channels go on at 6:00 a.m. and run into .••.•...
early hours of the following day.
Many of the staple programs have a familiar ri:.·

even if the language is inscrutable. There is a Ta(<(' '
Lalainusan who vigorously directs three yo
beauties in their morning calisthenics, the mor
news report has a lot of Jimmy Carter images chron
keyed next to the announcer, the educational chantff''''
starts in monochrome with a shot of Rodin's "ThinkÍr1'
while Nippon Hoso Kyokia's (NHK) entertainment di¡
begins with rising suns, flapping flags, natíoi
anthems and all the hoopla befitting a natío
network that is supported by license fees and
commercials.
However, if you are nostalgic for a little hard s••I

the other channels in town (TBS, JOKR, JOEX. et•
will complement your day with clever visual pite
for everything from sushi to Sonys. In fact, the sin.•"'
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

h language cable service piped into hotels for
s to watch is like an endless commercial inter
d with fleeting programs. It's no wonder that
.verage tourist getting on the departing 747 at
a is usually loaded down with bulging bags that
in the wares of such suppliers as Nikon, Seiko,
oto, Panasonic and Suntory. This situation has
1 so bad that Japan Air Lines have large posters
eir ticket offices and at the airport advising
1ngers to travel more comfortably by carrying
·me bag of tax free bargains on board.
anwhile, back on the 19-inch Trinitron, the day
s with noontime melodramas obviously aimed at
ousewife tending her electric rice cooker. The
Jternoon promises lots of educational programs
as those that tell you know to solder transistors
; boards and teach you English or German. The
1 of such educational material that is on the air
íl is astonishing, and switching channels at dif
t times of the day yields snatches of history,
y, anthropology, various hard sciences and some
general material that resembles Sesame Street or
.ype art and craft documentaries.
a early evening offers audience participation and
shows with seemingly more participation being
by children. Light sitcoms from the U.S. such as
vitched " also appear with Japanese-dubbed
l. which doesn't come close to matching the
ft movements. However, the names are not
ed to protect the guilty and Samantha, Tabatha
arren are still recognizable, even with Oriental

nts.

Those familiar nights
this pleasantry and low-key programming gives

rto the late night shows that produce a crop of
age that matches ours, or even exceeds it. In
ion to imported mayhem of cops and robbers or
ern shoot-outs, there is a good collection of
i-grown Samurai swinging, martial arts and
uve features (Godzilla is a local boy who made
I to satisfy any yen for blood and thunder. I was

kon good authority that there are also X-rated
le Movies" on after midnight, but I never caught
íth the jet lag enough to stay up that late.

'le Japanese adopt American ideas with a zeal that
s to surpass the originals. Basu Boru (baseball) is

Qrionalpassion, so much so that even Little League
r1sget color coverage on local TV, complete with
ple cameras, professional announcers. player
' overlays and rooting sections of drum-beating
ars and costumed chearleaders. And when the
re yells "Outu!" no kids in the world ever looked
crestfallen.
rigued by my TV set's performance and equipped
tia Swiss Army knife that bears a Phillips screw
"r blade, I removed a side panel that gave access
e controls. Rolling the vertical I found that at
four stations were transmitting vertical interval
signals, and that I could not improve on the
iance/chrominance settings manually, even when

Continued on page 70
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Audio Heads?
Get on the Beau
bandwagon.

There must be some
reason why the reaction
to Beau mono and ste
reo audio heads has
been so enthusiastic
and widespread. There
is: Quality and price.
From the maker of Beau
motors and Beaucart®
audio cartridge tape machines, Beau heads are equal to
anything else on the market. But at $19.00 for mono
models and $69.50 for stereo units, Beau heads are un
questionably the biggest bargain around. Heads either
with no mounts or threaded studs with leads, right from
stock, are available for all popular cart machines, includ
ing Ampro, ATC, Beaucart, Collins, Garron, Harris/
Gates, ITC, RCA, Sono-Mag, Sparta, and Spotmaster, to
name a few.

For a listing of all Beau audio heads, please request our
new head brochure. Call (203) 288-7731 or write today.

umc BEAUCART DIVISION
UMC ELECTRONICS CO.
460Sackett Point Rd. North Haven,CT 06473
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DATAMETRICS TIMING PRODUCTS
Precision Time Code Data

Indexing and Retrieval Equipment
now announces

SMPTE - TV EDIT TIME CODE
GENERATOR AND READERS

.'. ~ b 4 y ' y

FEATURING
• Reader and/or generator models available.
• T.V.Monitor character generator option.
• Wide Dynamic AGC for amplitude variation and
frequency response.

• Error by pass for fail safe operation.
• Drop frame or black and white operation.
• External or line synchronization.

Our application engineering group is at your prompt
service to review your video editing problem and to offer
our optimum solution. Request Bulletin SMPTE.

•} GOULD
Gould Inc., Control and Systems Division
340 Fordham Rd. Wilmington, MA. 01887

Telephone (617) 658-5410
Manufacturer Of Datametrics Products
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Japanese TV
Continued from page 69

the pre-dawn set of color bars were on each cha-
Japan today is the source of much innovation i

products. as well as in other fields. Some cornero
the product development done by companies sue
Matsushita. NEC. and Sony, others from the res1r1
facilities of NHK's laboratories dedicated to
theoretical investigations.

A tour of the Sony showroom on the Ginza rev1h
a few unique products that have not yet
exported to overseas markets. The most interestq
a direct view, 32-inch diagonal Trinitron telei¡¡
receiver housed in a large mahogany cabinetjs
includes a Betamax and other accessories lil
remote control wand. Going price in Japan Iortl
gargantuan glass eye that makes head and sho
shots larger than life is a cool $3,700. An
recently introduced product is a 12-foot (diagu
large screen projector using individual kinescopes.
lenses (like Advent). but the red and blue chai
have been combined through a single lens, h
simplifying the projector optics by 331/J percent. I
the devices make good pictures in their own con
The projector is not intended for home use and can
a $20.000-plus price tag. Sony also had on displr J
two-hour version of the Betamax using half the nona
tape speed to achieve this time compression onh
one-hour cassette.

Technical research
A visit to the NHK Technical Research Laboratri

where basic work on future TV developments is l:iJ
done. was most informative. Dr. Kenji Hiwatashiln
host and a division director of this facility, had se
a tour that included stops in individual labs that 1l
working on high definition TV, digital conversio .
CCD carnera. a teletext system and a small díslf
satellite reception.
The high definition TV system uses a 30-inch

shadow mask color CRT with a 5:3 aspect ratio.'
spacing is about VJ of the normal and the scant!
rate is 1.125 lines at 30 frames, with 2: 1 interf181;
The test images come from a special 70 mm ht~.
scanner or an RGB camera using larger than non
Saticons, also developed at NEC. The color im1ef
were simply superb. NHK considers this one ofne
future possibilities for vastly improved public color;
service.

The 3 CCD color camera is the size of a one-pol
box of chocolates and makes color pictures with
foot-candles of light. There are 228 x 242 pie
elements covered by the NEC pickup unit that nB
sures about 1 cm2. The engineer working on j
camera was quick to point out that they are sti a
long way from a practical product and that sensith'Y
resolution and picture uniformity don't come near
of current color TV cameras. However, the d·
vantages of having no registration or lag probl
added to the potential small size, weight, poar
consumption and reliability that makes this earner~'
very plausible goal to pursue.

National teletext
Japan does not yet have a national teletext ser?

such as the Ceefax or Oracle systems in the U.K .. ~ •
they have developed such a system which is to bellf
tested late this year. The system will provide Japa
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irs a great deal of graphic information with
al decoders in their home receivers. An index

f·ibing nine different teletext programs is trans
d digitally in the vertical interval of a normal TV
mission. A digital IC memory in the TV receiver
selection through a keyboard access will allow
osing and viewing the programs, which will
e weather forecasts, shopping guides, news
ines, etc. Cost of the home adapter should not
.d $1oo.

More than satellites
haps the most exciting work is going on in NHK's

rr High Frequency (SHF) lab where they have
voped a 0.6 meter (2-foot) diameter dish and
ver which has reproduced good pictures from
missions over the Communications Technology
tlite originated by NASA. The whole package
1, receiver, converter and monitor) goes into a
m wagon-the dish itself being. packed in a
fed, oversized metal suitcase-and can be set up
vhere. The engineer working on this project
dd have a business card that says, "Have dish,
:ravel!"
·hrking at 12 GHz with a down converter that uses
fttky and Gunn diodes to convert to an IF at 360
, this .miniature earth station makes possible
:t home reception from geostationary satellites.
n is sponsoring the launch in late '78 of a satellite
lomestic service, and this antenna and receiver
i:n are intended for that application.
1ere are other technical wonders such as dual
d TV over normal transmission channels that can
sceíved with an adapter estimated at $10-$30 in
11tity,two-inch return beam. Saticons for higher
sutíon pickup, higher density video recording on
¡, computer animation devices, and even an
-head transverse VTR on one-inch tape. One item
tterest not ready for exposure to visitors. is a
htial large screen display using gas discharge
Is which are fairly thin and can achieve the
iure on the wall" display device that has been
t after for so long.

Summary
llevision is a dynamic and growing force in both
1fect on the viewing public and in its contribution
'e industrial muscle of Japan. The local citizen has
de choice of attractive products to buy and an
11ly broad spectrum of programs to watch or
rd on a "time machine" with a magnetic cassette
· The factories use native skills and modern
··liques to create an ever-increasing torrent of
1isionproducts that have penetrated every part of
vorld where home TV service is available.
walk through the Sony U-Matic plant at Atsugi

IQ•san efficient operation with the parts coming in
llflnd and the finished units going into styrofoam
cartons at the other. In between. talented men

tiwomenin company uniforms assemble. adjust and
with traditionally meticulous care, every aspect

Hwill assure an acceptable product going to the
mer. The research laboratories contribute the
rd thinking that helps maintain the overall
need state of the art that keeps Japanese
onic products in the forefront of the outside
L O
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PHILADELPHIA RESINS CORPORATION
20 Commerce Drive, Montgomeryville, Pa. 18936, U.S.A.
215/8.55-8450 ·Telex: 84-6342 ·Cable: PHILRES MMLL

LOOK AT A GUY THAT
OUTPERFORMS STEEL . ••

PHILLYSTRAN®·

PHILLYSTRAN eliminates the usual
problems of RFI. Manufactured from
impregnated KEVLAR* fiber and
polyurethane, PHILLYSTRAN's non
metallic properties eliminate electrical
problems yet provide tremendous
strength and durability.
• Non-interference

Outstanding dielectric properties
• Minimum stretch

New designs substantially
reduce creep

• Corrosion proof
Non-metal Iic construction:
polyurethane jacket

PHILLYSTRAN starts ...
\ where steel left off.

li'PHILL YSTAAN . prcpnetarv resin 1rnpregna11onprocess
ct Philadelphia Resins Corp

"du Pont registered trademark

FACTORY
ASSEMBLIES
End fittings
expertly applied
when specified.

manufacturers of Chockfast~. Phillystran®,
Phillybond®, Phillyclad<!i>and Phillygrou

PHILLYSTRAN®
ROPES AND CABLES
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SBE Address Change
The SBE National office is now

located at 5987 E. 71st St. and the
mailing address is P.O. Box 50844.
Indianapolis. IN 46250.

Pat Satter. the newest member of
the SBE staff. announces that
Chapter Formation Kits have been
mailed to many engineers through
out the country who have expressed
the desire to get a Chapter started
in their area.

The Society congratulates our
newest Chapter 43-Sacramento.
Calif.. and extend a very special
thanks to Bob Venditti for all his
time and efforts in getting this
Chapter off the ground. Baltimore.
Md.: Charlotte. N.C.: and Houston.
Tex. have scheduled "second meet
ings," so it won't be long before we
can add their names to our growing
list of active Chapters.

SOCIETY OF
BROADCAST ENGINEERS, INC.

PO. Box 50844, Indianapolis, Indiana 46250

COLORADO. DENVER-Vir James;
Colorado Blvd., Denver, CO 80206
333-5562

CONNECTICUT. NEW HAVEN-Car,
Iannucci; WTNH-TV; 135 College St.,¡,.
Haven. CT 06510 (203) 777-3611

DELAWARE. WILMINGTON-Al
40 Marta Drive, Wilmington, DE
(302) 998-4104

FLORIDA. FORT PIERCE-Bill L(.(

WFTP(AM); Box 1330. Fort Pierce,
33450 (305) 464-1330

FLORIDA. JACKSONVILLE-Elton C:~
WMBR(AM); 6869 Lenox Ave.. Jackson
FL 32205 (904) 786-1131

FLORIDA. PALM BEACH-Ed fü
WPTV(TV); Box 510. Palm BeachF
33480 (305) 655-5455

HAWAII. HONOLULU-Stephen Bran..,:
Pacific Media Consultants; 2979 Ua1
Honolulu. HI 96819 (808) 847-1138

IDAHO. BOISE-Ken Manley; KIVIWI
1866 E. Chisholm Dr.. Nampa. ID S
(208) 467-3301

ILLINOIS. SPRINGFIELD-Jim Newb
WSSR(FM); Sangamon State Univ.. Sp1
field. IL 62708 (217) 786-6516

IOWA. FORT DODGE-David Wt
KICB(FM) 330 Avenue M. Fort Dodg·'
50501 (515) 576-6049

LOUISIANA. NEW ORLEANS-Wi
Massey; WNOE(AMIFM); 529 Bien•lt
New Orleans. LA 70130 (504) 529-1212

Following is a partial list of
people forming new Chapters who
would like the support of all SBE
members in their areas. Next
month. we will conclude the list.

If' you do not see a name for
your area and are interested in
forming a Chapter. please write or
phone (3171842-0836) and I will be
very happy to send you the kit of
starting material. Remember that
SBE is one of the few organizations
that gives Initial Chapter Rebate
monies to be used for starting
expenses such as postage. special
ma iii ngs. etc.

ALASKA. FAIRBANKS-John Rood;
KFRB(AMl/KTVF<TVJ; Box 950. Fairbanks.
AK CJ9707(907) 452-5121

CALIFORNIA. LOS ANGELES-Doc Sie
gel: 12457 Ventura Blvd.. Studio City. CA
91604 (213) 877-2300

A Classic is Born 375
SHINTAON (107' ! •• •íJGI ~75

Chromatic
Production
Switcher

• 12 Input, A, B, C,
Independent
Preview and
Program Bus

• Chromakeyer

• Downstream Matt
Keyer

• 10Wipes, Soft anc
Edge Wipe

•Pattern Modulator

• 2 Background
Generators

-Panic Fade to Blac

• Remote Control
Package

• PAL Version
Available

• ., 111-· ... ••••
•

•

:11t~~
·-· ~~'-~~

._,, Ull C

. (º1

,!;
c.i

..~

Cambridge, Ma. 02142, U.S.A.

• I
617-491-8700

•r:""'."1a..:=J "....

World Wide
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SIANA. SHREVEPORT-Carr Stai
r: KRMD(AM/fM); 1717 Fairfield
Shreveport. LA 71101 (318) 221-6171

.YLAND. BAL TIMOR E-Paul Speng
tltVBAL-TV; 3800 Hooper Ave.. Balti
,c1. MD 21211 (301) 467-3000

(HIGAN. ANN ARBOR-Mark Mur
n•WAAM(AM); 4230 Packard Rd., Ann
1-jr.MI 48104 (313) 971-1600

iJHIGAN. DETROIT-Philip Harris;
rt'K(FM); 2201 Woodward Heights Blvd ..
·e'1it,Ml 48220 (313) 546-9600

pter 2-
l~th,astern Pennsylvania
·~efinal meeting of the season
alheld June 13 in the studios of
,lÁ-TV /FM in Pittston. The
r-ram featured a viewing of the
ductory videotape for the

ne "Digital Technology for
rldcast Engineers." This course
ubeen produced by the Univer
f:bf Wisconsin Extension and at
b: future date the course might
a ivailable to SBE Chapters for
·cp enrollment for members.

hrJter 5-Atlanta, Georgia
I the April 25 meeting of

Inter 5, it was reported that

Chapter 5 now· has 91 members
with average attendance better than
30 percent. Chairman Artz ap
pointed a nominating committee
to recommend officers for 1977-
1978.
Bob Wehrman, their new nation

al president, gave a report of the
NAB meeting in Washington, D.C.
and presented certification awards
to nine of the members.

Chapter 26-Chicago, Illinois
Chapter 26 held their May 19

meeting at Telemation Production
Inc., in Glenview. They toured the
Telemation Production facilities.
John Bagby, senior magnetic head
engineer of Spin Physics, Inc., was
the guest speaker and gave an
interesting presentation on "Quad
Video He ad-" which provided a
great opportunity for all involved in
magnetic recording to get first-hand
information in this highly technical
subject. Chapter 26 also presented
their first Certified Broadcast En
gineer Certificates along with con
gratulations to their brother mem
bers who had been granted cer
tificates.

INew from AUDI-CORD
·"MOD-QUAD" 4 transport
IREPRODUCER for ALL your
!Studio Cartridge Needs.

I
I ,
·-SINGLE Machine Saves you plenty
l.,of Money! . ·

• Low Initial Cost Per Deck.
• Single Audio Output - Automatic

Switching.
• Four Interchangeable Transports -

4 Motors.
• Twin Power Systems - Redundant

Operation.
• PAI and SECCues Standard.
• Automatic Sequencer/ Remote

Control Optional.
• Full 1975NAB Standard Performance.
Call Today - Or SeeYour Local Audi-Cord Rep.

•
AUDI-CORD CORPORATION

1845 W. Hovey Ave., Normal, IL 61761
"Design Innovators - Quality Manufacturers"

(309) 452-9461

Card

For

Better

Results

Use

Reader

Service

1977
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1.~. FEATURES:
• Precise Power
Measurement

•Exceeds FCC
Specifications

•Mobile
For Multi Use

• Interlock
Protected

• Nonmeasurable
VSWR

• Freq. Range
D.C.-1.8 GHz

Wíl~~íl~~®~
ELECTRONICS, INC.

701 Chestnut St •PO. Box 738
Trainer, Pa. 19013 e Tetepb one (215) 497 5100

TWX 51O 669·3188 e Cabtes : WI LEC
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new
products"No problems

at all. Fantastic
for their
reliability."

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Production Switcher
J & D Electronics has anno

the availability of a complete lin
professional video switchers. J 1

Electronics is a division of J
International. Their featured n
is the 712, a 12-input, 4 switd
buss unit that goes for u
$7,000.
The 712 includes a built-in

burst generator, colcirizer and
chroma keyer. The unit also
tures downstream preset and
gram busses with cut bar,
justable wipes and edges,
matte, and a built-in pattern
lator with frequency and ampl1111
controls.
Because of its compact size

NTSC specifications, the 71l
adaptable for studio or van OF
tions.
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TV graphics system
Recently introduced in a PAL

version at Montreux, TeleMation's
software-based Compositor I Graph
ics System features a 999-page
memory and one-button call-up of
sequence pages. Sequences can be
in any order and can be added to or
rearranged in seconds. Pages can
be rolled or crawled at any of six
speeds through "surround" pages
containing static copy. These sur
round pages can be programmed to
change as each new page of copy
appears on the screen. The roll/
crawl speed can also be pro
grammed to change as each new
page appears, .or can be manually
increased or decreased at any time.
As many as eight fonts can be

mixed within a single page on a
character-by-character basis. Two
additional font groups (with eight
fonts per group) can be stored on
the Compositor I's disk memory,
permitting selection of an alternate
group for display as required; no
disk changing is ever needed.
The three keyboard-selectable

character edge styles- "shadow",
"border". and "outline" -can be
displayed at four luminance levels.
An expanded edging option permits
six widths of shadow edge and three
widths of border/outline.
Twenty-eight colors are available

for characters and backgrounds.
Characters can be colored indi
vidually while backgrounds are
colorized in four-scan-line incre
ments. The operator can also select
external camera background or an
external/internal-color combination.
A unique "swap" mode allows
characters to be multicolored or
shaded with various luminance
levels of the same hue.

For More Details Circle (101) on Reply Card

That's what Len Eden, Direc
tor of Engineering, Broadcast
Division, Evening News Associa
tion and Chief Engineer at WWJ
TV Detroit, and his colleagues
have to say about their Ikegami
HL-77 ENG cameras. Other
comments by the WWJ news
crew include:

"We're very pleased with their
performance and lack of need for
maintenance."

"Temperature conditions are
rough in Detroit, but our Ikegami
ENG cameras work reliably."

"Super for news."
"Our Ikegami HL- 77s are for

everyday use. Reliable."
News-gathering teams use

more IkegamiENG/EFPcameras
than all other cameras combined.
And if they all feel the same way
about Ikegami the way they do
in Detroit, it's no surprise.

Hear what we have to say
about Ikegami ENG cameras.
For further information contact
Mort Russin, V.P., Sales,
Ikegami Electronics (USA),
Inc., 29-19 39th Avenue,
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
(212) 932-2577

lkegami

STL, remote control,
SCAequipment

Micro Controls, Inc. announ
new line of radio broadcast
STL, remote control - telernetrj
SCA sub-carrier equipment.
The Studio Transmitter Línki

terns, available as either a
band composite employing P
Lock Loop technology or 1

narrowband single or dual-cluej'
system, offer state-of-the-art
niques.
It features direct reading fora

and reflected power, a 2-:~i
monitor amplifier built íntot '
receiver, built-in RFI module' "
both transmitter and receiver.t l
a full 10 watts of RF output po
The accessory sub-carrier ell{«

ment for the STL also employs'
techniques in the generator. \1i
normally set for either 41 or 67~
as it comes from the factory, i1:

SPACE-SAVING

CARTRIDGE
TAPE

EQUIPMEN1
Automatic super-fas ta."

forward.
Exceeds NAB standar1D1.

IEC and CCIR ~·r,
standards available

Record, playback; mono, stereo.
Custom 3000 Series: for "A" carts.
RQ-71 Series: for "A". "B" and "C" carts.

EDCO PRODUCTS, INC., OutsideKentucky,call toll free: 800/J~:to
680 Bizzell Drive, Lexington, Ky. 40504 In Kentucky:606/259-0434
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~~HENEWSTANDARD
IVERSAM BAND PLUS HARMONICS TO5 MHz

ntinuously programmed for any
eal frequency from 26 through
IHz.
~.new "Digi-Log " remote control
s III, available for 9, 19, 29 or 39
J:11eloperation, is adaptable to
t~· radio or wire line operation
tes field-convertible from either
P'of operation. This new system
1€1cterizes design philosophy and
o:n technology from the best of
it the digital and analog worlds.

ir More Details Circle (103) on Reply Card

;\udio operational amplifier
'le Holland Electronics model
00 was developed to provide an
,flative to modules currently on
ilnarket. Priced at only $27 in
IElities up through 24, and $25 in
Ir quantities, the model OA-100
e following features:

ras a maximum output voltage
i least 7.75 vrms (equivalent to
•¡iBm 600 ohms) with bipolar
-'lt power.
l~an supply full output voltage to

hm load.
1'11asa high slew rate (10 volts
•l',1icrosecond typical).
11¡ pin-compatible with currently
eted audio op amps.
'1More Details Circle (104) on Reply Card
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The Model FIM-41 Field Strength Meter
hasmany more features -

• Measures Harmonics to -80 dB
• HighAdjacent Channel Rejection
• Ganged Oscillator/Receiver Tuning
• Stable Operation over wide Temperature

Range ·
• Low Battery Drain Circuits
• Fro lit Panel Speaker
• Large illuminated Meter and Tuning Dial
• Indicates field strength ai;cunitaly down

to 1Oµ volts/M
• AF-input jacl<for tuned voltmeter appli

cations,

RENG transmitter
Comrex Corporation is introducing

the ENG-MIC. a completely self
contained hand-held transmitter
with one full watt output and built
in electret microphone for broadcast
quality ENG sound pickup.

The ENG-MIC, model HHT-lKA,
features crystal control. automatic
modulation control and operates on
replaceable alkaline penlight bat
teries.

The ENG-MIC produces all the
power permitted to broadcasters by
FCC Rules & Regulations. Part 74.
Subpart H.

The frequency range is 450-451
MHz and 455-456 MHz. (Available
on special order at 161.625-161.775
MHz and 947-952 MHz.) The HHT
lKA is also available with tone
generators for Radio ENG repeater
systems.
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Chromatic switcher
Shintron has announced the

model 373-DX Chromatic Switcher.
a high-performance unit designed
for all facets of production including
broadcast. ENG. CATV. and CCTV
applications.

The 373-DX is fully plug
Continued on page 76

NEW FM AND TV
FIELD STRENGTH METER
FIM-71
• Accurate - Direct Reading - Volts or dB • 45 MHz to
225 MHz - Continuous Tuning • Peakor Averaging Detector
(switch selectable) • Wide or Narrow IF Bandwidth (switch
selectable) • 20 dB or 60 dB Meter Range (switch selectable)
• AM or FM Demodulator (switch selectable) • Calibrated
Dipole Antenna, Mounted on Casefor Near-Ground Measure
ments or Removable for TASO Measurements • 140 dB
Measurement Range (1 µV to 10 V) • 4Y,-lnch, Mirrored
Scale, Taut-Band Meter
• Front Panel Speaker
• Recorder Output
• Rugged, Portable
Package • Calibrated
Signal Generator,
45 MHz to 225 MHz
• Battery or External
Power • UseasSignal
Source/Selective Volt·
meter for Insertion
Loss Measurements of
Filters, etc. • Measures
FM Harmonics to -80 dB
• Price - $2,500 com
plete with dipole antenna. CONTACTUSFORDETAILS.

B I 932 PHILADELPHIA AVE.

TóTOMAC INSTRUMENTS f~~~~i:.~:!~G,MD.2091º
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A group 01the staff meet in the Broadcast Studio of the Station

It was a College
broadcast facility;
Mow it's a public
radio station;
KUSC,Los Angeles,
still has a Stanton
in every table ...
It is interesting that the station which

provides top quality classical music ser
vice to LosAngeles was an outgrowth of
a College RadioStation.

It now has been incorporated into the
public broadcasting system and serves
all of Los Angeles, Ventura and Orange
Counties, with a format of 85% classical
music and 15% informational pro
gramming primarily from the National
Public Radio Service. KUSCgoes direct
from disc to air and uses the Stanton
600E on its turntables.

Since the station has received sub
stantial university support for upgrading
their sound, which includes a new trans-
mitting system ... new tower antenna .
new control board new turntables .
and new cartridges KUSCplans to in-
stall Stanton's Calibrated 681SE car
tridges in all their turntables.

So, their sure-to-improvesound is cer
tain to have a favorable impact on their
growing audience.

Stanton's 681 Calibration Series car
tridges offer improved tracking at all fre
quencies.They achieveperfectly flat fre
quency responseto beyond20 Kc.
Each 681 Series cartridge is guaran

teed to meet its specifications within
exacting limits, and each one boasts the
most meaningful warranty. An indivi
dually calibrated test result is packed
with each unit.

Write today for further information to:
Stanton Magnetics, Inc., Terminal Drive,

Plainview, N.Y. 11803

STaNTOn
ForMoreDetailsCircle(78) onReplyCard
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new
produc~s
•••••••••••••••••••••••
Continued from page 75

compatible with Sony DXC 1000,
1600, and 1610 series Trinicon
cameras. It has a built-in color sync
generator equipped with a multiple
distribution amplifier for sync
pulses and front panel controlled
subcarrier phase adjustment for
each camera input. All switching is
done in vertical interval.

ForMoreDetailsCircle(106) onReplyCard

Radial air gap
rotary t'ransformer

Videomagnetics, Inc .. (VMI) has a
radial air gap rotary transformer
available that the company says will
eliminate the basic problems of the
axial multi-plane types used as
original equipment on Ampex MK X
rotary head assemblies.
The VMI air gap setting is built

into the diameter of the rotor and
stator units and are held to toler
ance of 100 micro inches, a design
aimed at eliminating parasitic modu
lation of the RF.

Grounding is achieved by using a
graphite brush with sufficient ec
centric wipe to be self-cleaning and
to avoid intermittent contact. Ac
cording to VMI, there is no con
dition where microphonics, band
noise, or moire are created.

Simple disassembly and re
assembly during refurbishing allows
straight forward cleaning. The com
plete unit mounts on the MK X
interchangeably with the axial type.
In fact, there is no change in
outward appearance.
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Discmemory system
Knox, Ltd. announced a new

versatile disc memory system, the
KD128, as an add-on option to new
and existing K128 graphic arts
character generator. The KD128
offers 280 pages of permanent
memory on each diskette. Each page
is stored on interchangeable 5-inch
flexible discs. The disc itself costs
$5.00. A studio can have a library
of over 1,100 pages.

The KD128 is composed of two
separate units. The first, rack
mountable, contains the drive unit.
The second is the control system
which allows the operator, through
a 16-key pad, to select pages at
random, or sequentially. Continuous
roll or crawl is possible through all
of the pages. Maximum search time
is 1.5 seconds.
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TENTEL FOR TENSI
NOW

MORE THAN EVER

Shown measuring the critical
supply tension on a Sony 285(

FLAGGING?
SIGNAL DROP-OUTS?

INTERCHANGEABILITY?
The TENTELOMETERtape tensb
gage can help isolate and corr·
these problems and others on ycr
reel to reel and your U-matic n
chines by measuring dynamic tai
tension. Priced from $179.00 COH
plete.
Send for Your FREE 8 pg. TE·
TELOMETERinstruction and app
cation manual or call today:

.""'\.. .....
~ ' ~

iENTEI
50 Curtner Avenue, Campbell, CA 9

(408) 377-6588
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G.E. & Sylvania

STAGE - STUDIO ~
& Projector

Please Don~ev~U~L~mp Orders ',
At List we·d Rather Give You

42%TO 48%0FF
Compare Srtlers Prrces:

TV 6-23 24-47 45 u
Production List 42% 45% 48,
Lamp No. Price Off Off 011
FAO $16.75 $ 9.72 $ 9.21 $ 8.7
FHM 21.00 12.18 11.55 10.9 r
CYX 61.50 35.67 33.83 31.9
DXW 23.25 13.48 12.79 12.0
FON 17.00 9.86 9.35 8.8 .:
FDF 20.00 11.60 11.00 10.4 I,
EGJ 37. 75 21.90 20.76 19.6
DTJ 27.60 16.01 15.18 14.3
FCX 24.00 13.92 13.20 12.4
IMT12-2 22.00 12.76 12.10 11.4
500T20-64 20.75 12.03 11.41 10.7
750T20P-

SP 20.00 1).60 11.00
01000T3/4 21.00 12.18 11.55
02000T11-

4CL 61.50 35.67 33.83 31.
0500T3/4 17.00 9.86 3.35 8.
0500T3-

4CL 20.00 11.60 11.00 10.

You may assort for best price. Many
other numbers in stock not shown
above. All transportation prepaid on
$100.00 or more net orders. Minimum
order, $25.00 net. Your satisfaction
guaranteed. Order today, or write for
our complete price sheet!

Sittelt4 SUPPLIES, INC.
P.O. Box 10-A Washington, Iowa

702 E. Washington St. Ph. 319-653-2123
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651l!l
Add 1.75 for shipping

':r:rt::1:,r:,~r
~!LS-IA
121'0FESSIONALTONE ARM

une .. 520 Lincoln Htghw•v. Fruer, Pli. 19355 12151644-1123

CONSOLES
KITS & WIRED

AMPLIFIERS
MIC., EO,ACN,
LINE, TAPE, DISC,
POWER

OSCILLATORS
AUDIO
TAPE BIAS

POWER SUPPLIES
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e manufacture Coils, Contactors, Meter
Vilches, Plug Ins, C.S. Transformers, Light
g & S.D. Chokes, plus complete Phasing
'sterns.

Geleco Electronfcs Ltd.
2 Thorncliffe Park Dr. #28
Toronto, Canada (416)421-5631
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tUILD A BETTER
STUDIO

di Aderhold Construction
impany. A complete con- A

0uction management team
Mch1tects, builders, en-
"eers and designers. No
oblem too large or too
'ª"· 404/233-5413.
~derhold Construction

Company
~4PeachtreeRd.NE I Atlanta. Georgia 30326
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IDEAS FROM
di-tech

MODEL 7001
AUDIO MONITOR AMPLIFIERr :::::::::. ¡::;:¡-1
·~·..,~. . .

• UP TO 7 SWITCHABLE INPUTS
• 10 WATT AMPLIFIER
• VU METER & SPEAKER
• INPUT RANGE -30 TO + 30 DBM
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MODEL 5400 A/V SWITCHER

• ----
• MATRIX 4X1, 8X2. 12X2
OR 3 SEPARATE 4X1.

• REMOTE CONTROLLED.
• FRAM E SIZE 13/• "H.
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MODEL 120 V.O.A.
• 1 IN, 6 OUT
• SWITCHABLE
CLAMPER

• DIFF. INPUT
1O DB CABLE EQUAL

• 12 DB FLAT GAIN
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OTHER PRODUCTS
• TOUCH TONE SYSTEMS
• VIDEO PRESENCE DETECTORS
• PULSE O.A'S
VIDEO D.A.'S

• AUDIO O.A. 'S
• PASSIVE VIDEO SWITCHERS
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di-tech INC .
315 WYANDANCH AVE..
N. BABYLON, N.Y. 11704
TEL.: 516-643-4040
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PROFESSIONAL ~~OOWíl~~~
RALPH E. EVANS ASSOCIATES

CONSULTINGCOMMUNICATIONSENGINEERS
216N. GreenBay Road

Suite 208
Thiensville, WI 53082

Phone: (414)242-6000 MemberAFCCE

VIR JAMES
CONSULTINGRADIOENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
ComputerizedFrequencySurveys

345Colorado Blvd.
Phone: (AreaCode 303)333-5562

DENVER, COLORADO 80206
MemberAFCCE

MIDWEST ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES

C!o,,rnfli,,9 E,,9ir1u.u
6934 AN. UNIVERSITY
PEORIA, ILLINOIS 61614

(309) 692-4233
MemberAFCCE

Applied Video Electronics, Inc.
STUDIOSYSTEMSDESIGNAND INSTAL
LATIONENGINEERINGREFURBISHING/
MODIFYING COLOR CAMERAS AND
OUADRUPLEXVIDEOTAPERECORDERS

Post Office Box 25
Brunswick, Ohio 44212
Phone (216) 225-4443

W. H. BRADLEY, P.E.
B. L. BRADLEY, BS/EE
Corisvtunq Radio Engineer
Eng1neeung Appl1ca11ons

& Field Eng1neeung
Phone 918-245-5444

300 West 41 Street.
SANO SPRINGS. OKLAHOMA. 74063

SMITH and POWSTENKO
Broadcasting and letecommumcanons

Consultants

2000 N. Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

(202) 293-7742

MERL E. RINEHART, P.E.
CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEER
Apptrcauons and Field Engrneering

P.O. BOX 162. WOODLAND PARKWAY
STATE LINE, PENNSYLVANIA 17263

(717) 597-9160

James Tiner. President

TINER COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE, INC.
"We soec.etue in Towers ..

Complete Towerand Antenna
rosrauation and Service

PO Box 3827, 15201Hickman Road
Des Moines Iowa 50322 15151278-5501

Joseph & Donna Roizen
VIDEO CONSULTANTS
lnlernational TV Systems

Marketing/Technical Writing
800 Welch Rd., Suite 354

Palo Alto. Ca. 94304
Tel: (415)326-6103
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TRAINING
EARN YOUR ELECTRONICSDEGREEby corre
spondence. G. l. Bill approved. For free
brochure, write GranthamCollege of Engineering,
Information Desk, 2000 Stoner Avenue, Los
Angeles. Calif. 90025. 8-72-tf

FIRST PHONE in six to twelve weeks through
tape recorded lessons at home plus one week
personal instruction in Boston, Philadelphia,
Detroit, Atlanta, St. Louis, Seattle or Los
Angeles. Our twentieth year teaching FCC license
courses. Bob Johnson Radio License Preparat
tion. 1201Ninth, Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266,
Telephone213-379-4461. 8-75-tf

BROADCASTENDORSEMENTand third phone
preparation on cassettes. Illustration book In
cludes current FCC-type exams. Radio License
Preparation, 1201Ninth, Manhattan Beach, Calif.
90266. 8-75-tf

GET YOUR FIRST TO GET THERE FIRST! DON
MARTINSCHOOLOF COMMUNICATIONS/Since
1937, training Broadcasters for Broadcastingr 1st
Phone training using latest methods and com
pletely equipped Transmitter studio. Call or write
for details and start dates. Don Martin School,
7080Hollywood Blvd., 5th floor, Hollywood, CA
90028.Call (213)462-3281or (213)657-5886.

8-75-tf

PASS FCC first and second class exams with
new 21-lesson, 450-page course. Starts with
basic electricity. Over 600 FCC-type, multiple
choice questions and sample exams included. No
previous technical knowledge required. Com
mercial Radio Operator Theory Course, #15-01.
Only $5.95. Ameco Publishing, 275G Hillside
Ave.. Williston Park, N.Y. 11596. 8-72-tf

PASS FCC EXAMS with Ameco books. Each
book contains FCC questions plus simplified
answers plus FCC-type exams and answers. 3rd
class includes broadcast endorsement $1.25. 2nd
class $2.50, 1st class $1.60. Free catalog. Ameco
Publishing, 275G Hillside Ave., Williston Park,
N.Y. 11596. 8-72-tf

REIoffers intensive but quality instruction for 1st
and 2nd class FCC license preparation. State
approvedfor Veterans training. Student housing.
Free brochure. 2402 Tidewater Trail, Fredericks
burg, Va. 22401or Phone703-373-1441. 7-77-8t

SERVICES
FREQUENCYMEASURINGSERVICE-WE'RE #2
-MONITOR REPAIRS-MOBILE UNIT-covers
Northern 2;, Ill., Eastern Iowa, Eastern Minn.,
Southern 'IJ Wis., Western Mich., and Western
Ind., monthly. Radio Aids, 528 RavineAve., Lake
Bluff, Illinois 60044,(312)234-0953. 2-74-tf

COMMERCIALRADIO MONITORINGCO. Preci
sion frequency measurements since 1932. Local
and mobile service covering entire midwest plus.
Test instruments, counters, monitors repaired
and certified. Lee's Summit, Mo. 64063. (816)
524-3777. 9-74-tf

CAMERA TUBES...ALL TYPES EXCEPTORTHl
CONS CAN NOW BE RECONDITIONEDAT AN
UNBELIEVABLE PRICE, LEAD OXIDE TYPES
$300.00,VIDICONSFROM $35 TO $200.00. ALL
RECONDITIONEDTUBESCOMEWITH500 HOUR
WARRANTY.FOR DETAILSWRITE: RODONCO
ENGINEERING, CAMERA TUBE DIV., 4020
STAPLETONDR., BLOOMINGTON, IND. 47401.

8-75-tf

TRANSMITTER TUBES-Save 40 to 50%.
3CX2500, 4CX5000, 4CX10000, 4CX15000, 4CX-
35000and many others. Write for details: FREE
LAND PRODUCTSCO., 3233 Conti St., New
Orleans,La. 70119.504-822-9223. 11-76-12t

WANTED: buyers for new Fidelipac, Audiopac
cartridges. We offer the fastest and most
complete rebuilding service also. Rocky Mtn.
Cartridge, Box 1676, Pueblo, Colorado 81004.

7-77-11

SERVICES (Cont.)
ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR PROFESStlil
AUDIO REQUIREMENTS.Bottom line 011
F.T.C. Brewer Company, P.O. Box 8057,''
cola, Florida 32505. 7

HELIAX-STYROFLEX. Large stock-b
prices-tested and certified. Write for pri
stock lists. Sierra Western Electric. BoxJ81
Oakland, Calif. 94623. Telephone (415)8315.d

7:

LIGHTNING PROTE:CTIONon a budget
nomical and proven method. Details an1
list $3. Robert Lowery, CE, Box 451, ~sJ''
Virginia 22572. T'

FM TRANSMITTERS,Drivers, Power Amf
Custom built to 35 KW. Wolfe Associate:
RambowDrive, Palo Alto, CA. 94306. 77

BUILD YOUR OWN TV AND RADIO PRIU
TION EQUIPMENT. Easy, inexpensive, b1
IC). Plans or kits: Special Effects Gell!.
Automatic Logger, Vertical Interval Video$
er, Solid State Lighting Board, Preset 1
Video Board, Preset Lighting Board, Cryst(
trolled Wireless Mikes with Matching reCI,
Subsonic Tone Control for audio tapesj
SOFCamerasand Projectors, Distribution llJf'
fiers (Sync. Video, Audio), Audio Control ~
(Studio & Remote) Proc-Amp with cornpee
and regeneration for adapting Helical Scanl•
to broadcast standards. PLUS speclaüzedom
spondence courses in TELEPHONEEngl~
($39.50), and Integrated Circuit Enginn,
($49.50). Plans from $5.95 to $15. 9'8'
CATALOGplus years updating of new devts
Mailed $1.00. Don Britton Enterprisesº
DrawerG, Waikiki, Ha. 96815. 5'

WANTED
WANTED: All surplus broadcast equip~
especially clean A.M. & F.M. transme1d•
capacitors, 112Clark & Potomac PhasemoPI
Field Strength Meters, etc. High price:i
custom duties paid. Surplus Equipment Sist.1•
2 Thorncliffe Pk. Dr., Unit 28, Toronto 11,rn:c..
Canada(416)421-5631. '6-

WANTED: Pre-1926radio equipment and oe,
August J. Link, Surcom Associates, 305W.'1,
sin Ave., Oceanside, Ca. 92054, (714)722~

'6-

WANTED: RCA TK41 color camera chai
parts of TRT-1VTR. Contact after 5 p.m.,6'•'
373-2394. 17

CHURCH NEEDS TRANSMITTER and :IÓIª:
equipment for a non-commercial radio slO r,
God's blessing. Rev. Asbury, 1528Hilby A "
Seaside,CA 93955. ' -

WANTED: 2KW CHANNEL 3 TV
Write: XEFB TV CH. 3, P.O.
Monterrey,N.L., Mexico.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALEl't
DON'T PAY $150.00-$280.00each for VIOi
PULSE distribution amps. You can save'
organization a few thousand dollars if ybllª'
someone who can solder and follow simpl
structions. We supply completed broai
quality video and pulse cards, wlthi8
conductor and pull handle, to drive 5-7!1h~n
lines. AVAILABLEONLY PERTHIS AD. WI!
prepaid, COD or P.O. from Credible Co. j
TEC, 8688 ROYAL DRIVE, NOBLESVILLE,[
ANA 46060. VIDEO 3601-VDAPULSE 3601
complete with instructions, $50.00each. 17·

BROADCASTCRYSTALSfor AM, FM or TV~'
mitters. frequency change, repair or replac'
of oven types. Also new vacuum types tor
Gates, Collins, etc. transmitters. Quality
ucts, reasonableprices and better delivery!
be without a sparecrystal. Frequencychanl
service for AM and FM frequency monitors.
30 years in the business. Eidson Electron!~
Box 96, Temple, Texas, 76501. Phone~
773-3901. 1.

BROADCAST ENGINEEP
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PT. FOR SALE (Cont.)
MOTORSFORSPOTMASTERS

'aps hysteresis synchronous motor HSZ
~470Das used in series 400 and 500

"'es. Price $49.00each prepaid. while they
1.)

day warranty. Terms check with order
y J COD's.Not recommendedfor Tapecaster
ieiOOor 700.
.1TAPECASTERTCM, INC.• Box 662

Rockville, Maryland 20851
1-72-tf

'AND VACUUM transmitting capacitors.
l relays. Large stock; immediate delivery.
sts on request. SURCOM ASSOCIATES.

~

1~consinAve., Oceanside, Ca 9205\S6~i/
)M is preparing its 1978 Italian Broadcast
CATVFour W's Directory in English at $5
y. For rate card write: 12Corn Ct., Mastic
N.Y. 11951. 7-77-11
'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

r
¡COMPETITIVELY PRICEDused RevoxA77
«íecksavailable. Completely reconditioned
ox, virtually indistinguishable from new
1ethe standard Revox90 day warranty for
machines. Satisfaction guaranteed. Write
nents to ESSI, Box 854. Hicksville. N.Y.
i16)921-2620. 5-76-tf

NT BROADCASTAND STUDIO EOUIP
Newand Rebuilt. Cart and Reel Record
insoles, Limiters, Monitors, Preamps,
i>peakers,Turntables, racks, furniture, re
ining services, parts. AUTODYNE: Box
ockvtue. Maryland20850. 2-77-tf

Editing.
Ohio 44143.

4-77-121

I.LABSMODEL334broadcast encoder (five
t old), RCA BTS-1B stereo generator (20
~old), 2 Marti CLA-40compressor/limiters.
i excellent condition. WEOS-FM, Geneva,
456.315-781-0155. 6-77-21

oO AUTOMATION SYSTEM, computer
IJed with 16K memory, plus 2 Teletypes.
l•ive and CRT Terminal for Data Entry. 17
i;ourcesincludes 7 Carousels, 3 lnstacarts.
·i Announcers. Temperature Announcer,
Ioice Track Units. Relay Control, Remote
rnergency Channels. Also included. 3

l•tige Recorder IEncoders, equipment Ior
: Track Production and spare Audio and
t Boards. System stores 7 days of infor-
1,and has full program logging and error
1.CallWBMX, (312)626-1030. 7-77-1t

IS INVENTORY SALE-Brand New In
t'DH-1Color Cameras. Broadcast Quality.
n te with built-in Sync/genlock, FCC En
Instruction Manual. Extremely stable
lion and color balance. Special Price
sa. !! Tubes, Lenses, Viewfinders available
ired. PC 70 including Contours, Encoder
'Q. J-1.-$32,000. ENC-1 (Portable LDH-1)
!ad, Backpack,Battery Pack. A.C. Supply

1!0Q.Also available with 15-150l. 2.0 Lens
f >adcast plumbicons-$20.000. Canyon
Q1tes,1355Driftwood Orive, Palm Springs,
')2262. Telephone (714) 327-3330. Telex
. 7-77-21

RAL PRODUCTIONSTUDIO in two six
ks, completely wired. With Crown SS702

IIeel, Rapid-OR0212 recordIplay cartridge
1, Sparta RA4 remote mixer. Grommes
~nitoramplifier, Jensen model 2 speaker.
built switching and patch panels. meter

lelco line patching. Also cartridge racks
er miscellaneous equipment. Will sell as
e systemor by individual piece. Write for

Pe Information including diagrams, photo
Ices. Gary C. Knaack, ADP Investments,
·1 Miguel Drive, Suite 304. Newport Beach,
la 92660. 7-77-2t

PUT SPECIALS-Character Generators
on Model 0-2400Character Generators, 4
1emory, 2-channel output. Large, clear
:rs, horizontal crawl. Originally $4,500,
nly $2,995. Bridging Video Switchers-
11Y$690, Now Only $395. Limited quanti

J<illable. ORDER TODAY! Call (612) 733-
1íl'~Company,Mincom Division, 3M Center
1 ~3-5E,St. Paul, Minnesota 55101. 7-77-1t

1977

EOPT. FOR SALE (Cont.)
GATES M5534 EXCITER, $500; Gates M6144A
Dual Peak Limiter, $275; Early Gates Studioette
Console, $150: available in summer. Hewlett
Packard 335B Modulation Monitor, $275: Rust
Remote Control, $200. Call eve. (203) 261-2392.

7-77-2t

TV MICROTIME640 Time Base Corrector. serial
no. 1126. Contact Al Morgan. Arizona-Sonora
Desert Museum. Post Office Box 5607. Tucson.
Arizona. 85706.(602)883-1380. 7-77-lt

FOR SALE: 2 Gates Solidstatesman Limiters,
Cooper Time Cube. Quad Eight Reverb, Mosley
SGT-3TStereo Generator. Porta Scribe Overhead
Projector. All in excellent unmodified condition.
Call (203)777-4761.Tom Osenkowsky. 7-77-1t

IVC870C + 860CVTRS, Both Good Condition. 3
Extra New Heads. IVC Alignment Tepe. Tip
Pehetration Gauge, Tension Gauge, All For
$5.600.00.Call Tom Bartelt. 703-471-1749.7-77-lt

AUTOMATIONSYSTEM, IGM-500, random select
memory, music sequencer. (2) Scully 270-2. (3)
lnstacarts 48 PBS. network switcher. $25,000.00.
Contact Wes Bell. c/o KFJZ. (817)731-6301.

7-77-lt

100WATI TRANSLATORS-Three EmceeModels
(U-HTU-1000). Excellent Condition. All tubes
brand new. tuned to your channels. Possible
delivery-$4,500 ea. (408)354-1984. 5-77-eot-2t

TRANSMITIER, POWERSUPPLY. Westinghouse
MW-2. 2-30 MHz. 2.5 KW. New. Best offer. A&A
Electronics. Box 1711.Whittier. California 90609.

7-77-1t

SEALED BID AUCTION-Bankrupt FM station.
AEL exciter-2202A. AEL stereo generator-2213.
Sony SOE-2000 quad encoder. Gorman EBS
encoder-decoder. 170 audio-pak cartridges. RCA
broadcast board. broadcast control desk. All or
part. (503)232-2999. 7-77-lt

AMPEX 1100 with new broadcast head. Hi-band
color-Allen Mod. waveform and Conrac Monitor.
$9000.00.303-455-1122.Denver. 7-77-11

AMPEX VPR-7900Broadcast Quality Production
Recorder. Demomodel like new. Any reasonable
offer accepted. Contact Marty Dunn. GBC. 74
Filth Ave.. N.Y. 10011,(212)989-4433. 7-77-lt

TWO AMPEX VR-3000 Pon able H1gh Band
Videotape Recorders. in carrying cases. wrth
three video heads. battery packs and body
braces. Top condition and sensibly prrced. Depl.
380. Broadcast Engineering. Box 12901.Overland
Park. Kansas66212. 7-77-2t

A LIMITEDSTOCKof brand new. sealed cartoned
LOH-1Norelco camera heads-studio type-only
$6.500.00ea. ENG portable cameras with head
and back-pack; N.T.S.C.. battery or AC. view
finder. 10:1 motorized zoom-$23.000 ea. Lead
oxide tubes for broadcast-$850.00 ea Special
prices on 1.0.'s. vidicons. transrmttinq tubes.
quartz lamps-Mark 10 tape head and 5 mil. ball
bearinq mastering head for VTR-1100- T O l..
138-69Francis Lewis Blvd.. Rosedale. New York
11422- Tel: (212)978-5896. 7-77-lt

HELP WANTED
BROADCASTENGINEERINGOPPORTUNITIES
(coast to coast). We specialize in the placement
of well qualified people in the Broadcast Engi
neering Industry. Openings at all locations-all
levels. Confidential-no cost to applicant Em
ployer inquiries mvueo. Contact Alan E. Korrush,
KEYPERSONNEL,116South Main Street, Soulh
Main Towers, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 18701.
(717)822-2196. 4-77-tf

WANTED: FCC First Class Engineer (Chief Engi
neer). Musi haveat least 4 years experrenceas a
First Class FCC Engineer. Must have drrecuonat
array experience. Must have worked FM stations
and know transmitters. and automation. Send
resumeto: 136East 55th Street. New York, New
York. 6-77-2t

HELP WANTED (Cont.)
TRANSMITIERTECHNICIANS-Voice of America
has opportunities for qualified technicians at
VOA stations rn California. North Carolina. and
Ohio. Duties include operanons/rnamtenance of
high power shortwave transmilters and related
tacuuies on shill basis. Minimum cuauncauons:
3-years broadcast chief enqineer 5 to 50 KW. or
3-years supervisor ol operanons/rnamtenance
high power rrulitarv transmilling plant. or equiva
lent. U.S. ciuzenstup required. Salary $15-19.000.
Subrrut standard governmenl application form.
SF-171 lo: VOA Personnel Office. Code 05-77.
330 Independence Avenue. S.W.. Washington.
o.e. 20547. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EM
PLOYER. 6-77-31

TELEVISION CHIEF ENGINEER, management
orrented. 101 leading network affiliate 1n Gulf
Coast area. All new equipment and excellent
tacrlmes EqualOpportunity Employer. Dept 378.
BroadcastEngineerrng.P.O. Box 12901,Overland
Park. KS66212 6-77-4t

TV BROADCASTTECHNICIANII-Perform broad
cast engineering work on RCA and AMPEX
televrsronequrprnent. Minimum Requirements: 2
years expenence/tram.nq in television broadcast
technician work. and a f11stclass FCC license.
Only qualihed broadcast engineers should apply.
Salary $984-$1.259per month. Apply by August
19. 1977to Office of Staff Personnel. Room 134.
French Administration Building, Pullman.
Washington 99164. An Equal Opportunity Em
ployer. 7-77-lt

KTVPTELEVISIONSTATION, Soon to be on the
a11rn Fayelteville. rs looking for experrencedtele
vrsion engineer to be chief Must have strong
technical and administrative background Good
pay and excellent benefits Contact Don Vest.
Director of Enqrneennq. Jonesboro. Ark. (501)
932-4288. 7-77-lt

WANTED: Experrencedtelevision studio engineer
with f11stclass license for program and produc
tion m a leading VHF station using the most
rnodern color equipment available Excellent
working condiuons with full benefits An equal
opportunity employer Contact Chief Engineer.
Jack Jopling. WJBF-TV.Augusta. Georgia.7-77-1t

VIDEO EQUIPMENT REGIONAL SALESMAN
wanted for Nebraskaand Iowa. with knowledge
of broadcast and CCTV equiprnent. Locate in
Omaha. operate your own office and territory
Salary plus commissions and expenses Call
collect 612-835-3080 7-77-1t

HELP WANTED TECHNICAL. Opening for a
studio engineer with í rrs t phone Must be
sxpenencec with RCA color equipment. camera.
film and VTffs. Please submit resume and
references to Wayne Semple. Chief Engineer.
WANO-TV.P.O Box 631. Decatur. lllrnors 62525.
AN EQUALOPPORTUNITYEMPLOYER 7-77-lt

PATENTEDMATV. $20000 day profit possible
Prelrrnmanes $300 Box 809. Boynton Beach.
Fla 33435. 5-77-eot-6t

HATEYOURWIFE?Want to spend a lot of time
away from home? Have intimate knowledge of
RCA-45cameras?Ampex AVR-2's?Audio boards
& swrtchers? Havewe got a deal for you' We'rea
young. growing, West Coast Production Compa
ny who needs an operating maintenance engi
neer We do mostly commercials. but also delve
into sports & programs both live & tape If you
have these qualifications (or at least most of
them) we'd like to discuss the whole suuauon
with you Send resume and salary requrrernents
to Depl. 382. Broadcast Eng1nee11ng.Box 12901.
OverlandPark. Ks 66212 7-77-11

DEEJAY. F11stTicket. Will train Small market
station. 5.000 watt. m southwestern Wyoming.
Send tape and resume to P O Box 432.
Kemmerer.Wyoming 83101 7-77-2t

SALESMAN with ability to do production.
Requires serving out of town accounts. Send
resume to P.O Box 432. Kemmerer. Wyoming
83101. 7-77-2t
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BROADCAST PRODUCTS DIVISION

TELEVISION FIELD SERVICE
Television Transmitter International and Domestic Opportunities with Harris.

We are a steadily growing division of Harris, a corporation with a remarkably
consistent record of expansion In many aspects of communications, with sales
now over the half billion dollar mark. Broadcast Products Division is a world leader
In television, radio, and long-range equipment.

Positions, involving domestic as well as International travel, offer excellent
professional growth and opportunities to use your full potential in solving total
system as well as systems integration problems.

Requirements include technical strength in television broadcasting, at least 4
years of related TV broadcast experience, and an ability to handle total problems
with minimum supervision. Applicants must exhibit technical strength in
television broadcasting acquired by four or more years of related broadcast
experience and completion of at least a two year technical school. They must also
have the ability to handle total technical problems with minimum supervision.

Starting salary will be commensurate with·your education and related experience.
Benefits are liberal and a bonus along with lull expenses are given for lntematlonal
assignments. Relocation expense will assist you with your initial move. Please
send your resume, including salary history data, to: Mr. Lawrence R. Carlstone,
Professional Employment Supervisor. HARRIS CORPORATION BROADCAST
PRODUCTS DIVISION, Quincy, Illinois 62301.

HARRIS
COMMUNICATIONS ANO
INFORMATIONHANDLING

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Broadcast Products Division

HARRIS CORPORATION
INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
The Broadcast Products Orvisronof Hams Corporation rs seeking broadcast engineers

interested in expanding their personalgrowth m the mternauonal broadcastmarket.
Manyopoonurunesareavailablem our organizationwhich rs rapidly growing to meet the

existing and future requirements.
Among these opportunities we need.

AREASALESMANAGERS
Youwill be fully responsible for managingthe marketing of our broad rangeof radio and

television broadcast products in a selected area of the world. Management of the
distributor network and customer relations are essential.
Requiredquahncauonsinclude a BSEEor equivalentand 3-5 yearspractical experiencein

Radio-TV station engineering, or 3-5 years experience in field sales or service. Some
mternauonalmarketingexperienceor a Mastersdegree in marketing is highly desirable.

INTERNATIONALSALESDEVELOPMENTADMINISTRATION
aesoons.oumesinclude the active support of the AreaSales Managersby responding to

customer requirementsand coorcrnaunq the efforts of the Corporation in the international
broadcastsystemsmarket. This position providesexcellent opportunity for advancement.
Requirementsinclude a BSEEor equivalent. 1-3 years Radio-TVstation engineering, 1-3

years marketing/product development/systems engineering with a broadcast equipment
manufactureror 2-5 years international sales experience.
We offer favorable career prospects in a growth environment, competitive salaries,

excellent benefits. and relocation assistance. Pleasedirect resume in confidence, giving
full pertinent details including salary progression. to Lawrence Carlstone, Professional
EmploymentSupervisor, Harris Corporation, Broadcast Products Division, Quincy, Illinois
62301. m

UIJ
HARRIS
COMMUNICATIONS AND
INFORMATIONHANDLING

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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HELP WANTED (Cont.
ENGINEERFOR 2 AM 1 FM small grou
very important. $13,000 starting salary.
E.O.E. Immediate opening. Reply to De
BroadcastEngineering,P.O. Box 12901,
Park, KS66212.

RAPIDLY EXPANDING NORTHEAST Ml
UHF needs two experiencedmaintenance
One for maintenanceof an RCA TTU-11
mitter. The second, for the upkeep of
equipmentwhich includes PC70s,TR600
TCR 100, Grass Valley switcher. Only
enced need call 412/931-5747,PA 1521
salaryand benefits.

TELEVISION-CCTV Video Maintenanc
nicians. Full Benefits. GreaterNewYork,
County or New Jersey Area. Send rest
VPC. P.O. Box 268, New Hyde Park, N.Y

CCA FM10DSEXCITERtuned to 98.7 M
associated SG-10 stereo generator, used,
ars, both for $2,000. Moseley SCG-4Tsu
generator at 67 KHz, used, manual,
McMartin TBM-3000 Freq. Monitor, use¡,
MHz. $40. Gates GTA-88F Freq. Com
used. $50. Miratel AA-1 EBS rcvr., $25
offer. Contact C.E. or G.M.. 218-236-7900.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS-KCRG-T
process of expanding its maintenancest;
rs seeking strong candidates with 1st
License, solid backgrounds in generalTV
cast electronics and minimum experience
years involvingthe following: Cameras;C
Generators; Design and Fabrication;
PoweredC Band Radar; Microwave; Ou
Helical VTRs; RF; Remote Control; Swl
Video. For information, write: Chief E
KCRGSTATIONS,2nd Avenueat 5th Str1
Cedar Rapids. Iowa 52401.319-398-8407.
OPPORTUNITYEMPLOYER.

WANT YOUR OWN STATION? Top
broadcaster in competitive market needs
aggressive self-starter as chief. Stro
maintenance.AM-FM stereo, studio constrtnt
Can you make the best sound better? Re
Dick McGraw.WCLGFM/AM, Morgantow
EOE/MF.

MANAGER, VIDEO MARKETING. East
based video equipment manufacturer
aggressive individual to assume total mall
responsibility. Successful candidate wllh
experience in both broadcast and CCTV~
with OEMand direct sales experience,as ¡¡
drstributor sales management. This is aio
visibility position reporting directly I
President and offering excellent opoortun-'
growth. Reply to Dept. 381, BroadcastEn1et
mg. P.O. Box 12901.Overland Park, KSll'•¡

SITUATION WANTED (Cor,
CCTVENGINEER-Experienced in all phai¡
video systemsmaintenanceand operation
mg helical scan VTR's with FCC 2n(J
License. desires intermediateposition. Wil~
relocate for right job. Contact: Doug CJ~
8220Langon Ave.. #18. Van Nuys, CA 911
phone213/989-1572. 1

Regional advertising sales offices

Indianapolis. Indiana-Roy Henry, 2469E
St . Indianapolis. Ind. 46280.(317)846-702t

New York, New York-Stan Osborn. 60 E~
St.. Room 1227. New York. N.Y. 10017.
687-7240

Mountain View. California-Dennis Triola,
Bayshore Frontage Rd., Room 102, Molª
View. Ca. 94043,(415)961-0378

LondonW.C. 2. England-John Ashcraft &f
12BearSt., LeicesterSquare,930-0525

Badhoevedorp,Holland-John Ashcraft &'
John J. Lucassen, Mgr., Sloterweg 303,
6226

Tokyo 1. Japan-International Media Rep.
rives, no.. Shiba-Kotohiracho. Minatoku.
0656

BROADCAST J::NGINEEP
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Pushbutton control
of raise/lower

I
A.T.S. switch initiates
outputs for external control

Positive, "dial-in" channel selection

Digital display (33A-digit DVM) of meter reading;
updated 3 times per second

I
Digital verification that unit is on selected channel

$2495
l·w- ·1~~ºINow you can have ten chan- ¡. - •••• -o You also have your choice

neis .of raise/lower and telem- J . ~--:~ of interconnect setups: tele-
etry in a diqital remote control I llllilllm~ .. ·D phone lines, STL and SCA or
system - the TFT 761O - that I=- -o TSL. Data is transmitted via
costs only a little more than ~---.- --. --- pulse code modulation (PCM)
the most basic analog systems. Model 7610 contr~I point (bottom) and data modems are built-in.

With the 7610, you don't have and remote point modules. Modular versatility is another
to twiddle calibration knobs or interpolate from advantage, and a TFT exclusive. For example,
meter scales. Instead, you get a positive, unarn- when and if you want, you can add up to 60
biguous data display. In addition, you get BCD more channels of telemetry and raise/lower, in
(digital) outputs that make the 761O compatible 20-channel increments. Or, mate the Model 7610
with computer and ATS systems. Most imper- with our Model 7615 Status Monitoring and Direct
tantly, with TFT digital designs, you get increased Control unit. That will give you direct on/off
data accuracy and fewer errors because of spe- control and status monitoring - up to 30 chan-
cial closed loop data verification. neis of each. You can add modules at any time in

Along with a low price and digital convenience, the field.
the 7610 also gives you convenience features So, whether you're upgrading an existing sys-
you'd expect to find only in much more expen- tern or starting from scratch, specify TFT for re-
sive systems, if you find them at all. mote control. It could be the start of something big.
Calibration, for example, can be done on site For details and a demonstration, contact your

by one man. And unique, quick-disconnect bar- TFT representative or call the factory. In Canada:
rier strip boards allow you to remove the equip- Caldwell A/V Equipment Co., Ltd., Toronto (416)
ment from the rack without interrupting any of 438-6230.
the wiring to the transmitter or sampling points.

Modular digitals for remote control .

••

TIME AND FREQUENCY TECHNOLOGY, INC.
3000 OLCOTT STREET. SANTA CLARA. CA 95051(408)246-6365 TWX No 970-338-0584

For More Delalls Cuele (2) on Reply Card
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VITAL.INDUS'PR:Jl13S.,,-INC~ .

A HIGH TECHNOLOGY COMl'A'NY " "

MAINOFFICE: 3700 N.E. 53rd Ave.. Gai~:s~ille, Fla. 32601 • Phone 9041378-1581

MORRELL BEAVERS Midwest
2644 North Seventh St

Terre Haute. Indiana 47804
Phone 81?/466-3212

ROBERT McALL Norlheasl
34 Autumn Lane

Hrcksv.üe. NY 11801
Phone 5161735-0055

GORDON PETERS Southwesl
P O Box 912

Arunqton. Texas 76010
Phone 817/261-6855

ERIC KING Southeast
Fox Hill Road

Lynchburg, Va. 24503
Phone 804/384-700t

BARRY HOLLAND west .~1
7960 West Beverly 01111

Los Angeles. California!
Phone 213/653-9431
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